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Sorority
 
members
 
gather 
to 
reach  
out  
and
 touch 
someone
 
Gamma Phi Beta
 sorority proves that phone booths 
are not 
just for making calls to people
 in far away places. At 
left,
 
soronty  members get a leg up on 
phone booth stuffing, as 
they pack 
nine students into one 
booth.
 Below, four more 
students show how to answer
 a call together. Clockwise 
from the 
upper lett are: Anna White, Becky
 Springer, 
Michelle 
Miller, and Steve Betando. The 
event took place 
yesterday in front 
of
 the Gamma Phi Beta 
sorority  house on 
Ninth and San 
Fernando streets. It was 
part  of the sorority's 
Homecoming activities. See story below. 
Photos 
by Jon 
Wilsams  
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CSU 
Board  
recommends  
fees
 be hiked 
Costs for non-residents
 
may 
rise 
By Jacguie Toth 
and Eric Lach 
The CSU 
board of trustees Wednesday recommended a $90 increase in 
yearly non-resident student fees as  part of the preliminary 1983-84 budget, 
said a CSU budget planner. 
Full-time non-resident students currently pay 81,575 a semester, or $105 
per 
unit.
 
The proposed increase would raise that amount to $1,620 a semester, or 
$3,240 for the year. 
The board, meeting in Long Beach this week, approved a $1 billion 
preliminary budget for fiscal 1983-84. according to Louis Messner, assistant 
vice chancellor for budget planning. 
The new budget represents a 9.6 percent increase over the 
current 
budget, an estimated $941 million, Messner said. 
The preliminary budget also includes a $6 decrease in 
the student ser-
vices fee and a $17 million allocation for high technology instruction,  he said. 
The California 
State  University fee,
 instituted for the 
first time this fall.
 
will remain 
stable,  he added. 
That fee cost 
full-time students 
$75  and part-time 
students  $24 more this
 
semester, 
bringing  total full- 
and part-time fees 
to $231 and $150 
respec-
tively,
 . 
The student
 services fee, 
which  pays for 
counseling,
 advisement 
and 
library 
campus services,
 would drop from 
$108 to $102 a 
semester  if the 
board's 
proposal  is 
followed.
 
The  $17 million technology
 allocation 
recommended
 by the board 
would 
be spent
 systemwide for 
331 new instructors,
 advanced computer
 equip-
ment, 184 technical 
workers, and for 68 
specialists to staff 
campus  computer 
centers, 
according
 to a San Jose 
Mercury
 News article on 
Thursday.  
The 
article 
also  quoted
 Academic
 Vice 
President
 Hobert 
Burns 
as
 
saying
 SJSU 
will likely
 get 26 
new 
faculty
 positions,
 money
 for 
technical  
support,
 staff and 
equipment.
 
Enrollment
 in 
computer
-related
 classes
 systemwide
 has 
been 
reported  
by CSU
 as 
increasing  
by
 64.2 
percent  from
 1980 
to
 a total 
enrollment
 of 
101,180 in 
1981. 
At SJSU, 
enrollment
 in the 
School 
of Science,
 which 
includes 
mathematics
 and 
computer  
science,  
increased  by 
6.3 percent
 this 
semester  
from 
fall 1981.
 
The 
preliminary
 
budget  is now 
headed 
for the 
governor's  
finance
 
office  
and
 
the
 state 
legislature.  
 
Messner
 said 
he
 did not
 expect
 the 
budget  to 
emerge 
from 
the  state 
budget
 
process
 without
 some 
reductions.
 
Last year, 
the  state
 cut the
 CSU 1982-83 
budget  by 
more 
than
 $41 
million.  
Fraternities,
 sororities 
celebrate  
Greek  stunt 
week  
By Gerald
 Loeb 
P
lanes
 dropping 
fliers
 
from the sky, people 
jamming themselves into 
telephone booths
 and Volkswagens 
and women handing out
 bubble gum 
in front of the 
Student Union: What 
kind of 
madness  is this? 
It's all part of Greek Stunt 
Week, a part
 of Homecoming Week. 
Stunt Week
 is when SJSU's 13 
fraternities and six 
sororities let 
loose and have a 
little  fun. 
On Wednesday morning, 
many  
students watched a 
plane fly over 
Tower Hall and shower the campus 
with thousands of Homecoming Day 
fliers. 
Sigma Chi member Tim 
Blackmore dropped his "bombs" 
over Tower Hall at 11:23. 
However,  
he forgot about the wind current 
swirling around the campus. 
The fliers dropped near 
the 
Clark Library instead 
of their in-
tended target. 
Blackmore said his plan was 
checked with the 
Federal  Aviation 
Administration and with 
SJSU 
President Gail 
Fullerton. "They 
approved it," he said. 
Robert
 Musil, Associated
 
Student community
 affairs 
director, is the judge for the 
events. 
"What I'm 
judging is on how 
well organized it 
is
 and how well 
Q.1 -low does this 
man cut 
SJSU
 
red 
tape? 
does 
the 
event bring 
attention
 to 
Homecoming
 Week," 
he said. 
"I 
thought Sigma 
Chi's stunt 
was a pretty 
original one,"
 Musil 
said.
 
Also on 
Wednesday,  
Gamma  Phi 
Beta 
members  
managed  to 
stuff 
nine  women 
into a 
telephone
 booth
 
on 
Ninth  and 
San
 Fernando
 streets. 
As 
the 
women  
crammed  
themselves
 into the
 narrow 
booth, 
cries  of 
laughter  and 
pain could
 be 
heard.
 
"Owww!"  
"Sorry. 
Karen." 
"How 
am
 I gonna
 do this?"
 
The 
giggles
 and 
the  
laughter
 
continued as all 
nine
 women 
struggled  in 
and out of 
the booth. 
"I 
thought  
Gamma  
Phi 
Beta's
 
stunt 
was  pretty 
good, 
but the 
trouble
 was 
that  it 
was
 off 
campus
 
and did not
 have a 
large  
turnout,"
 
Musil 
said.  
Members 
of 
Delta  
Gamma
 
handed  
out
 bubble 
gum in 
front  of 
the 
Student  
Union.  
The
 gum 
was  
wrapped in blue, 
white
 and 
gold 
wrappers
 with 
the 
lettering,
 
"Blow  
away  the Bulldogs." 
The 
Bulldogs
 is 
the 
school 
nickname
 for 
CSU-Fresno's
 
football  
team, 
SJSU's
 
opponent
 
in 
tomorrow's
 
Homecoming
 
game.  
On 
Thursday,
 
members
 of the 
Delta Zeta 
sorority
 
crammed 
themselves
 in 
a Volkswagen
 in 
front 
of the 
Student  
Union.
 
The 
50s style 
stunt  attracted 
many  
onlookers
 
despite rainy skies. 
But 
inclement
 
weather
 
failed
 to 
dampen the 
spirits of the women as 
they piled 29 
people
 into a white 
Volkswagen
 with a sign on the 
back 
that said, 
"Let's
 Bug the Bulldogs." 
Also included
 in the contests are 
a 
banner contest, 
in which the 
houses will 
submit
 their banners
 for 
the
 game to the 
Associated  Students
 
office for 
judging. 
A tailgate 
party contest is 
also  
scheduled. 
Musil said the 
tailgaters  
would be judged on "how organized 
and how well the houses try 
and 
involve their alumni, and in general 
how well they are trying topublicize 
Homecoming Week," Musil said. 
At noon today in the S.U. Am-
phitheater the fraternities and 
sororities will hold a "Yell-A-Thon," 
when the best student yells and the 
school songs will be judged. 
Musil said 
that
 winners of the 
contests will be announced at 
Saturday's  game or on Monday. 
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Electrical
 engineering
 filled
 
up 
By Karol Winer 
Students wishing to take 
upper -division courses in 
electrical 
engineering
 must petition to get into 
the  courses 
because
 the Electrical Engineering
 Department is too 
full.  
The criterion for
 deciding who will 
be
 allowed to enter 
upper  division courses 
is grade -point 
average.  Students 
are now competing by 
GPA  for courses in 
their
 electrical 
engineering
 major. 
The 
Engineering  Department
 "accepted more 
students than it could
 handle for the last two 
years,"  said 
James
 Freeman, department 
chairman.  
"The 
state  would not allow us to put an impaction on 
until this 
year,"  
Freeman
 said. 
Petitions
 
must
 be filed 
by students wishing 
to take 
upper -division electrical 
engineering  classes 100W, 102, 
100and  118. 
Sixty 
percent  
of
 the space 
available for
 these courses
 
next spring will 
be filled by Nov. 15. Petitions must he 
turned into the department 
by Nov. I. The remaining 40 
percent 
will 
be
 filled by Jan. 
15.  Petitions
 must be filed by 
Jan. I. 
Petitioning should last for
 about two years, Freeman 
said. 
Freeman hopes that after two 
years  the enrollment 
rate
 will have 
dropped  to a 
level that can be handled
 by 
the university. 
"If petitioning lasts for 
more  than two years it 
will  
add to the problem 
rather  
than solving it." said Greg 
Ruppert,  an electrical
 engineering 
student.  
Ruppert 
explained  
that  
freshmen,  knowing their 
future in upper
-division  
courses
 
depends
 on GPA, will 
take easier 
lower -division
 classes and 
their GPA's
 will be 
less of 
an indication
 of their 
qualification  
for  the 
program.
 
Ruppert 
said.  
"We can't pay
 engineering 
teachers 
much
 more than
 
other 
teachers,"  Ruppert 
said.  
Engineers
 can make 
higher  salaries
 in private 
in-
dustry 
than in teaching
 at a state 
college,  
Ruppert
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With
 
Charles
 Whitcomb
 
Charles Whitcomb has been the universitt 
ombudsman since the fall semester of 
1979.  
Whitcomb was a professor of recreation and 
leisure studies
 at SJSU since 1971. 
After this 
year, he will return to the department and teach 
full 
time. 
"It's time for some new blood in this office'," 
Whitcomb
 said. 
Spartan Daily reporter Joanna C. Cote spoke 
with Whitcomb about 
the  function of the om-
budsman at SJSU. 
Q: 
What  
is
 an 
"ombudsman?"
 
A: The ombudsman acts as an impartial 
agent to investigate complaints
 filed by his office 
by students, faculty or staff. The role is to fact -
find 
and to make recommendations to the ap-
propriate offices on campus. 
Q: Who can use the ombudsman's office? 
Wnts  
A: 
Anyone,  
basically  who 
exists in 
the 
university 
community, 
including  
students,
 
faculty 
and staff. The
 majority of 
complaints  
come from
 students. 
Faculty
 and staff use 
the 
office  more to 
ask  questions 
about policies 
and 
procedures,  on an 
informal  basis, 
Q: What types
 of problems do 
you handle in 
your office? 
A: The 
majority  of problems
 deal with 
grades. A lot
 of concerns 
fall  under grade 
redress 
issues. Other 
complaints 
include  
residency
 requirements,
 tuition and 
fees, 
complaints 
against  faculty 
or departments,
 
disqualification  from the 
university, adds and
 
drops, 
incompletes
 and the U
-grade.
 The office 
does 
not have the power
 to change 
grades.
 The 
committees 
are only 
recommending
 bodies. The 
teacher does not 
have to go along 
with their 
recommendation
 but 
the department
 chair-
person has 
the final 
word
 and can 
overrule the 
teacher.
 
Q: 
When  would a person know 
to
 bring the 
problem to the 
ombudsman's  office? 
A: When they feel as 
though they have 
exhausted remedies at the department 
level.
 
They 
should first discuss the issue with the in-
structor or department
 chairperson After that 
they would meet with our office. 
Q: What is the procedure 
that the om-
budsman's 
office
 uses to handle complaints? 
A: The student should come to our office 
after he has met with the 
department chair-
person. We 
talk  with the student to define the 
problem.
 We then attempt to handle the matter 
informally by contacting the department office. 
After that, we will refer it to one of two
 corn
-
mutes. The Academic Fairness Committee
 
(AFC)
 handles only grade redress issues. The 
Student Grievance Committee ( SGC ) handles 
everything outside of 
grades. 
These committees are stricly for cases from  
the ombudsman's office. The office assigns the 
case to one of the committees, depending on the 
type. The committees consist of students and 
faculty who investigate the cases. The faculty 
members are selected by the Committee on 
Committees and must be approved by the 
Academic Senate.
 Students must apply to the 
Associated Students personnel office and also be 
approved by the 
Academic  Senate. 
Q: What is the procedure for the Academic 
Fairness Committee? 
A: The burden of proof is with the student. 
He must substantiate unfairness or show that he 
was treated unfairly. We 
assist  students in 
preparing the documentation. It is the com-
mittee's responsibility to investigate the case 
and make a recommendation 
whether  to accept 
or deny the petition. If the petition is denied at 
the committee level, the process ends. There is 
no redress after that. If the petition is approved, 
the committee will present their recom-
mendation to the instructor and state their
 
justification for it. If the professor doesn't accept 
the recommendation, the case is referred
 to the 
department chair for 
review
 by an ad hoc 
committee which consists of two faculty 
members and two faculty representatives from 
the AFC for a final decision. 
Q: What  is 
the procedure for
 the Student 
Grievance Committee? 
A: The procedure is 
basically
 the 
same.  We 
review the petition to ensure
 
that  
they provide 
the 
committee  
with  
the 
necessary
 
documen-
tation.
 
The 
petition  
is assigned to the 
chairperson
 of the 
SGC for
 an 
investigation  of the 
basis 
for 
the 
petition.
 The committee 
has the 
option  
of 
calling  
a hearing in which the student and 
the party 
being 
grieved
 
will
 appear 
before  
the 
voting 
members. 
After the hearing, the committee either 
accepts or denies the 
student's  petition. If it's 
denied, the process ends. 
If
 it's approved, a 
recommendation is 
made to the appropriate 
administration officials such
 as the university 
president and 
the school's dean. 
Q: How long does this 
process take? 
A: The intent is that 
the  case is resolved 
within  one semester. Sometimes it's hard 
to
 get a 
hold of a professor and the 
records,  so it may 
take longer. But, it 
generally takes one 
semester, depending on the caseload of the 
committees. 
Q: Does the 
ombudsman's
 office ensure 
confidentiality of records? 
A: 
Everything  said in this office is con-
fidential. We have access to all records on 
campus but maintain confidentiality.
 Names and 
records are never used unless the student  says 
it's OK. If the case is formal their name must be 
used but if the case is informal, just a complaint, 
we don't use
 the name. 
Q: Do you take sides or advocate one per-
son's position over another's? 
A: I'm not an advocate for either 
students  or 
faculty. The office is independent from pressure 
of administrative
 authorities. We only have to 
report
 to President Gail Fullerton. 
Q: What plans does the 
ombudsman's  office 
have for the future? 
A: We plan to have presentations for groups 
on campus 
which  provide information to 
students  to prevent 
them
 from getting into 
a 
procedural or 
academic  conflict. We will 
also try 
to disseminate 
information on the office 
through 
the 
Spartan Daily on 
more
 of a routine basis. 
I 
think it's important 
for students to know 
that the 
ombudsman doesn't 
have  the power to 
change grades, 
policies or procedures. 
However,  
he 
has the authority
 to recommend 
changes to 
the 
appropriate
 officials. 
Guest 
Opinion
 
Support needed
 to stop plans
 
to 
destroy
 
Social
 Science Building 
By 
David  
Eakins  
History  
Protessoi 
Once again
 the SJ:st. 
administration  is 
proclaimiing
 
the urgent
 need and certain
 prospect of the 
speedy  
demolition 
of the Social Science
 Building. 
This time 
around  there seems less 
opposition from the 
students.
 Some of them, 
at least, believe -- 
wrongly  --
that the current
 parking problem 
will be solved if 
only 
the building comes 
down. 
Two 
years ago, a working 
conditions grievance 
was  
filed with the 
administration  by most of the 
occupants of 
the 
Social  Science Building. 
We agreed to suspend 
the  
grievance process 
so that informal discussions
 could 
proceed.
 Each party retained the right 
to reinstitute the 
grievance at its discretion. 
At this 
juncture,  the affected faculty
 has not been 
shown alternative
 office spaces that will be adequate 
replacements
 for what it now has. Many of 
us have not 
been consulted at all. 
We
 have read many memos and 
letters and had in-
numerable 
discussions.  We are far from satisfied with the 
administration's plans. 
We
 must consider whether we 
should reinstitute the grievance and possibly take 
other 
steps to 
halt  the destruction of social science. We need 
your 
advice.
 
We 
belive  that maintaining the quality of academic 
life is worth a fight. It is too easy to sit back and acquiesce 
in the aesthetic deterioration of the campus,  
in
 the 
creeping
 dehumanization of our environment by com-
mittees and faceless institutional planners. 
The 
replacement of the  "old" and "unsafe" and 
surely "inefficient" structures
 by plastic boxes and 
towers is no advance on the quality of our life. 
The small buildings and the 
faculty -student com-
munities 
that develop in and around them can 
never  be 
They're determined
 
to
 tear it down 
replaced
 by institutional structures,
 nor are the newer 
buildings designed
 for so human a purpose. Too
 many 
"old" buildings
 have been bulldozed
 on this campus. 
When 
they all go -- as is 
planned -- we will have
 lost 
something of 
irreplaceable  value to us all. 
But the 
issue is broader than the
 immediate fate of 
the  
Social Science Building.
 If the current parking
 shortage 
drives 
potential students elsewhere,
 then that will create 
greater hardships yet. 
But
 does the destruction of 
social  science guarantee a 
solution  to the parking problem? We 
believe it raises more 
problems and 
questions  than it addresses. 
Is the 
new  garage a sure 
thing?
 Or is it simply 
another  
in 
a chain of shifting
 excuses for 
tearing
 down the 
building? What if 
the construction 
bonds  are not sold? 
What
 if the legislature 
or
 governor intervenes
 to halt the 
process?  The 
demolition  is planed 
for next June, 
which  
will surely be too 
soon
 to  know if construction
 will be 
assured. The building
 will have 
been
 bulldozed for 
nothing. 
But the 
administration  is 
determined  to 
tear
 the 
building 
down.  That seems
 fixed and 
certain.  Only the 
excuses  have changed,
 Two years ago,
 we were told 
that
 
social science
 would be replaced
 by a garage. 
When state 
funds
 were not 
forthcoming  we 
were
 told that the 
building 
had to come
 down anyway. 
In
 fact, all old 
buildings  were to 
come
 down so that 
the 
university
 could approach
 the state for funds
 to refurbish 
the Old Science
 Building. To 
make  the argument
 for funds 
credible,
 we were 
told,  the university
 had to 
demonstrate  
a shortage of 
office spaces. 
That is, in the 
remote hope 
that
 money could be 
found for extensive
 remodelling for
 
new
 office spaces,
 we would 
need
 to destroy 
all old office 
spaces. 
When 
that distant 
hope seemed
 to die, the
 ad-
ministration
 then 
told
 us that the 
chancellor's 
office  
"demanded" 
the destruction
 of all old 
buildings  and the
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What
 do you
 think 
of 
television
 
programming
 
today?  
s'ad 
"It's for the people who 
have nothing else to do but 
sit home and get fat. It's 
quantity instead of quality 
oriented. '80
 Minutes' is 
good,  also '20/20.'
 Sit -coma 
like 'One
 Day at a 
Time'. . . I can't see 
actors 
and actresses
 
wasting their 
time. I don't 
see how they can feel 
good 
about 
themselves.  
Too
 
many
 shows are 
oriented 
toward glitter
 and 
glamor too 
concerned 
with the sexual
 aspect. I'd 
rather
 
be doing
 
homework.  
You
 could be doing
 much 
more."
 
Me Niro 
Asoseatlas  
seder 
"I don't think, in 
tellectually. it's going 
anywhere. I don't have a 
TV. I don't want one either. 
I haven't seen
 any of the 
new programs this year. I 
liked 
'NIA'SFl.'
 I really 
liked 'SOAP.' It had a 
realitytype atmosphere. It 
brought out 
the day-to-day 
things the inner 
feelings -- things people 
are going 
through."
 
C-
u
 
laisr  Delp 
Oaks 
Asked 
in front of the 
Student 
Union.
 
"If you're selective 
discriminating  there is a 
lot of good stuff. 
If
 you 
want to catch six hours of 
exemplary programming
 a 
night, you'll be howling at 
the moon. I 
keep my 
television out in the open so 
people can see it. There's a 
lot of good stuff; you have 
to know where 
to look. 
There was a great thing on 
the other night
 about fin-
ding a job. I have a friend 
who keeps his in the closet. 
I'll
 be watching 'Laverne& 
Shirley'  and someone 
comes over; I'll run over 
irs!r urn 
it to Channel
 54." 
RI Roisnd
 
Advexting
 
Social Science Building was first on the list. 
The fourth and
 latest justification
 takes us back to 
square one: a suddenly discovered need for new parking. 
But what of 
congestion? Wouldn't a genuine solution 
confront that as well? 
Why 
turn a 
third 
corner  
of
 the 
campus  
and 
several  
more  
city 
streets
 into 
congested
 
areas?  
The 
proposed
 garage
 
for  1,200
 
vehicles
 is 
a scant
 block
 from 
a new
 city 
garage
 
as 
well.  
Will  
another  
dark,
 
high-rise  
garage
 
encourage
 
student  
parking
 or 
will 
it 
simply
 
add 
to
 an 
already
 
worrisome
 
security
 
problem?
 
Finally,
 are 
there 
no 
cheaper,
 
sensible
 
short  
term 
solutions  
that 
can at 
least 
be given
 a 
trial?  
Or
 is 
discussion
 
of the 
Fourth
 
Street
 
garage  
a closed
 
issue?  
Must  
we
 
wait
 
for 
two  or 
three
 or 
four 
or
 
more
 
years  
for  the 
supposed  
long
-run 
solution
 to 
what 
may, 
in 
fact,  be 
a 
short
-run
 
problem?
 Is 
the  
bulldozer
 the 
answer
 
to
 all 
our 
space  
problems?
 
If you 
share
 any 
of these
 
concerns,
 please
 
join
 us 
in
 an 
informal
 
organizing
 
meeting
 
in
 the 
Social
 
Science'
 
Building's
 
tranquil,
 
banana  
palm
-lined
 
grassy
 
patio  
area  
on 
Oct. 
22 at 
1:30 
p.m. 
(after
 the 
sociology
 
and 
an-
thropology
 
students'  
barbeque).
 
This 
article
 
was  
signed
 
by
 21 
occupants
 
of the
 
Social
 
Science
 
Buildiing.  
"All the 
things 
wor-
thwhile 
are put
 on 
private
 
channels.
 The 
regular 
channels  
fill
 up the 
space 
with 
garbage.  
The 
things
 
that
 are 
supposed  
to be 
funny are
 stupid. 
I think 
you can
 get a 
lot out
 of 
television.
 It's 
a good 
in-
strument,
 but 
most of 
the 
programs
 now 
insult 
my 
intelligence.
 
As a 
good 
media 
to reach
 people,
 it's 
being 
abused.  
It's  out to 
make 
a quick 
buck. 
It's 
really
 
disappointing.
 I 
think I 
could 
get along
 
without 
television  
very
 
easily."
 
JR Orsobnr 
Airennaks 
solar 
'It's catering
 to the 
non-intellectual;
 trying
 to 
give
 you a 
lighter 
side. 
Most  of them
 are 
personal
 
relationship
-type
 shows 
and  are boring
 to me. 
Every 
show
 I like,
 they 
put 
on in the
 fall 
and  take 
off in the 
spring.  I likedThe
 
Phoenix'
 and I 
like 'Night
 
Rider.'  the
 idea of 
the  
automobile,  
I like 
something
 
like  
that.  The
 
new shows 
are pitted 
against
 known 
shows,  
which 
automatically
 ends 
in defeat." 
Elsvkl Minkd 
filisthsmaties
 
win 
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Student
 
actor
 
gets
 
new
 
face
 
Makeup
 
alters
 
character's  
age  
By loni
 
Cocoa
 
Kevin Kelly plays 
Firs, the 80 -year -old 
family servant in "The 
Cherry Orchard," which 
runs 
through  this 
weekend
 in the Univer-
sity Theater. 
Before the 
matinee  
on Wednesday, he sat 
patiently as 
Toby  Mayer. 
makeup artist. 
laboriously  applied his 
makeup. 
"The character 
has 
become second nature to 
me now." Kelly 
said, as 
his face 
was slowly 
transformed by Mayer's 
artistry into an 
aging 
likeness  of himself that 
resembled 
an
 extra in 
some horror movie. 
Kelly chuckled 
when  
asked if he 
thought he 
would look like this in old 
age. "I hadn't really
 
thought about it," he said.
 
"but I wouldn't mind. 
"I like it. I like 
the 
attention. It's
 fun seeing 
myself change." 
Kelly's aging 
process 
takes 
about  an hour. as 
other actors 
pace  and 
wait for 
Mayer to get
 to 
them
 
Mayer, 
a senior
 
majoring  in 
technical 
theater,
 has 
been  con-
centrating
 on 
makeup
 for 
Makeup artist Toby 
Mayer  begins the 
long, slow process of applying the swag 
makeup to actor Kevin 
Kelly  (far left I The 
job takes about an 
hour to complete but 
otter
 the 
work is done, Kelly looks 
sufficiently like an 80 year old man 
perfect for
 
his part in SJSU's 
Theatre 
Art's production
 of "The Cherry Orchard " 
Photos 
by V4 An 
Stanton 
seven years. "It's a 
high-
class form of finger 
painting." 
she  said. 
With a 
wet sponge. 
Mahon 
deftly  applied 
white 
theater 
makeup
 
over
 his 
hair 
and  
sideburns.
 Next, 
she 
brushed  
the 
white  
makeup on 
his 
eyebrows 
-- the disguise
 
& 
COMp104.  
Students
 
feud
 over
 
right  
to be 
official
 
Spartan mascot
 
By Dan Nakaso 
A,SO4:1,1 led Students directors sparked a feud between 
two  students Wednesday after 
they recognized a 19 -year -
old woman as SJSU's mascot. 
Andre "Sparti the 
Spartan" Walker, a 23
-year -old 
human
 performance senior, said he 
is SJSU's mascot and 
Susette 
Patterson,  an undeclared 
freshman,
 has no right 
calling herself the 
official version, even 
though  she asked 
A.S. for recognition. 
Mascot  
sparking  
the 
'Sparti'  
feud
 
1982 Fie photo by Mite McCoy 
"I 
think  it's 
bull," 
Walker said. 
Walker did not 
attend  
the
 meeting 
but  was later 
informed
 of the 
board's 
decision. 
He said he 
is
 the of-
ficial 
mascot  
because
 the 
SJSU 
Athletic Business
 
office  said he 
could  replace 
the old "Spa rt " 
who 
graduated
 last year. 
Walker appeared for 
the 
first  time in the 
"Sparti" costume during 
Saturday's SJSU-Long 
Beach State game and said 
he 
will  be around all year 
Patterson,  however, 
said she is the official 
mascot because A.S. 
directors voted to 
recognize her. 
Directors  voted 10 to 0, with directors Elaine Chang 
and Shelly Houston abstaining. 
Patterson said she needs AS, recognition to solicit 
money from corporations to pay the 8800 to 8900 for her 
costume. 
The 
process  of arranging funding and producing 
the 
costume will delay her first 
appearance for another two 
months,  she said. 
Patterson
 said SJSU can still have two
 mascots and 
she 
would be happy to work with 
Walker  even though he 
"is not recognized...
 
But Walker said he 
resents  Patterson for getting 
A.S. 
recognition  and he 
will
 not work with her 
because she is a 
woman.  
"I
 think before she 
opened  her mouth, she
 should have 
talked to me," he said. "I 
think she shouldn't criticize 
me." 
"She starts badmouthing me about I didn't take the 
proper procedure," Walker said.
 "She should go about the 
right procedure." 
Walker said SJSU cannot have two mascots because 
no professional or amateur
 team has two mascots. 
He said he would have considered taking turns in the 
"Sparti"  costume with
 a man but never with a woman. 
"I just don't think Sparti should be a 
woman,  point-
blank," he said. "Sparti isn't supposed to be a girl." 
Walker said fans "grab
 you in unjust places and I 
don't think she could handle it.; 
Patterson told directors Wednesday that she would
 be 
"more than happy to work 
with  somebody else." 
She
 said she worked as a Marriott's Great America 
"Bugs Bunny" 
and was Santa Theresa High School's 
mascot fora year. 
"It's slot of fun and I like doing 
that,"
 she said. 
Rick Spargo.
 A.S. vice president and chairman of the 
board, said at Wednesday's meeting that recognition
 is 
important for 
liability.
 
"Suppose . . it 
(the
 mascot) got run over by a 
camera truck," he 
said. "I'm surprised that they're 
allowed to go on the field without insurance." 
Spargo said A.S. recognition also "might be setting a 
precedent" 
toward
 developing a mascot who could be 
selected 
every year. 
Ron Hobson, director of 
ethnic affairs, said he was 
concerned about Walker's feelings in recognizing Pat-
terson.
 
"He (Walker ) must really want to do it," Hobson said. 
"He's taking his time out to put
 on a uniform . . . which  I 
know a lot of us wouldn't want to do." 
But Spargo said 
A.S. is just 
recognizing
 Patterson as 
the 
mascot and 
is
 not showing 
preferential 
treatment.  
Patterson
 said her 
character  will be a 
Greek version 
of 
Sgt. Bovine who
 appears in the 
Spartan Daily's
 "Martin 
the Spartan" comic strip. 
She said the
 costume is being 
designed by Dean
 
Fortunati, who draws the strip. 
Patterson
 said the costume
 will be donated 
to A.S. 
once she's through 
as
 SJSU's mascot. 
Patterson,  who is in her 
second  year at SJSU, 
said  she 
has tried to become
 the university's 
mascot  for a year. 
She said 
she was delayed by 
lack  of funding. 
But 
she said she will now 
solicit funds from 
Coors.
 
Budweiser  and "other 
major  Bay area companies,"
 using 
the A.S. recognition as an attraction
 to sponsors. 
She said she would like to be SJSU's mascot 
"until I 
graduate." 
Walker said he will continue to be "Sparti" for 
th, 
rest of the year "because it's fun." 
"I'm 
a true Spartan and a die-hard fan."
 he said. I 
have Spartan fever." 
Greg Ruppert,
 director of academic
 affairs said al 
Wednesday's meeting
 that he would like to see the twii 
work together. 
"The more  spirit, the better," he said 
Student 
Union
 
sun  
deck  
dreams
 
might
 
never
 get off 
the
 
ground
 
By Carolyn
 Kennedy 
and Karol Warner
 
Dreams
 for a sun 
deck 
on 
the 
Student
 
Union  
roof
 
may
 never 
get off
 the 
ground.
 
During a 
meeting of 
the 
committee  studying the 
idea, Ron Montgomery,
 
director of 
environmental 
health and occupatinal 
safety, painted 
a bleak 
picture of 
the problems 
that would be part of 
such  a 
project.
 
"The biggest
 hurdle is 
accessibility 
to the roof and
 
fulfilling the
 fire and 
safety
 
codes,"
 Montgomery
 said. 
Because
 there
 is 
only
 
one
 fire exit,
 only 49 
people  
would 
be allowed 
on the 
roof at 
one time. 
A.S.  
split
 
on
 
nuclear
 
resolution
 
By
 Dan Nakaso 
Associated Students 
directors 
want
 to see how 
students respond about 
nuclear  weapons
 before 
voting  on an A.S. resolution 
calling for 
arms reduc-
tions.
 
A resolution 
before the 
board 
asks  President 
Ronald Reagan 
and Soviet 
Union 
Premier  
Leonid 
Brezhnev to 
negotiate a 
halt 
in nuclear 
weapons 
testing, 
production  and 
deployment.
 
A.S. directors 
decided
 
Wednesday to delay 
their 
vote on the 
resolution  until 
at least 10 
percent of the 
student body can
 be polled. 
Directors  
asked 
Students 
for Peace to do 
the polling. 
Directors 
said the 
opinions
 of 10 percent of 
the  
student 
population,  about 
2,600,
 would give 
them an 
idea of 
what students think
 
about 
nuclear  arms 
reduction  and will 
help 
them in 
voting. 
If approved 
by the 
board, 
the resolution would 
be sent 
to
 President 
Reagan, Defense Secretary 
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Caspar Weinberger. 
Secretary of State George 
Shultz, both of 
California's
 
U.S.senators,  
Representatives Don 
Edwards 
and Norman 
Mineta, California Senator 
Alfred Alquist. Assem-
blyman John
 Vasconcellos, 
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes, 
Mayor elect Tom 
McEnery, SJSU 
president
 
Gail Fullerton and "all 
nations 
of the world." 
Larry 
Dougherty
 of 
Students for Peace said 
signatures will be collected  
around campus and might 
be presented to the board 
next week. 
At Wednesday's A.S 
meeting, directors said 
they were concerned about 
taking  a side on a "political 
issue." 
Greg 
Ruppert,
 director 
of academic affairs, said 
approving the 
resolution  
could set an "unhealthy" 
precedent for the 
board.  
"Our 
main
 attention 
should go to the 
students  
and their 
endeavors  on the 
university,- he said. 
Ruppert said 
approval 
of 
the resolution 
would be a 
"noble
 endeavor . 
. . but 
could 
divert our 
attention
 
KING
 OF 
COPIES 
kinko's 
cophis 
93 
Pasco
 De San 
intono  
295-4338 
481 E. San 
Carlos
 St. 
295-5511 
away  from our 
primary 
concerns
 of the 
univer-
sity...
 
In the 
past, directors 
said 
they want to 
remain  
neutral on 
"political 
issues" to keep A.S. 
un-
biased and 
objective. 
Dee Chastain of 
the 
SJSU 
Students
 for Peace,
 
said 
nuclear 
arms 
reduction  
"is
 an en-
vironmental
 issue. This 
is
 a 
medical 
issue.  It is the 
human 
issue of the
 cen-
tury.-
But 
Robert 
Musil,  
director of 
community 
affairs, said 
it is also a 
political issue 
because  of 
the nuclear arms initiative 
on the 
Nov.
 2 ballot. 
"I don't see how you 
can 
say this is not a 
political
 issue," he said. 
Tom Laus, director of 
sponsored programs, said 
the 
issue is also 
"beyond
 
our scope. It's not for the 
board to decide." 
However Ron Hobson, 
director 
of ethnic affairs, 
said the board should 
approve the resoultion. 
"This 
is both very 
political and 
very con-
troversial," he said. 
"But  
it's got to be done. It's time 
we 
took a stand. 
We've  got 
to 
take a stand
 sometime.
 
We're not 
endorsing 
anybody.
 We're 
just
 
saying, 
'This  is how 
we 
feel."'
 
Judy 
Hermann, 
the  
board's 
adviser, 
told
 
directors
 "whether
 you like
 
it or not, 
you  are 
political.  
You 
do have 
the respon-
sibility 
and you do 
have  the 
right to 
make 
a 
statement.
 
Hermann
 said ap-
proval 
of the resolution
 
would
 not conflict 
with any 
A.S.
 rules or 
regulations.  
"I 
don't think 
you 
should
 be afraid
 of that,"
 
she said. 
Manny
 
Travers,
 
director
 of 
intercultural
 
affairs.  
said, 
"If  you 
look 
back 
at the 
'60s. 
colleges  
had 
a lot 
to
 do 
with  
ending.
 
the 
war  in 
Vietnam.  
I don't 
know 
if
 it's a 
good  
analogy,  
but  it's 
good 
enough 
for 
me." 
Ed
 
Makiewicz.
 
director
 of 
business
 affairs,
 
said,  "I'm 
the 
last
 one 
that 
wants  
to be 
blown  
up by 
a 
nuclear
 bomb.
 
"But
 I think
 we 
should
 
find 
out  a 
lot
 
more
 how 
the 
students
 feel
 
about  
this  
before 
we 
commit
 our-
selves to 
something 
like 
this."
 
Matt  
Bogoshian,  
who 
ran 
unsuccessfully
 for the
 
A.S. 
presidency  
last 
year,  
told 
directors
 they 
should 
approve  
the 
resolution
 
without
 polling 
students  
"You're here to serve 
the best interests of the 
students,"
 Bogoshian said. 
"it's in the best interest of 
every member
 of the 
student
 body to live and 
survive." 
Directors voted 10 to 1 
to defer their vote on the 
resolution. 
Shelly  Houston, 
director of student ser-
vices, opposed the motion 
and Elaine Chang. director 
of California State Affairs, 
abstained.
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"They have to make a 
decision,"
 
Montgomery  
said. 
"Do they 
want 
to
 go 
through
 the 
effort and
 costs 
associated  
with it 
for 49 
people? 
Also, 
its  an ad-
ministrative headache. 
When they (safety code 
regulations)  say 49 people. 
they mean 49. Who will 
monitor 
that?" 
While a second exit 
could be built, it would be 
expensive, he said. 
Other 
considerations
 
include building a fireproof 
deck which
 would protect 
the tar roof and provide 
access to the 
roof,  vents 
and fans
 in case repairs 
were necessary. 
"We're  in 
the
 process 
of 
getting  
together  the 
cost 
figures," 
Montgomery
 
said.  He is 
conferring  
with  
Harold 
Handley. 
chief of 
plant  
operations
 for 
Auxiliary
 
Enterprises,
 at 
the committee's
 request. 
Montgomery  
added 
that the estimates
 would be 
"guestimates" 
because an 
architect 
would be needed
 
to 
answer  questions, and he 
didn't
 know if 
the com-
mittee 
wanted to pay for 
those services. 
Another
 
problem  
would 
be
 the possibility 
of
 
someone  
throwing 
something
 off the roof and
 
injuring 
someone,
 which 
would 
pose a 
major  
liability
 to SJSU,
 according
 
to 
Montgomery.
 
Montgomery
 also said
 
once the 
Rec  Center is 
built, students
 would 
probably use 
the pool area 
to sit 
out in the sun,  
rather  
than the 
proposed  sun deck 
on top of the 
Student
 Union. 
S.U. Director
 Ron 
Barrett
 said he 
wasn't  
surprised 
at
 the issues
 
brought  up 
by
 Mon-
tgomery.
 "We have to 
take  
the needs 
of the han-
dicapped and safety 
needs 
into account," 
he said, 
adding that 
he would wait
  
for cost estimates  before he 
made further 
judgments.  
The committee,
 ad hoc 
to 
the S.U. board of 
governors, 
consists of 
Robin  Sawatzky.: 
Associated 
Students. 
Controller. 
student:
 
representatives Mike  
Kelley and Matt Smith. 
Jeff Coughlan, S.C. em-
ployee representative. and' 
Barrett. 
Any plans for a 
sun 
deck would have
 to be 
approved by the full board 
The sun deck was first 
proposed to 
the board by 
A.S. President John 
"Tony" Anderson and 
Sawatzky. who said they 
received a lot of student 
support for the idea
 during 
their campaigns last year. 
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PLO  
removal
 
may
 
bring  
peace,
 
prof
 
says
 
oiritst , 
Voth
 
speaks
 
on Mid
-East  
By
 
Patrick
 
Hays
 
Kwt Kapp 
The
 removal
 of the 
Palestine
 Liberation
 
Organization from
 Lebanon may bring
 peace 
between  Israel and the 
Arabs.  according to 
Alden 
Voth.  an expert on 
the
 Middle East who 
teaches 
political 
science
 at SJSU. 
Voth, who has 
written two books 
on
 the Middle East.
 
said 
the removal of 
the PLO eliminates
 a major 
troublemaker
 in the region. 
He
 said that Israel. 
no longer 
forced to commit 
troops to its southern
 border since the
 
passage 
of the peace treaty 
with Egypt. can now 
keep the 
peace in Lebanon. 
Lebanon,
 he said, has been
 unstable since 1975,
 when 
a group of anti
-Palestinian  Lebanese 
massacred a 
busload 
of Palestinians. The PLO 
retaliated, starting the 
Lebanese  Civil War, 
which
 always threatened 
to become a 
much larger 
conflict.  Voth said. 
The 
PLO entered Lebanon 
in
 1970, after it was thrown
 
out of Jordan by its 
ruler.  King Hussein ibn 
Talal. Voth 
said. In a month 
the  PLO calls "Black 
September,"  they 
and 
Hussein's forces fought 
a bitter civil war,  he 
said.  
Syria fought briefly 
on the PLO side, 
until  Israel made 
threatening 
moves with its own
 army. With Syria 
out of 
the conflict. 
Voth
 said. Hussein's
 forces got the 
upper 
'Arafat
 
heads
 
more
 
violent
 
groups  
than
 
his own 
Al
 Fatah' 
hand,
 and the PLO 
was forced to 
flee. 
"The Hussein 
forces basically 
took no prisoners.' 
Voth said. 
"The Palestinians
 
went  
to Lebanon because 
that was 
the weakest Arab state," 
Voth 
said,  "and they 
couldn't
 
keep them out," 
Once the 
PLO had 
begun 
to enter Lebanon, Voth said, 
other Arab states 
put  
pressure
 
on Lebanon 
to
 allow it to 
stay.
 The other
 Arab
 
states
 
also
 pressured 
Lebanon
 to 
allow the PLO
 to keep its guns,
 and run its own 
camps. 
Vol id the Arabs publicly
 support the PLO. 
subsidizing  
it and taking 
its side against Israel,
 but the Arabs don't 
really want
 the PLO 
on
 their 
territory.  
"The 
PLO has 
tremendous  
appeal  to 
grass
 roots 
Arabs," Voth 
said. "No Arab state
 can afford to 
publicly  
oppose 
them."  
However,  
when  the PLO 
needed  a new 
refuge  after 
Jordan kicked 
it
 out in 1970, "the 
other Arab states,
 behind 
the 
scenes, didn't really 
want  them." Voth 
said.
 
The Arabs don't 
want the PLO 
because
 it is a threat
 to 
the Arabs' 
power  over 
their
 own states.
 Voth said 
Hussein's war 
against  the PLO in 
1970
 began because the
 
PLO had 
tried  to overthrow 
him, after he had 
tried to 
prevent
 PLO raids 
into
 Israel from 
Jordanian 
borders,
 
Voth  
said.  
The PLO 
started
 in the mid -60's, 
Voth  said. It is a 
combination of smaller 
groups  fighting to return 
Israel
 to 
Palestinian
 control, he said. 
Yasser Arafat leads 
Al 
Fatah, the 
largest
 of these. 
"If you're to 
understand why Yasser 
Arafat  does 
some
 of the things he does,
 like refusing to 
recognize
 
Israel. you have to 
remember  that he 
heads
 a con-
federation of 
more  radical and violent
 groups than his own 
Al 
Fatah."  Voth 
said,  
Most of the Palestinian people support the PLO. Voth 
said. There may 
have been some intimidation of 
Palestinians by the PLO in the past. because 
Palestinians  
who have wanted peace have been assassinated but the 
PLO is still supported by 
the Palestinians, Voth said. 
"If they held a free election on the 
West  Bank," Voth' 
said, "I would predict that the majority would 
vote for the 
PLO. 
From  the point of view of the Palestinian people, 
they are freedom fighters."
 
The PLO relied on the Arab 
states to get its land back 
until the 1967 Six -Day War, Voth said. 
That
 war had 
started when 
Egypt's
 President Gamal Abdel Nasser, 
thinking he could beat Israel in a war, began 
making  
ultimatums. Voth said. 
When Nasser closed the Strait on 
the Peninsula, closing Israeli access to Eastern
 trade 
routes. Israel struck. Voth said. 
Israel took 
the Sinai
 from Egypt in 
that
 war, and the 
West
 
Bank  
from 
Jordan,  which 
forced the PLO
 to go to the 
East
 
Bank
 of 
the Jordan River, qhere it remained until 
Hussein 
ejected  the 
PLO.  Voth 
said.
 
Although
 
a new
 militancy got
 the PLO 
nowhere in 
'Crusaders
 
leave
 
Christians
 
in 
Lebanon,
 
professor
 says 
By Patrick Hays 
Lebanon is an Arab 
nation dominated by 
Christians, according to 
Alden Voth, 
political 
science professor.
 The 
Christians,
 called 
Maronites,  has been the 
dominant 
faction  in 
Lebanon 
since 
the 
Crusades, Voth said.
 
The Maronites were 
followers 
of
 Maro, a 
monk. Seeing 
the  
Crusaders, 
who  went to 
the Middle East to 
free 
the  Holy 
Land
 from the
 
rule 
of the 
Moslems,
 as 
potential 
protectors,
 the 
Maronites 
tried to 
gain 
their 
favor, he 
said. 
Although they 
followed 
Eastern 
Orthodox  
Church  
practice. the
 Maronites 
pledged 
loyalty 
to the 
pope, 
who  had 
called
 for 
the  Crusades,
 according 
to 
Voth.  
Because of the good 
relations the Maronites 
had with Europe
 in the 
years that followed, the 
sultans of the Ottoman 
empire 
allowed
 them 
semi autonomous rule. 
Voth said. After 
World  
War 
I,
 the Turks lost their 
empire and Lebanon was 
ruled by France under a 
League 
of
 Nations 
mandate, under the 
same  
conditions Lebanon 
had  
with the Turks,  he said. 
After  World War 
the Allies 
agreed  to grant 
Lebanon independence, if 
its various
 factions could 
come to an agreement on 
how to run the 
country,
 
according to Voth. 
The Lebanese came 
up with the National Pact 
of 1943, which set forth a 
division of powers among
 
the major religious 
groups in Lebanon. Voth 
said. 
Although 
the con-
stitution of Lebanon only 
calls for a 
division of 
powers 
that reflects 
Lebanon's religious 
identity, in reality. 
certain offices have
 been 
reserved 
only
 for a 
member of one of the 
country's major religious 
groups,
 which are the 
Suuni Moslems, the Shiite 
Moslems ( the Moslem 
denomination of which 
Iran's Ayatollah 
Khomeini is a member) 
and the Maronite
 
Christians. according to 
Voth.  
The 
Lebanese 
government still operates 
under the National Pact, 
although it has
 not been 
effective since the start of 
the civil war.
 Voth said. 
Recently
 elected and 
assassinated President 
Bashir Gemayal was
 
elected under this 
system, Voth said, in 
which the presidency
 
traditionally 
goes  to a 
Maronite. 
Jordan,
 it 
was 
able  to 
dominate
 
the  
Christians
 in 
Lebanon.
 
according  
to 
Voth.  
The  
small  
ann  of 
the 
PLO  
was  
ex-
cellent.
 
and  it 
was 
winning
 the 
civil 
war 
until 
Syria  
stepped
 in 
to force
 a 
stalemate.
 
"There  
was a 
danger
 
that  
the
 
Christians
 
could  
have  
been
 
massacred
 if 
the 
Syrians
 
hadn't  
stepped
 
in,"
 
Voth
 
said. 
the
 
stalemate
 
the  
Syrians
 
forced
 
removed
 
most 
of 
the  
authority of 
the 
Lebanese
 
government,
 
and  
gave
 
the  
PLO  
free rein over 
southern
 
Lebanon.
 
Voth 
said. 
The  
PLO,
 
he 
said,
 
used
 
this
 
freedom
 to 
conduct
 
raids 
against
 
civilian
 
targets 
in Israel.
 
'They 
(the PLO) were 
really terrorists from the 
Israeli
 point of view. 
They wouldn't 
attack  the 
military 
because  they 
would have 
no chance 
against them' 
"They were really terrorists, from the Israeli point of 
view." Voth said. "They wouldn't attack the military 
because they would have not chance against
 them." 
After several years of these raids, Israel
 launched 
this year's attack, Voth said. He said that Israel probably 
had contingency plans for this attack for a  long time, and 
that the peace treaty with Egypt gave Israel the ability to 
strike against the PLO in Lebanon, becuase Israel no 
longer had to fear an 
Egyptian  attack. 
"My guess is that they've had contingency plans 
for 
years," Voth said, 
"maybe  since Black September." 
By using good air reconnaissance, and by using
 the 
help of their Christian 
allies
 operating in southern 
Lebanon, the Israelis
 had a good idea of the lay of the land 
and the positions and strength
 of their PLO adversaries, 
according 
to Voth. Their intelligence service may have 
pinpointed the location of large 
PLO  munitions dumps, he 
added. 
The Isralis beat the PLO so 
easily
 because of their 
overwhelming 
military superiority, Voth said.
 
"The Israeli military force 
is really very for-
midable," Voth 
said. "It's been suggested
 by some that it 
is one of the 10 or 12 most powerful military forces in the 
world." 
After the Israelis had 
removed
 the PLO. the Lebanese 
elected Bashir Gemayal. 
who was then assassinated. The 
identity of his assassins is still unknown, and speculation
 
is that it was someone who 
knew the layour of his room, 
Voth said 
"Some 
think 
it was a 
leftist
 ally
 of 
the PLO,"
 Voth 
said. 
"Others
 
think it was a rival
 Maronite
 group." 
Voth 
said that the political 
and social climate in 
Lebanon
 leads
 to violence and 
assassination.
 It 
is even 
possible that
 
Yasser
 Arafat may
 have angered violent
 
elements 
enough
 to become a 
target
 himself, 
because
 of 
his pullout
 from 
Beirut,
 Voth 
said.  
"There's
 
always
 
the  possibility
 
that he might be 
assasinated,"  
Voth said.
 
Shortly 
after
 the 
Gemayal
 
assassination
 
more  than 
700 
Palestinian
 
refugees
 were 
massacred  after the 
Israelis let 
Christian  
Phalangists  
into a refugee camp. 
Voth said.
 
Phalangists
 are
 the Maronites  military 
faction 
loyal  to 
the
 Gemayal
 family,
 he said.
 
The 
Israelis  let the 
Phalangists  into 
the camp, 
Voth
 
said, 
because they 
believed the 
Christians 
needed
 to 
elimiinate  
pockets  of PLO 
resistance 
remaining
 in the 
refugee 
camps.  They may 
have expected
 some harsh 
treatment 
of the Palestinian
 refugees,"
 Voth said. 
"If they had 
known what 
the  extent of 
the
 massacre 
might be," 
Voth  said, 
"they
 probably 
wouldn't  have let 
the 
Phalangists
 in. They've
 had a lot 
of
 criticism 
around  
the 
world  and within 
Israel. It's 
possible
 that Eric 
Sharon,  
the 
(Israeli)
 
defense  
minister
 won't 
survive  the 
criticism."
 
Voth added
 that Prime
 Minister 
Menechem 
Begin's 
government
 may fall 
as
 a result of 
the controversy
 over 
the 
massacre,  
depending  on 
the  outcome 
of the 
Israeli
 
investigation
 into the 
matter.  He 
said
 the realy 
blame for 
the 
massacre 
should fall
 on the 
Phalangists  
who  com-
mitted
 the atrocity. 
"It 
seems  to me 
the
 media has 
really failed," 
Voth 
said,
 "because 
they
 haven't 
focused
 the major
 criticism 
against the 
Maronite 
Christians.  
the
 Phalangists 
who 
were
 primarily 
responsible  for 
the
 massacre." 
What must be done now, Voth said, is to stop the cycle 
of violence. He credits President Reagan with taking 
forceful  action to do that, by sending in U.S. Marines, and 
by urging other nations to send peacekeeping forces. 
Voth believes that peace can be brought to Lebanon. 
The PLO is gone as a destabilizing force, he said. If the 
Western nations bring diplomatic pressure on Syria, Voth 
said that, this combined with military pressure from 
Israel, will persuade the Syrians 
to
 leave Lebanon. 
The real winners of the war in Lebanon, Voth said are 
the Israelis. He said the PLO
 will never reorganize to have 
the strength it had in recent years. Israeli will benefit 
from a stable Lebanon. He does not think that the 
Palestina in 
population  of Jordan will threaten Israel. 
"I have  a feeling that a lot of them would be reluctant 
to lay down their lives by attacking Israel," he said. 
"They are generally well-off now, and they have a lot to 
lose." 
With the PLO gone, Voth said, the Arabs and Israelis 
may be able to come to more peaceful terms with one 
another than
 they have had in the past. 
"I'm optimistic that it can be 
done."  he said. 
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A hot
 bed
 at military confrontations over  the 
past
 several 
decades, the Mid
 East has 
erupted  with the 
formation  of the 
PLO in the 
early  1910s. 
Israel's
 birth causes 
Middle
 
East  crisis 
By
 Patrick Hays 
The basic problem 
between
 the Arabs 
and the Israelis
 is the clash between 
Palestinian nationalism 
and Jewish 
Zionism,
 
according  
to Alden
 
Voth,  an 
expert on the Middle 
East who teaches 
political 
science at SJSU. Both 
sides  want 
the
 same land, which 
is now Lsrael, he 
said. The original 
United  Nations plan for 
the formation
 of Israel in 1948, 
however,  
was for both sides to 
share the land, he 
said. 
"The  original 
plan  approved 
by
 the 
United Nations,
 strongly 
supported by 
the 
Soviet Union, 
called for two 
states: a 
Palestinain
 Arab 
state  and a 
Jewish  
state," 
Voth said. 
The Jews, 
Voth  said, had 
lobbied
 the 
U.N.'s drawing of 
boundaries  well, so that 
they
 ended up with every 
region  that had a 
majority 
of
 Jews. The Palestinians 
ended  
up with what is now 
the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip. 
The U.N. plan never got a chance to 
work,
 because
 on the 
day  of 
Israel's  birth
 
as 
a nation,
 the 
Arab  
nations
 
attacked  
Israel. 
Voth 
said.  
Winning
 the 
war  at 
first,
 
the  Arabs 
urged the
 
Palenstinians
 to 
leave 
to 
avoid  
being  hurt,
 thinking
 they 
could 
return to their
 homes 
after
 an 
Arab 
vic-
tory, he said. 
When
 the 
Israelis
 
started
 
winning  
the 
war  after
 the 
June 
Armistice,
 
they  
wanted  
non
-Jews  
out 
of
 their
 
country,  
so 
they  
began
 
to
 
harass  
the 
Palestinians
 
into 
leaving.
 
Voth  
said.  In 
all, 
about
 
750,000
 
Palestinains  
left their
 homes
 as a 
result  of 
the first
 
Arab-Israeli
 war.
 
"The
 
Palestinians
 say 
they 
were 
harassed  
out," 
Voth 
said.  "and 
Israel 
says 
they
 left 
because
 they 
were 
asked  to 
leave 
by 
the  Arab
 states.
 The 
truth  is 
probably
 
somewhere
 in the
 
middle."  
The 
Palestinians
 went
 to the
 
West
 
Bank,  
Voth  said.
 This 
homeland  
was 
lost
 
when 
King  
Abdulla
 ibn 
Al
-Hussein
 of 
Jordan,
 
King  
Hussein's  
grandfather,
 
seized
 it for 
his 
country,
 
according
 to 
Voth.  
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Area 
'electrified'
 
with 
Homecoming  
TV spots
 offer publicity
 
Public service 
spots publicizing 
SJSU's 
Homecoming  are being
 shown
 
this 
week on Gill Cable 
and on channels II and 
36.  
The 30-second spots were produced 
by Gill Cable 
and released last week, said Ben Reichmuth, vice 
president of marketing at Gill Cable. 
The spots were produced using clips from previous 
film that Gill Cable had already taken of SJSU ac-
tivities, such
 as football games and the marching band. 
Reichmuth said. 
According to Reichmuth, a 1957 SJSU graduate. 
the spots were requested by the Alumni Association 
and will be shown "to support 
Homecoming  at San Jose 
State,"
 he said. "They will remind people of 
the 
football 
game
 and various activities, and give them a 
number
 
t 
to call) for more information." 
 
The  spots will be run the same way as other 
public 
service spots are run, and are 
available  at no charge to 
groups 
such
 as the American Heart Association and 
the
 San Jose Chamber
 of Commerce, Reichmuth said. 
In addition to 
the public service spots on 
Gill  Cable, 
another television station, Showtime,
 will donate 10,000 
hand-held 
pompons  for fans to wave at the SJSU-CSU-
Fresno Homecoming football game tomorrow. 
L.A. appearance forces 
'T -Bone' Burnett concert 
to be changed to Tuesday 
By Christine McGeever 
The 
T -Bone Burnett concert 
scheduled for next 
Friday has been moved up to 
Tuesday.  
Martha Brandt, 
artist -in -residence for 
the  Associated 
Students  Program Board, 
the
 show's sponsor, said that 
she
 rescheduled the 
concert  when she learned that 
Bur-
nett was 
added  to the bill of a Who 
concert  in Los Angeles 
next Friday. 
Brandt said that 
Burnett's agent, 
David  Hirshland of 
Rosebud 
in San Francisco, told her
 of the change in plans 
Wednesday morning. 
Brandt said 
that she had set 
the Oct. 29 date 
for  the 
concert about 
eight  weeks ago. 
Hirshland  said that adding 
Burnett to the Los 
Angeles  
show was 
"a last-minute thing."
 and that Pete 
Town-
shend, guitarist 
and songwriter for 
The Who, decided 
to 
include
 him. 
Burnett 
was scheduled
 to open for 
The Who at 
nine 
shows, 
Hirshland
 said, 
including  the 
two concerts 
in 
iakland  Oct. 23 
and 25. The Los
 Angeles show
 was added 
because 
Burnett  was 
getting good 
responses 
from 
audiences,
 Hirshland
 said. 
Burnett 
is a Warner  
Bros. Inc. 
recording  artist
 from 
Texas
 who plays 
rockabilly-style
 music and 
is backed by a 
three-piece
 band. 
The show 
at
 SJSU will be 
Burnett's only
 Bay Area 
appearance 
besides the show
 with The Who.
 
Burnett
 will play 
at
 noon in the 
S.U. Ballroom,
 Brandt 
said. 
Tickets  for the 
show will 
cost
 
Slat
 the 
door.  
Brandt 
said
 that the 
admission 
will  help pay 
back the 
$900  cost of 
the show. 
While  the 
ticket
 price may
 reduce 
the size
 of the 
audience  
somewhat,
 "if we 
make ERN 
or 
$200 
we'll  be 
happy,"  
Brandt
 said. 
To 
promote  the 
show, KSJS 
will give 
away eight
 
record
 albums 
between now 
and Tuesday,
 Brandt 
said. At 
specified 
tinies, 
listeners
 can 
call
 the station
 and win 
a T -
Bone 
Burnett 
album. 
* * 
* * *  
.:1757Z7K_ 
Capitol's low fares 
"What a 
break!" 
Wherever we 
fly, we have the 
lowest unrestricted fares. 
That 
means no advance purchase, no 
minimum  stay. Were always 
glad 
to see you, even at the last 
minute. Make up 
your
 mind today 
 and by tomorrow, you're on 
your
 
way!
 
For reservations
 and informa-
tion, call 
your  Travel Agent or 
Capitol
 Air at 212-883-0750 in 
New York City 312-347-0230 in 
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los 
Angeles, 415-956-8111 in San 
Francisco
 or 305-372-8000 in 
Miami,  Outside these areas,
 
please  call 800-227-4865 
(8
-0 -0 -C -A -P -l -T -O -L). 
SERVING  THE PUBLIC FOR 36 
YEARS
  
* 
*MVO*,
 
*Ftiv*Ittri
 
lunr.h  
* 
THE
 
LOWEST
  pjlE 
* * * * 
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Campus
 
crimes
  
San Jose man 
suffers
 
injuries  
during fight 
with  
police  
officers 
By Pamela 
Steiniiede
 
A 24 -year -old 
San
 Jose 
man 
was arrested
 and 
suffered 
facial 
cuts 
while he resisted 
arrest 
after  a 
fight at 
Spartan 
Stadium
 
following
 the 
SJSU-Long
 
Beach State football
 
game
 
Saturday
 night 
Terrence  
McNaughton  
has  been charged with 
public intoxication,  
disturbing  the 
peace  and resisting
 
arrest as a result
 of the incident. 
Two 
Santa  Clara  
Sheriff's 
Department  squad cars. 
three San Jose Police cruisers and one University 
Police car arrived at the Stadium in response to the 
fight.
 
McNaughton 
allegedly  was drunk and fighting 
with
 an unidentified 
male near the northwest
 corner
 of 
the stadium when San 
Jose  police officer observed 
him. 
Officers attempted to 
escort  McNaughton from the 
stadium and he resisted, according to 
police  records. 
McNaughton 
struggled wildly as police tried to 
restrain him and 
murmured
 the words "White Sox" 
continually in an apparent reference to the Chicago 
White Sox 
baseball
 team. 
McNaughton
 suffered 
facial cuts
 during 
his 
struggle 
with the 
arresting 
officers and
 had to 
be
 
restrained  with 
shackles on 
his feet and 
legs 
"He
 could be 
violent  enough
 to kick out
 the win-
dows
 of the 
squad  car," 
said
 San Jose 
Police Sgt. 
Steve  
I 
)'Arcy
 . 
Three  police 
officers sat 
on McNaughton
 as he lay
 
face
 down 
outside
 the 
stadium
 until a 
University  
Police  
car arrive 
to take him 
to jail. A 
San Jose 
Policeman  
wiped 
McNaughton's
 bloodied 
face
 with tissue.
 
One  female 
bystander
 complained
 that police 
were 
treating  the 
suspect  too 
roughly.  
"He 
is
 almost half 
dead,"  she said.
 "Why do you 
have  to treat 
him  like an 
animal?"  
University  Police 
officer Margie 
Edillo and 
Sgt.
 
Rocky  Harris 
transported 
McNaughton
 to Valley 
Medical
 Hospital for 
treatment, and 
then took him 
to 
Santa Clara County
 Jail where he 
was  booked. 
"They  needed 
a 'cage car' to 
transport the 
guy. 
That's why
 we were 
called  to assist."
 said Russ 
Lunsford, 
University  Police 
information  officer. 
A cage car is a 
police  cruiser that
 has restraining 
bars 
between
 the 
front and back seats. 
McNaughton
 
apparently had been involved in 
another
 
fighter
 in the 
stadium
 
earlier
 in the evening. 
and 
police  
had 
then
 requested him to leave the area. 
according
 
to 
police  
records.
 
   
Man exposes
 
himself
 
to
 
student
 
A female 
SJSU student has
 
alleged
 
that a man 
exposed himself to her while 
she  was
 
studying  near the 
John T. Wahlquist Library 
Sunday. 
University
 
Police 
would  not 
release 
the name of a 
woman
 who said 
she was
 
sitting  
on a bench when she 
observed a man masturbating. 
The woman said she 
told
 two 
other
 students what 
she saw, and 
then watched
 the man 
walk  toward San
 
Fernando, according
 to police. 
She described
 the suspect as a black male in his 
late 20s or early 30s, 5 -feet -7 inches tall, weighing about 
150 pounds, wearing black pants, a light-colored shirt 
with a bright horizontal
 pattern and dark shoes. 
The woman notified University police, but officers 
could not locate the 
suspect.
 
   
Vending  
vandals  
strike 
again  
Vending machine vandals 
have  struck for a third 
time in as many
 weeks. 
A photocopy machine and Kotex
 dispenser in the 
Robert Clark Library 
were vandalized and an un-
determined
 amount of money was taken some time
 
Wednesday or Thursday of last 
week, according to 
police records. 
   
20 Iranians engage in fist fight 
About 
eight pro-Ayatolla
 Khomeini 
Iranians  and 
a dozen
 anti -Khomeini
 Iranians were 
involed in a fist 
fight outside 
the Student 
Union Monday 
morning, 
according 
to University
 Police. 
No arrests were 
made. 
Anti-Khomeinians  
allege  that they 
were
 attacked 
by
 the 
pro-Khomeinians
 while 
distributing  literature
 
and demonstrating torture devices allegedly used by 
Khomeini in Iran 
One pro-Khomeinian said he was walking by the 
table, and the anti-Khomeinians made several com-
ments about his mother and his religion.
 
The ensuing fight resulted in several cuts and 
bruises to various students. The injured declined 
medical attention. 
Russ  
Lunsford,
 
University
 
Police  
officer,
 said 
no
 
arrests  
were 
made  
because  
police 
did not
 witness
 the 
altercation.
 However,
 the 
matter 
has 
been
 
referred
 to 
the 
Santa
 
Clara  County 
district attorney's
 
office to 
establish 
criminal  
liability  if 
any  
Man
 
arrested
 for
 
petty  
theft  
Jim Cal, 
29, of San 
Jose has 
been 
charged
 with 
petty theft
 following
 a citizen's
 arrest 
at the 
SJSU
 
Spartan  
Bookstore
 
Tuesday.
 
Cai 
allegedly 
took  $36 
worth  of 
merchadise  
from
 
the 
Bookstore 
shelves, put
 the items 
in his pockets
 and 
left the 
store without
 paying 
for  them, 
according  
to
 
police records. 
A 
bookstore  
security  
employee
 placed 
the suspect
 
under arrest 
after  he left the 
store.
 
Police 
will oft en 
cite  a 
suspect
 in such 
an
 incident. 
but
 Cai was 
arrested  and 
taken  to Santa 
Clara County
 
Jail  because 
"he did 
not  have 
any
 identification
 and 
could 
not  
reasonably
 prove 
who  he 
was."
 according
 to 
arresting  officers. 
Cai is 
charged  with 
theft of 
Scotch
 tape. a 
felt pen 
set, a 
letter  opener 
and a 
paperweight. 
   
Co-ed assaulted 
in Art building 
A female SJSU 
student
 alleged Monday that she
 
was assaulttl on Oct. 14 on the 
second floor stairway of 
the 
Art Building. 
Police.'would 
not reveal the name of the 
woman 
who said she 
was  grabbed from behind by a man who 
said to her "nice body" 
as
 she was standing at the top 
of the 
stairs.  
She said 
she did not report the incident sooner 
becaue  she claimed that she didn't know what to do 
until she talked to 
her parents about the matter, ac-
cording 
to
 a statement in a University Police 
report.  
The woman described her assailant as a white 
male in his 20s, six feet tall. medium 
build, long brown 
hair and a 
beard. 
Police have no suspects.
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Soccer
 
team 
edges
 UOP, 
Lemhart 
scores  two 
goals
 
By 
Ronald
 
Reeves
 
The
 SJSU
 
soccer
 
team  
( 8-4-1
 ) 
could  
beat
 
the 
University
 
of
 
Pacific  
(2-10)
 
in their
 
sleep.
 
And  
that's  
exactly
 
what
 
they
 
tried
 to 
do 
for
 
much  
of 
the
 
second
 
half  
Wednesday
 
night  
at 
Municipal
 
Stadium.
 
nearly
 
blowing
 
a 
3-1 
lead 
before  
waking  
up 
in 
the 
closing
 
minutes
 
to 
emerge
 
vic-
torious,
 3-2.
 
it
 
became
 
erratic
 " 
SJSU,
 
which
 outshot
 
the 
Tigers
 16-6,
 took 
a 1-0 
lead 18 
minutes 
into the 
first  
half
 when 
senior
 
forward
 Joe 
Pimentel
 fired 
his 
fourth  
goal
 of the 
season 
past Tiger
 goalie 
Steve
 
Lombardo.
 
"I was 
very  pleased 
with  the 
way that 
we 
moved
 the 
ball
 down in 
front
 of 
their  goal." 
'We 
played  
good  in spots 
and not 
so
 good at 
others.' 
-- 
Julius
 
Menendez
 
The  win 
keeps  the 
Pacific
 
Soccer
 
Conference  
leaders'
 post
-season 
playoff 
hopes alive
 and 
improves  its 
conference 
record 
to 4-0. 
Meanwhile,  
UOP 10-41  
remains 
winless  
in PSC 
action.  
"We played a real 
inconsistent  game 
against  
UOP."  SJSU 
head  coach 
Julius 
Menendez 
said.  "We 
played 
good in 
spots  and 
not so good at other
 times. 
This  is especially true  of 
our 
passing
 because 
sometimes we passed real
 
well then all 
of the sudden 
Menendez 
said. "As
 a 
result, 
we had 
numerous  
scoring 
opportunities.  We 
just couldn't 
make  good on 
all of them." 
Sophomore 
Glen 
Lenhart made 
it 2-0 when 
he 
headed
 the ball past 
Lombardo  
off
 of a Jack
 
Shaffer
 feed at 
the  24:34 
mark of the 
first period. 
A defensive
 mix-up 
between Shaffer, Matt 
McDowell
 and goalie Ryan 
Moore enabled 
the Tigers' 
Dalton 
Duval to head
 a shot 
over the 
three  Spartan 
defenders'
 heads 
and into 
the SJSU goal 32 minutes 
into
 the period. 
Lenhart scored his 
second goal of the game 
and 
fourth of the season 
four minutes later off of a 
cross pass from Tom 
Vischer to give the Spar-
tans 
a 3-1
 
advantage.
 
"Glen  
Lenhart,
 
who  
made
 two
 
fine
 
goals  
for  
us,
 
played
 a 
fine
 
game,"
 
Menendez
 
said. 
"He 
was 
fighting
 
for  the 
ball 
down 
in 
front 
of the
 UOP
 
goal
 and
 
got 
most 
of 
the  
head
 
balls  
off
 
of Ryan 
Moore's 
punts."
 
UOP moved 
within one 
goal 
of the Spartans again 
with 10 minutes left in the 
game when back Arda 
Hussain
 headed 
the  ball 
past  a diving Moore. 
Spartans
 try to 
break  tie 
By Ronald
 Rams 
Still in 
the hunt 
for  a 
post
-season 
play-off
 berth, 
the  SJSU 
soccer  team 
will 
put its 
unblemished
 Pacific
 
Soccer 
Conference 
record 
and 
share of 
the 
conference
 
lead 
on
 the line
 tomorrow
 
night at 
7:30 when
 it takes
 
on Fresno
 State 
(12-2-1)  at 
Bulldog
 
Stadium.  
The
 Spartans,
 who 
are 
8-4-1 
overall  and 
4-0 in 
conference  
play,  
need
 a 
win 
over
 No. 9 
nationally -
ranked
 
Bulldogs
 
(2-0
 in 
PSC 
play) to 
keep  pace 
with 
the other 
leader in the
 
PSC 
race,  
University
 of 
San 
Francisco.
 
"As 
far as getting 
into 
the 
play-offs  is 
concerned,
 
the 
Fresno  
State  
game
 is 
going to 
be an 
important  
game 
for  us," 
SJSU
 head 
coach 
Julius  
Menendez  
said. 
"It'll  be tough 
to beat 
the
 Bulldogs 
at home 
but  I 
think 
that
 we can beat 
them. 
"They think
 that they 
are the 
favorites  in the PSC 
and that they can beat us, 
but I still feel that USF is 
the team to beat in the 
conference."
 
Ranked No. 1 in the 
Far
 West, Fresno State is 
led by freshman halfback 
Randy Prescott. Prescott, 
who prepped at San Jose's 
Santa Teresa High School, 
is the Bulldogs' leading 
scorer and has contributed 
seven goals 
and  three 
assists  thus far. 
Right wing Rosendo 
Gutierrez,
 who has scored 
five goals and added four 
assists, is another scoring 
threat for the Bulldogs, 
who have posted con-
vincing wins over national 
powers
 UCLA. Indiana and 
San  Diego State. 
"Fresno State is a 
team that will make you 
run," Menendez said. 
"They have good forwards 
and 
backs who are not only 
good on defense but can put 
the ball in the net as well." 
Defensively,
 
the 
Bulldogs  
possess  
two
 of the 
best  
fullbacks
 in 
the 
con-
ference
 in 
Rob  
Stribling  
and 
Tony 
DiGiovanni.
 
They
 
along 
with 
goalie
 Ron 
Hutt  
have
 
allowed
 
California
 
and 
UOP  
one  
goal
 each 
in 
two  
previous
 PSC
 
contests.
 
"Fresno 
State 
beat  us 
last
 year,
 3-2, 
and 
they'll
 
have  
their
 hands 
full 
again  
this 
year," 
Menendez
 said. 
"We've 
played 
four 
con-
ference 
games  to 
their two
 
and 
that 
might  
give  us 
the  
little
 bit of 
an edge 
that 
we
 
need" 
SJSU 
back
 Jack Shaffer 
(Na
 
3)
 goes up for a header 
in the Spartans 
3?
 
win  over Pacific 
Lady
 
Spartans
 
travel
 
to 
Pacific
 
Northwest
 
By Brian Wong 
The Lady Spartans volleyball team makes its 
first 
visit to the 
Pacific  Northwest this weekend, beginning 
with tonight's NorPac Conference 
showdown
 with Oregon 
State in Corvallis, Ore. 
SJSU concludes its two-day road trip with a match 
KNTV
 
Sports
 
Director
 
TOM
 
JANIS
 
and
 
San
 
Jose
 
States
 
Football
 
Gooch
 
JACK
 
ELWAY
 
look
 
of
 
last
 
weeks
 
big
 
plays,
 
talk
 
to
 
some
 
of
 
the
 
players
 
and
 
preview
 
this
 
weeks
 
game
 
against
 
LONG
 
BEACH
 
SPORTS
 
A 
SPECIAL
 
PRESENTATION
 
of
 
KNTV
 
San
 
Jose
 
tomorrow
 night in 
Eugene against
 Oregon. The
 Lady 
Spartans, 
who  are 5-2 on the 
road,  will be home
 Tuesday 
against
 the University
 of San Francisco.
 
Ranked
 No. 12 in the 
country by the
 NCAA for the
 
second
 straight 
week,  SJSU 
will be 
playing
 its first 
_ 
 
 
matches 
since  a 3-1 loss 
to No. 7 Cal 
Poly-SLO last 
Wednesday's 
non -conference 
match  against 
Portland 
Saturday.  The 
defeat  snapped 
an
 eight -game 
Lady State, the
 Beavers had 
won  seven straight
 matches, in
-
Spartans 
winning
 streak. 
eluding
 21 of 22 
games. 
OSU is 
tied for second 
place  in NorPac 
play  with the 
Lady Spartans
 at 5-1 
Oregon 
State also 
has  been hot 
lately. Prior
 to last 
,M11199991
 
f111
 
pag4
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Spartan
 
football
 
stats
 
RESULTS 
DATE OPPONENT 
Sept. 11 
Oregon 
Sept. 18 Stanford
 
Oct. 2 
Oregon  State 
Oct. 9 Cal State -Fullerton 
Oct. 16 Cal State
-Long  Beach 
SCORE 
BY
 MARTENS 
TEAM 
SJSO 
OPPONENTS 
RUSHING 
PLAYER ATT 
Johnson
 
61 
Smally 24 
Kearse  13 
King 
18
 
Thornburg 11 
Criswell  
6 
Carter 5 
Overstreet
 14 
  
56 
38
 
   
YG 
263 
72 
75 
68 
45 
25 
25 
42 
YL 
17 
2 
6 
9 
1 
0 
4 
38 
 
SCORE 
18-13 
35-31 
17-13 
38-15 
21-22 
2 
21 
29
 
NYG 
246 
70 
69 
59 
44 
25 
21 
4 
AVG 
4.0 
2.9 
5.3 
3.3 
4.0 
4.2 
4.2 
0.3 
SCORING 
PLAYER 
Kearse 
Berg 
Richardson 
Johnson 
Clarkson
 
Smith 
Byrd
 
King 
Matheny 
Sullivan 
ATTENDANCE 
RECEIVING  
PLAYER
 
NO. YDS. AVG
 
TO 
17,629 
Johnson
 
27 
232 8.0 1 
60,789 
Kearse 
24 
399  16.6 5 
22,000 
Richardson
 
20 265 
13.3  3 
6,000 
Nocholas  
14 
158 11.3 0 
17,147 
Smally 
11 60 
5.5 0 
King 
6 55 
9.2 0 
Thornburg
 
5 44 
8.8 0 
Taylor  
3 27 
9.0 0 
Criswell
 
3 6 
2.0 0 
Smith 
2 97 48.5 1 
4 TP 
Sullivan
 
1 
42 
42.0 1 
21 136 
SJSU 
116 
1385 
11.9 
I I 
38 120 
OPPONENTS
 
110 
1517 
13.8 
10
 
 
PASSING
 
TO 
LG 
PLAYER 
PA PC PI 
YDS 
PCT TD 
1 36TD 
Clarkson
 
196
 
103 5 
1219
 
52.6
 
9 
0 10 
Overstreet
 
23 
12 2 
82 
52.2 1 
0 
22
 
Kearse 
1 
1 
0 
84 100.0  1 
1 12 
Berg 
00 
0 
00.0 
0 
0 14 
SJSU 
221 
116  7 
1385
 
52.5 
11
 
0 14 
OPPONENTS
 
1 9 9 
110  
9 
1517
 
55.3 10 
0 7 
0 
  
M 
1XP 2X1 
PG TP 
6 0 
0 0 36 
0 17-18 0 
3-6 26 
3 0 
0 
0 
18
 
2 
0 
0 
0 
12
 
2 
0 
0 
0 
12
 
1 
0 0 0 6 
1 
0 
0 0 6 
1 
0 
0 0 6 
1 
0 
0 
0 6 
1 
0 
0 0 6 
TRAVEL
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VOLLEYBALL
  
Conenusd
 horn 
pees 
Gayle  
Olsen's
 
286  
hitting  
percentage
 
leads  
the 
Lady 
Spartans
 
Olsen
 has
 27 
kills 
which
 
ties
 her
 
with
 
Jan  
Harman
 for
 
fourth
 
place  
on the
 team.
 
SJSU's  
kill 
leaders
 
are 
Lisa  Ice (60), 
Sandy
 
Jones
 
( 41)
 and
 Jodi Breding (34). 
Breding
 
also 
tops
 the
 
Lady  
Spartans
 in 
service 
aces  
16), solo 
blocks 
(11), 
block
 
assists
 
(19)
 and digs 
(5). 
Harman  
has 105010
 
blocks
 
and 
blocked
 
assists.  
SJSU
 will 
play an 
injury
-depleted
 
Oregon  squad 
Saturday.
 The 
Ducks,
 1-4 
in 
NorPac,
 
are down to only 
seven 
healthy
 
players.  
Sue 
Harbour,
 a 
redshirt
 
last
 
year,
 is Oregon's top 
player
 
A middle 
hitter/setter.
 the 
6 -foot Harbour 
has  56 
kills
 and
 a .305
 
hitting
 
percentage.
 
The 
Ducks 
(13-32-2
 last
 year) 
are  a 
young and 
inex-
perienced team.
 One of the 
surprises  has been
 5 -foot -5 
freshman  outside hitter
 
Stephanie  
Tambe,
 whose
 
hitting
 
percentage
 is .259. 
Lady 
Spartans'  statistics 
after  six NorPac 
matches  
Kills 
-- Ice 60, Jones 
41, Breding 34, 
Harman 27, Olsen
 27, 
Kayser 26, 
Ringer 20, 
Fournet
 
It,
 DeBusk 10, Sprout 5. 
Errors
 -- Ice 29, 
Breding  20, Jones 
18, Harman 13,
 Kayser 
12, Ringer
 II, 
Olsen  
9, 
Sprout  4,  
Fournet 4, DeBusk 
Service aces -- 
Breding
 
16, DeBusk 11, Ice 9, Jones
 7. 
Sprout 
5,
 Harman 4, 
Fournet
 4, Ringer 
3,
 Kayser 3, Saito
 2 
Blocked 
solos  -- Breding 
II, Harman 
to, Olsen 5. 
Kayser
 3, Sprout 1, 
Ringer 1, Jones
 1; Blocked 
assists  --
Breding 
19,  Sprout 13, Olsen
 12, Harman 
10.  Ringer 7. 
Jones
 5, DeBusk
 3, Ice 2, 
Kayser  1. 
SPARTAGUIDE
 
The 
Homecoming
 
Week  pep
 rally 
will be 
at noon
 today 
in 
the 
S.U.  
Amphitheater.
 Deadline 
to
 enter the 
yell 
contest
 is 
11:30 
this 
morning;
 must be a 
recognized  
campus
 
club 
or
 
organization
 to 
particpate.  The winning 
group
 
will 
receive
 $25. 
For more information 
call 
Stephanie
 
Duer  
at
 
277-3201.
 
   
KSJS 
presents 
La Cosa
 Nueva,
 Latino 
programming
 
from 
2 p.m. 
to 1 a.m.
 every 
Friday.
 Call 
277-KSJS  
for 
requests
 
on
 FM
-91. 
 
  
KSJS  
presents  The
 Creative
 Source,
 jazz 
and  fusion
 
programming
 from
 6 a.m.
 to I a.m.
 every 
Saturday  
and 
Sunday.
 Call 
277-KSJS  
for 
requests
 on 
FM -9I. 
   
Sigma 
Alpha Mu 
Fraternity 
will have 
an
 open 
party  
with  a live 
band from
 9 p.m. 
until 1 
a.m.
 Friday
 at 567 
S.
 
Eighth
 St. 
Admission  is 
$2. For 
more  
information
 
call
 
Mike
 
at 
279-9397.
 
   
Elementary  
Education
 will 
have 
information
 
meetings  
for  new 
studnets  
entering  the
 multiple
-subject 
credential  
program 
in the 
spring  1983.
 The 
meetings  
will  
be 
from 10-30
 to 11: 30 
a.m. 
Saturday
 in 
Sweeney  
Hall,  rm. 
335,
 
and
 
Monday
 from
 3:30 to 5 in 
Sweeny Hall, rm.
 303. 
For more 
information
 call Clays.
 Andrews
 at 277-2681.
 
 
  
The 
Pre -Law 
Association
 will 
have
 a 
business
 
meeting  at 2 
p.m. 
Monday
 in the
 S.U. 
Guadalupe  
Room.  
For
 more 
information
 call 
Bonnie  at 
732-9540. 
The 
International  Study 
Abroad
 program will have 
a 
slide
 show from 2 to 4 p.m.
 Monday in the 
Women's
 Gym 
rm. 148. For 
more information call Karen
 at 277-3781. 
   
The 
Chicano  Commencement Committee
 will have a 
meeting  at 4:30 p.m. today in 
Sweeney
 Hall, rm. 210. 
The Bluegrass Club will have 
a meeting and jam 
session from 5:30 to 7:30 
p.m. Monday in the S.U. Pacheco
 
Room. Anyone interested in 
joining  is always welcome, 
For more information call Jim Puzar at 253-8149. 
   
The Lawyers Alliance for
 Nuclear Arms Control will 
have 
a Nuclear Arms Control Symposium from 9 
a.m.  to 5 
p.m.
 Saturday at the Masonic 
Auditorium  on California 
Street in San 
Francisco. Representatives
 from the 
American and Soviet 
governments  will be present to 
discuss nulcear arms control. Admission
 is $10 for 
students and $20 for all others. 
 
 
 
The SJSU Sailing Club will 
have
 an information 
meeting  at 7:30 p.m. 
Monday
 in DMH 226A. The 
meeting  
will 
be about large -and small -boat 
sailing  and all levels of 
experience are welcome. 
For  more information call Ray 
Mallette at 293-6296. 
   
The Industrial Management
 Society will have a panel 
discussion on 
"Psychological
 Testing" from 9:30 to 11:30 
a.m.
 Monday in the S.C. Costanoan
 Room. For more in-
formation call Doug 
Martin  at 294-4810. 
   
The Forensics Club will have
 a bake sale from 9 a.m. 
MARTIN 
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 TAW 
Palate 
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FORTUNATI
 
SCOTT 
SAAVEDRA
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to 1 p.m. today in front of the Student Union. For more 
information call Alexis Melcher at 947-0721 or 277-2898. 
   
The Sociology Club will have a barbecue from noon to  
2 p.m. in the 
courtyard
 of the Social Science Buildng at 
Fourth and San Carlos streets. Everyone is welcome. For 
more information call 
David  Swanson at 286-3024. 
   
SJSU 
Continuing  Education will have a Single -Parent 
Workshop from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday in MacQuarrie 
Hall, rm. 324. For more information call 
Jack  Smolensky 
at 277-3114 or 277-3773. 
   
The San Jose Arts 
Scholarship  Committee will 
present a 
benefit  performance of 
"Creativity,  Yours and 
Mine," at 8 p.m. 
Saturday
 and at 2 and 7 p.m. 
Sunday  at 
the San 
Jose  City College Theater 
For ticket reservations 
call 288-3786. For 
more
 information call Ana 
Harris  at 277-
2144. 
121111116110i   
1  
wrrairw-c-q-cm-9
 
STUDENTS  INTERESTED in forming a 
black pre -law 
society Call Karen at 
1415)96801141
 after 
5p rn 
KOBUDO Ancient martial 
an weapon 
class Fridays. 8 30 
p m 750 Seri 
Prime Wy Mtn 
View  14151236 
5866 ()then Zen. Talk° 
Jan 
drums Adodo Kande. -ludo 14151 
969 
1731  
DEVELOP PT TIME 
income
 of $1200 
or more 
monthly
 menawng your 
own busman Walt Morse 238-
5143
 
THE BREADROSES 
BOOKSHOP  has 
moved, 
OW
 910. the only source 
of left books
 in the 
area is now
 in 
barer
 guarrer at 950 S  Fifa
 Sr 
We are  
largo well 
stocked
 more 
dealing  w/womens 
studies.  labor 
studies ethnic 
audios  (Afro 
American 
/Worn  Annrrcan 
Chicano. 
Neu.,  Am. I 
philosophy economics We 
carry  
much history salerge
 sectoons on 
rhe U 
S Lath, Amen.. 
Afroc  the 
USSR 
Maximo and 
sociaksm  
of course Education biography 
licrion/poetry yes 
Atrology/oc 
cult 
no Engligh 
tang 
periodicals
 
from wound 
lb. world 
Powers/records Bowl way from 
the campus
 south on Second 
St to 
Keyes 
NMI rurninght 
again on 
Fifa SI ono
 block across from 
Der Womerschnorel
 2942930 
WORSHIP
 AT Campus Chrislien 
Center 
Sunday  Lutheran 10 
45 
 rn Conholic 4 00 end 8 00 p 
Pro re stro Fellowship
 Supper 
hand. 
et 5 30 
pm
 
Please call 
compos Minoan 298 
0204  
for 
wonnp airman0 
pogroms and 
study opponunmes
 Rev Retake
 
Shwas Ft Bob
 Hayes Sr 
Jo'
 
P.n.&
 Rev Norb 
Fennel.,  
CREATE 
YOUR WEIGHT, 
If you,. a 
compulsive eala ler's
 tell. Now 
you con 
indulge  your 
Nam,*  food 
rranngs AND loss 
weight  per 
monently Crest 
your  
weed 
supports you kW 
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the tangle 
of 
tobtooddeelings/frustration
 end 
rosolve
 your
 knotty 
foal
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No diets, 
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Joel k 
mylid rowan. 'ph, warned way 
ro low weight 
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FEMALE PRIME( WANTED SJ State 
etudent. wanted to share 5 
bedroom hous in 
Si
 Washer 
dryr fcilitles included 
$200omth  
$100 deposor CHI Sue 
274 7849 OM 
6p
 ro 
STUDIO NEAR 
CAMPUS 
seeks  
nen  
modem .50 11 Shell. cheer old 
world charm 8300 cools pd No 
rent increase for 2 awn 222 N 
ltd 3 7p m 186 5588 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 
lueury
 
apt 
in Stinvele 
2 br1ba 
$ 150 
Phone  730 2585 
36  YEAR OLD 
BODYBUILDER  wishes 
to rent iredh oriental fern& I am  
Mann,
 01 
VVVC non smoker 
Preferred
 
Call 292 6131
 atter 
5 00 p m I con pay $225
 to
 
$250
 
FLIRN 2 11DRM 
APT
 sabslcony 
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pooplel  
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CAMPUS 
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people  to xpand 
business 
sales 
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derivable  Call 
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EVE  AND SAT 
AM
 
Mala VOW OW° 
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RESTAURANT  
COOK  
min
 Moder 
aim/ and
 kitchen 
helper  sant 
cook. 
Okayama 
Rea  
Japanese  
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on 
person 565 ON 
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 Si 
OFFICE 
ASSISTANT
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oncluding weekend.
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wanted to model for amateur 
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Engineering
 
Cd 
horn 
me 
said 
More 
people  
from
 
private
 
business  
are
 willing
 to 
teach  on 
a 
part-time
 
rather  
than
 on a 
full-time
 basis.
 
"We 
have  as 
many  
sections  
taught  
by
 part-time
 as 
taught 
by 
full-time
 
instructors,"
 
Freeman
 
said.  
No 
more  
than
 one 
half
 of the
 sections
 can 
be taught
 
by 
part-time  
teachers
 
because
 
full-time  
instructors
 do 
a 
majority
 of 
departmental
 
work, 
Freeman
 said.
 Lab 
development,
 
advising  
and 
course  
development
 are 
all 
done  by 
full-time  
professors.  
Shortage  of 
qualified  
full-time
 faculty 
is not the 
only
 problem.
 The 
shortage
 of lab 
equipment
 also 
keeps the
 department
 from 
accepting  
more
 students. 
Ruppert
 suggested 
a more 
rigorous  
effort
 to obtain 
funds
 to expand
 and 
improve
 the 
department.  
He
 said 
that 
private
 industry
 has a lot 
to glain from
 donating 
to 
the  
university
 and what
 is needed 
is a full-time
 person 
to 
solicit  funds 
from
 industry. 
SJSU 
President
 Gail 
Fullerton 
and 
Engineering
 
School
 Dean 
Jay  Pinson 
have been
 going to 
businesses
 
to solicit 
funding for 
the 
engineering
 
program.
 
Dean 
Pinson  is 
searching
 for 
money  that 
would
 
entice  
faculty
 to come
 ito SJSU I."
 Freeman 
said. The 
money  would 
be
 used to pay 
for research
 programs,
 
literature  to 
interest recruits
 and 
moving
 expenses 
for 
those  who 
accept  a 
teaching
 position 
here 
'Cherry
 
Orchard'
 
show 
outdraws
 
`Equus'  
By
 Toni Coma 
Attendance
 at 
performances  of "The  
Cherry
 Or-
chard" had been 
slightly below 
those of 
the 
season's  
opener, 
"Equus,"  
until  Wednesday's matinee,
 
according  
to University 
Theater  box office 
figures.  
Reservations
 for 
Wednesday
 
afternoon's
 
per-
formance 
totaled
 285, 
according  to Chris 
Schoenwald
 in 
the ticket office, but only 200
 people showed
 up,
 she 
said. 
The'
 Equus" 
matinee  drew about
 122 people. 
The attendance 
increase  for 
"The
 
Cherry
 
Orchard"
 
was due to 
sales to 
three large
 groups -- 
Mountain
 
View  
High School, 
Palo Alto High School and 
senior  
citizens,
 
Schoenwald 
said.  
"About 25 to
 30 
percent
 of reservations
 
are 
'no 
shows,'  
tickets 
that are never 
picked 
up," said 
Robert
 
Jenkins.  
professor of theatre
 arts.
 
He
 said this 
can 
present
 a real 
problem on 
sell-out  performances. 
Attendance at 
the opening night
 of "The
 
Cherry
 Or-
chard" was
 38 
fewer 
than  at the 
opening
 of 
"Equus,"  and 
Saturday 
night's 
crowd  
totaled  67 
below 
the 
second 
"Equus," showing. 
Director Hal J. Todd said of 
Wednesday  
afternoon's
 
performance, "I think it's developing.
 It's a bit 
harder
 to 
get up 
for the matinee due to the break 
in the  per-
formance,  
but they 
(the  performers) 
did  very 
well. 
-They're becoming more sure 
of
 what they're doing." 
he said. "I think 
it's a good group. 
There are
 nice things
 
going on both individually and between them. 
"You
 get different audiences," he said. 
"I
 think they 
have all been terribly attentive 
and  quite appreciative. 
Because 
( this 
play)
 is subtle and 
delicate,
 some people 
1982
 
Homecoming  finalists 
draw
 grins, 
laughs
 galore at 
`No-Talent,Talent
 Show' 
6v Julie Bonds 
There v. ere no winners 
or losers in the "No -Talent, 
Talent Show." at 8 Tuesday 
night
 in the Bakery.
 The 
show was part of the
 
homecoming king and 
queen 
competition. 
Each person was 
judged strictly on par-
ticipation rather than in-
dividual talent. Each 
of
 the 
eight 
finalists  received 40 
points for 
participating:
 
no-shows got no points. 
All eight 
of the 
homecoming king and 
queen finalists par-
ticipated. 
"They were told they 
couldn't 
have
 anything 
serious,  such as a Chopin 
piece." 
said
 Lisa McCarty, 
talent show 
coordinator.  
"It 
had to be comical, a 
have -a -good-time
 type of 
thing" 
The 
show
 was divided 
into 
four short skits and 
lasted 
approximately 30 
minutes Each skit was 
written  and performed by 
one homecoming king 
finalist and
 one 
homecoming queen 
finalist. 
According 
to
 McCarty, 
the pairs 
were picked at 
random. 
"They felt more 
comfortable doing
 it with 
each other."
 McCarty said. 
"It also gives 
them  a 
chance to get
 to know each 
other."
 
The first 
skit  was 
entitled "Your Less Than 
Favorite 
Country and 
Western Tunes," and
 was 
performed by 
Fred
 
Koehmstedt
 of Kappa 
Sigma and Terilyn Silvers 
of
 Chi Omega.
 They 
sang
 
their  own versions of "Bye 
Bye Love" and "Dear 
Abby." 
"I was surprised at the 
turnout," Koehmstedt
 said. 
"The audience was very 
receptive. It was nice to see 
people coming out of 
the 
Pub."  
The show 
was 
originally scheduled for 7 
p.m. in the 
Pub.
 
"One of the reasons for 
having  the show in the 
Bakery was the fact that 
some of the contestants 
were under 21." said 
Joan  
Basher-Marahrens, Pub 
manager "Another reason 
was the fact that we did not 
know  when the game would 
be over." 
The Pub was
 showing 
the World Series game 
Tuesday night. 
The  second 
per 
formance  was by Scott 
Cooley from Phi Delta 
Theta and Debbie
 Sonner 
representing 
Royce Hall 
The 
pair
 performed a 
sophisticated 
version
 of the 
children's song "Little 
Bunny Foo Foo." 
including 
the use of whips and 
chains. 
The 
third skit was 
performed by 
Lisetta  
Smith of Alpha
 Phi and 
Kevin  Mentzer 
representing the 
Alpha  Phi 
big brother ivy men. They 
sang an untitled country 
and western tune they 
wrote 
which 
contained  
"all 
of the things that country 
and
 western writers write 
about." 
Originally the pair was 
to have performed its own 
lyrics to the theme of 
"Love Story." However, at 
2 that
 afternoon they were
 
informed
 that they did not 
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 IMP  
have the 
use  of a piano so 
they made 
up
 a skit two
 
hours before the show. 
"I think it 
their
 
skit) 
worked 
out because we 
spent 20 hours
 rehearsing 
the other one and we 
knew 
each 
other's
 moves." 
Mentzer
 said. 
The 
final skit 
was  a 
takeoff on 
the  homecoming
 
interviews.
 it was 
per-
formed by 
Lisa
 Bickford of 
Delta Zeta and Steve 
Betando of Sigma Chi. 
The 
winners
 of the 
homecoming  
king
 and 
queen competitions 
will  be 
announced at 
noon 
tomorrow 
in the 
St
  
Ampitheater during
 a 
pep
 
rally. 
tues.
 
26th
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 Si 
who 
demand
 a lot 
of action 
will 
not 
like
 
it."
 
Aeronautics major 
Peter  Gallegos said of 
Wed-
nesday's matinee, "It had some good parts when you get 
into
 it, 
especially 
the  last 
scene."
 
Clare Shields, who attended 
with her History 170 
class.
 
said,  "I 
thought 
it 
was  excellent -- a 
reaIly
 good 
job, hea 
rlwariiiing  and
 hutiest .  
Other
 
students
 had 
mixed  emotions. 
"Most  
of 
the 
characters
 were 
remembering
 
their 
lines  
instead
 of 
saying 
what 
they
 had 
to say." 
said 
Kyle  
Miller.
 "The
 guy 
who 
played
 the 
old 
servant
 
didn't  
really
 seem 
old. 
The  
costumes  
were  
very
 good.
 The 
stringed  
sound  
when  the 
bucket
 fell 
didn't  sound
 right: 
it
 went on 
too long." 
,Jeff Mutch, a Foothill
 
College
 student, said, "I 
liked
 
it, but 
there were 
some
 things out of place 
-- overacting. 
mainly. There wasn't a 
consistency
 in the 
dialect,
 except 
for Charlotte.
 
"Some 
of the 
comedic
 things were overdone. 
Leonid.  
the 
one who played the
 brother.
 was 
very 
effective.
 ' 
Considering
 the 
time 
it 
takes to put a 
theater
 
production 
together, the 
plays 
given  at SJSU 
have
 a 
surprisingly short run. Besides
 the two weekend
 per-
formances.
 a 
Wednesday
 
matinee and a Thursday 
evening
 show
 are the pattern
 for the
 season -- 
six per-
formances 
of each play. 
If you 
are  planning to see 
"The Cherry Orchard," 
tonight 
and 
tomorrow
 
night 
are 
your last chances. Then 
it's on 
to 
"The Mountain 
Meadow  
Massacre," a con-
troversial
 
award
-winner.
 
opening
 Nov 
12. 
Possible
 
sellout
 
for
 
Homecoming  
with  
Fresno
 
football
 
fans'  
help  
By Tim Outten 
Tomorrow night's Homecoming football game bet-
ween SJSU and CSU-Fresno will draw about 20,000
 fans, 
as many as 5,000 or more of them from Fresno, according 
to Guy Laughridge, athletic ticket manager at Spartan 
Stadium.
 
Laughridge said that a sellout was still possible for 
the 7 p.m. contest at Spartan Stadium. 
The last sellout for a football game at Spartan 
Stadium  was in 1976, when  SJSU played the University of 
Hawaii in front of 19,500. That was before the 
stadium
 was 
expanded to a capacity of a000. The largest crowd ever 
for a game was in 1971, when an overflow
 attendance of 
23,500 saw the 
Spartans  play Arizona State. 
"We're down to the last 600 
tickets  in the student 
section," 
Laughridge said. He added that students
 may 
OPEN PARTY
 
TONIGHT  
THETA  CHI
 
featuring 
"THE 
REGGIES"  
9:00 p.m. 
123 So.
 
11th
 Street 
r 
buy $3 general
 admission tickets if 
the 82 student tickets 
sell  out for the 3,300 -seat 
student
 section. 
Laughridge based 
his 20,000 attendance
 estimate on 
tickets sold 
so far, and on 
the  expected 3,500 
to 4,00o 
tickets
 he expects will
 be sold at the 
stadium
 before the 
game. 
Laughridge  also said that season ticket sales are 
"way up" over sales for last season. Almost 1,300 
season
 
tickets have been sold, he said, estimating that this was 
more than double the season tickets sold last year.  
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Welcome
 
Home
 
Doug,
 
A 
San 
Jose  
State  
Graduate  
(Class
 of 
'66),  
Doug
 
returns  
with a new 
point  
of
 
view
 
after 
ten  
years
 of 
solid  
news 
reporting 
in major 
cities 
including
 
Milwaukee
 
and 
Minneapolis.
 
Doug adds
 a new 
perspective  
and
 professionalism
 to 
NEWS 11 
with  insights into 
our 
community  and an 
appreciation
 for the 
rapidly changing vision of 
San 
Jose.  
Monday
-Friday  
6:00  
and 11:00 
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began  two years ago and 
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and 
away. The fans wear red shirts to 
form  a "sea of red" in 
the stands,
 according to reporter Brian Wong. 
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 Idle but
 goodie: 1932 
alumnus  Jean 
Hubley  Kaffer 
has  seen a 
lot of changes
 in the Santa
 Clara Valley 
since she 
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from the State Teachers 
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of
 San Jose
 (now SJSU 
Reporter
 Tim Dutton
 talked to 
Kaffer
 about these
 changes 
and her 
days  in college. 
  6 
SPartan
 football
 team outlook. The Spartans, coming off a 
tough loss against Long Beach State 
last
 Saturday night, 
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Alook
 at the 
Homecoming
 court finalists. 
Here's  your chance 
to make your predictions on the king and queen for 1982. 
Reporter Sandie Smith
 lists the finalists. 
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Rebels  of 
Nevada -Las Vegas 
await  SJSU. The 
Spartans  will 
take on the Rebels 
on
 Halloween weekend at the
 Silver Bowl 
in Las 
Vegas.  Reporter Ronald 
Reeves  talks about the 
Rebels' potent offense. 
The final game: Utah State. The 
Aggies  and the Spartans 
will match up for what could be the championship game. 
Ronald Reeves discusses the 
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goodie:
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Reichmuth,
 now 
vice president of 
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talked
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in detail. 
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answer.
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It will 
be Fresno in 
the
 
California
 
Bowl
 
By
 
Motto Jones 
As we reach the mid -way point
 of the 
PCAA 
schedule,  it is time to see how the 
teams 
are  doing and, (gulp) predict 
who  
will  emerge as the champion to meet the 
winner of the Mid -American Conference in 
the California Bowl this 
Dec.
 18 in Fresno. 
Going into Saturday's action, the 
Fresno State Bulldogs and the Long 
Beach 
State 49ers 
are  tied for the lead in the 
PCAA
 with 2-0 records. The Utah State 
Aggies are one-half game
 back with a 2-1 
record 
while the SJSU Spartans are a full 
game back with a 1-1 mark. 
The  Pacific Tigers 
1 - 2 ) . (
 Nevada-Las 
Vegas Rebels (0-2) and Fullerton State 
Titans (0-3) are 
virtually  out of the 
race. 
analysis 
The two teams in the drivers seat, 
Fresno State and Long beach State,  
can 
control their own destiny. If Fresno State 
can knock off the Spartans Saturday night. 
it will set 
up
 a perfect confrontation bet-
ween them and Long Beach State the 
following weekend ( the 49ers play San 
Diego State this weekend in a non -
conference game). That game could be for 
the PCAA
 championship. 
But, Bulldog fans, don't get your hopes 
up too high, for Fresno State must first get 
past
 SJSU. 
The Spartans, who have been playing 
lack -luster ball since their upset over 
Stanford last month, should be ready for 
the Bulldogs. The Spartans were upset by 
Long Beach State last week and may take 
their anger out this Saturday night. Last 
year the Spartans destroyed the Bulldogs 
in front of their home crowd, 65-33). 
For the Spartans to win the PCAA 
championship and earn 
their  second 
straight trip to the California Bowl they 
will  have to win their remaining league 
games  and 
hope Long 
Beach 
State  and 
Fresno
 
lose 
two more. The 
Spartans 
would get off to a good 
start by beating the 
Bulldogs Saturday 
night, thus forcing the 
Bulldogs to 
go undefeated the
 rest of the 
season.) 
But 
that's  not going 
to happen. The 
Long Beach 
State disaster of last 
week  will 
make
 the Spartans rise
 from their 
graves.
 
The first victim 
will be the Bulldogs 
this  
Saturday 
night.
 However, 
after  the SJSU 
loss, Fresno State will
 win its remaining 
PCAA games 
and will end up in a 
three-
way 
tie with SJSU and Long 
Beach  State. 
In the case of a 
three-way tie, the 
Bulldogs  
wit get the nod for the 
Calfirnoa Bowl. 
So 
here's  how the PCAA 
will end up. 
The Bulldogs, 
Spartans and 49ers 
will 
tie for
 the league 
championship
 with 5-1 
marks. 
The Spartans will beat
 Fresno 
State,  Nevada -Las
 Vegas, Pacific
 and 
Utah State in their 
remaining four 
games.  
The  Bulldogs will 
retaliate
 after their 
loss to the 
Spartans  to knock 
off  the 49ers 
the following 
week and win
 their 
remaining league 
games. 
The  49ers will rebound 
from
 their loss 
to the Bulldogs
 to win their 
remaining
 
games  and, thus, we 
have a three-way 
tie.  
Except
 for next week's 
Fresno  State -
Long Beach State 
confrontation,  all three 
teams have 
pretty easy 
schedules.  After 
Long
 Beach State. the 
Bulldogs  finish up 
with Fullerton 
State,  Montana 
State
 (a 
non -conference game)
 and end with 
Nevada
-Las
 Vegas. 
After
 the Fresno State 
game,  the 49ers 
end up with
 Paciic, Nevada -Las 
Vegas,
 
Bowling
 Green (a non
-conference  gasme 
againbst the Mid
-American leader) 
and 
Utah State.
 
But 
when
 the dust settles, Fresno
 State 
will be awarded 
the California Bowl 
bid 
and knock off 
Mid -American 
champion
 
Bowling
 Green in their own
 stadium. 
Homecoming
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START YOUR TAILGATE PARTY AT 
TOGO'S  
SJSU vs. 
FRESNO  
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23rd 
Pick up your 5 
ft.  sandwiches . . . 
24 hrs. in advance would be appreciated 
If you can't make it Saturday . . . 
We're also open Monday thru Sunday. 
GOOD LUCK SPARTANS! 
TOGO's has 27 
special 
combination
 
sandwiches!  A few
 meats & 
cheeses
 
include: 
Turkey.
 Ham. Hot 
Roast 
Beef, Bologna,
 Genoa. 
Linguica.  
Salami, Capicolla,
 Mortadella, 
Cotto  Salami, Hot 
Pastrami, 
Provolone.
 Hot Italian 
Sausage. 
Parmesan.
 Beef in Bar -B -Q
-Sauce...  
Just remember . 
. . our super efficient
 
sandwich 
makers
 don't dilly dally 
.1round with
 your time. 
TOGO'S
 
EATERY  
8th 
& William 
297-1132
 
Mon 
-Sat.  
10:30-10:00
 & 
Sun.  
11:00-10:00
 
IA 
few 
blocks south
 of 
campus)
 
P4ije 4 
October 
22. IMO 
60,  
130L
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'Red 
Wave':
 
difficult
 
By Brian Wong 
The infamous -Red Wave" cheering section will be 
rooting on the Fresno State 
Bulldogs  in Saturday's PCAA 
showdown with SJSU at Spartan Stadium. 
Wearing red shirts (Fresno's color)
 to form a "sea of 
red" in the stands, the Red Wave has earned a nationwide 
reputation for supporting Bulldog athletics. 
According to Guy Laughridge, SJSU 
athletic  ticket 
manager, more than 6,000 seats have been sold to Fresno 
Red Wave supporters. 
"Fresno people are buying
 tickets like crazy," 
Laughridge said. "I'm 
expecting
 a sellout and I hope a 
majority of the people there 
will  be SJSU fans." 
Laughridge's last sentence was
 refering to last year's 
SJSU-Fresno State basketball
 game at Civic Auditorium 
when the Red Wave occupied 1,800 of the 2,400 arena 
seats 
in the Spartans' home gymnasium. 
The Red Wave, which began two years ago, consists of 
students  alumni and boosters who follow the Fresno 
to 
part
 
team, even 
on away games. 
"The whole support of the 
Fresno comunity is over-
whelming," 
said
 Dan Taylor, Fresno State
 promotional 
coordinator.  "This is not an 
organized
 club. It's just a 
name given to the fans for
 the way they  travel to follow the 
team on the 
road."  
Basketball was 
originally  the main sport of the
 Red 
Wave, but 
football fever has caught 
on.  Planeloads of fans 
flew to Oregon for the Bulldogs
-Ducks' game and "seas of 
red- were at the Fresno
 State -Nevada -Reno game
 last 
weekend.  
"They
 follow them wherever 
they
 go," Taylor said. 
"They bring signs and 
banners.  It's becoming a 
social 
thing to do. 
"We had
 a psychological study
 done and found out 
it's  
kind of a means of 
acceptance.  One person 
sees  another 
one (wear red) and it 
just  grows." 
Catching
 
footballs
 
is a 
passing
 fancy for
 
Ellard  
By 
Midas!  McIntyre 
Spartan 
football fans
 
should 
have 
no
 trouble
 
identifying
 Fresno 
State 
wide 
receiver
 Henry 
Ellard  
during 
Saturday's  
Homecoming
 game 
against
 
the 
Bulldogs. 
He'll  be the 
Fresno 
State 
version  of 
Tim 
Kearse,  only in 
white 
and red 
instead
 of blue and 
gold. 
Indeed, 
the similarities
 
between  the 
speedy
 Ellard 
and the 
equally -fast 
Kearse
 
are striking. 
Both 
are
 
5-Coot-Il in 
height.
 Kearse 
weighs
 only 
a 
few pounds 
more than 
Ellard. 
Each  man is 
a 
quality
 performer in two
 
sports:  football 
and  track 
(although
 Kearse 
hasn't 
participated in 
track since 
he was a 
hurdler  at York
 
High 
School  in 
Penn-
sylvania
 in 1976). 
And both 
are the 
primary deep 
passing 
targets for their
 
t lour 
to.1111. 
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Bascom  
respective  
quarterbacks,
 
Jeff 
Tedford
 of 
Fresno  
State 
and Steve
 Clarkson
 of 
SJSU.  
Ellards's 
coach, 
Jim 
Sweeney,  
has 
great  ad-
miration
 for his
 gifted 
wide 
receiver.
 
"He
 has 
been  hurt 
constantly  
this 
year,"  
Sweeney
 said. 
"One 
week,  
he played 
with  a 
dislocated
 
finger
 and 
still  
caught
 six 
passes,  
two of 
them 
for 
touchdowns."
 
Ellard  led 
the 
Bulldogs
 
in 
receiving 
last
 year with 
39 
catches
 good 
for 808 
yards 
and  four 
touch-
downs. 
This
 season, the
 
senior  wide 
receiver has 
already 
racked up 
732  total 
yards  in 
pass 
receiving,  
which  
doesn't
 surprise
 
Sweeney. 
"He 
catches 
the 
football," 
Sweeney  said, 
"has 
great  hands, great 
concentration,  but 
his real 
value
 
is his 
maneuverability  
after he 
catches the 
ball. It is 
not  
unusual for him to 
turn a 
15-yarder 
into an 80
-yard  
touchdown." 
Ellard was 
born on 
July 21. 1961 in 
Fresno, 
where he has spent all of 
his life. He 
attended 
Hoover High School and 
starred in both football and 
track.  
In 
1978, he helped lead 
Hoover to 
the  Yosemite 
League football cham-
pionship
 and was named 
All -Metro Player of the 
Year. He also led the 
Hoover track team to the 
city title. 
Ellard joined the 
Bulldogs in 1979 and im-
mediately made his 
presence felt. Against 
Montana State in only the 
second college game of his 
career he nabbed a 
touchdown
 pass. 
He ended that
 1979 
season with nine catches 
for 136 yards and three 
touchdowns.
 Not exactly 
overwhelming  figures, but
 
the best was yet to come. 
During his 
sophomore  
campaign,
 Ellard snared 
28 passes for 493 yards 
and 
three more 
touchdowns. 
And finally last year,
 the 
808 receiving yards he 
Spartan
 Florist 
With 
Student
 
Discounts
 
Open 
Seven  Days A Week 
314
 E. Santa 
Clara  
San
 Jose, Ca. 
95113  
Call 24  
Hours  
292-4934
 
Large
 
selection
 of 
cut 
flowers/
 
Candle  
Passing/Fresh
 flower
 
arrangements/Large
 
selection
 of 
I'lants 
and Dish
 
Gardens
 
Knock 'Em Dead, Spartans! 
accumulated 
pushed him to 
the 
top of Fresno
 State's 
all-time 
list  in that 
category with 1,437 
yards. 
Ellard 
also holds the 
current  record for average 
yardage per reception
 in 
Bulldog history with an 18.9 
yard per grab mark. 
Ellard broke the 
Fresno 
State  record for 
most career receptions last
 
week in the Bulldogs' 
40-26  
loss at Nevada -Reno. After 
catching seven 
balls for 230 
yards and two touchdowns, 
the senior 
phenom raised 
his total to 106 receptions. 
Strangely enough, 
Ellard has never had 
a 
really good game against 
the Spartans. As a 
fresh-
man in 1979,
 he only 
returned four kickoffs for 
94 yards and had no 
receptions. In 1980, as a 
sophomore, Ellard 
managed a lone catch for 
II yards. And last year, in 
his junior campaign, 
Ellard caught 
three balls 
for 55 yards and returned 
five kickoffs for 114 yards. 
The seven catches 
against
 the Wolfpack last 
week marked the third 
time in his career that 
Ellard has snagged that 
many passes 
in a single 
game. 
For his 1981 
per-
formance, Ellard was 
named to the first team All-
PCAA  squad and was an 
honorable mention choice 
for UPI'S All -Coast team. 
Sweeney feels 
Ellard's
 
credentials make the 
receiver an almost certain 
first -round NFL draft 
choice. 
"Henry definitely has 
the potential to be a first -
rounder," Sweeney said. 
Henry Ellard 
"He is easily the most 
talented 
receiver I've 
coached in college 
football, 
and he compares 
favorably  
with any I 
saw in my two 
years in the NFL." 
A world -class
 triple 
jumper. 
Ellard is 
as
 
talented
 in track as 
he
 is in 
football. 
Last 
spring, he 
was  
named to 
the All-American
 
track 
team
 for 
finishing
 
seventh in the 
triple jump 
at the 
NCAA
 cham-
pionships with 
a leap of 54 
feet three 
and one-half 
inches. 
Ellard's career best in 
the triple jump
 was a wind -
aided 56 -fool, six and one-
half -inch 
effort. He was
 
named Fresno 
State's
 
Outstanding Field 
Per-
former
 last spring. 
Sweeney. while still 
recognizing Ellard's
 track 
skills, feels the wide 
receiver does
 his best work 
on the
 football field. 
"Henry is truly 
a fine 
athlete and 
a courageous 
young man," 
Sweeney
 
said. "Besides being a 
great football player,
 a real 
gamebreaker.  Henry
 is a 
quality human being." 
NNW 72. 1112 
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HOMECOMING 1912 
IF,
 
ifty
 
years  
ago,
 no 
one
 
expected
 the
 
fledgling
 
Spartan
 
football
 
team
 
to 
amount
 
to 
much  
 
least  
of
 
all
 
friends
 
of 
coach
 
Dudley
 
S. 
"Dud"
 
DeGroot.
 
According to 
Bill  Hubbard, 
DeGroot's  assistant
 and later
 a suc-
cessful San 
Jose  State head 
coach  in his 
own right, DeGroot
 signed his first 
contract 
to coach here 
in '32. "He had
 
signed this 
contract  against 
the advice 
of 
most  of his best 
friends  who 
insisted  
that the 
institution  had 
never  had a 
football
 team, never
 would," 
Hubbard  
wrote after
 the '32 squad
 won the Far
 
Western 
Conference  
championship
 that 
year.
 
Surviving  
members
 of 
that
 team 
will  be 
honored  
at
 Spartan
 Stadium,
 
Oct. 
23
 during 
Homecoming  
'82 
festivities.  
Also 
highlighting  
the day-
long
 serires
 of 
events
 is 
the  noon 
Golden 
Grads 
Reunion  
at the 
Hotel  
Sainte
 Claire
 and a 
post -game
 
reception
 
there
 
honoring
 
Silver  
Spartans,  
traditional
 
tailgating
 
around  
Spartan  
Stadium,
 the 
second 
annual 
edition 
of 
the 
Alumni
 Band 
and 
what
 
promises
 
to
 
be a 
great  
football  
game  
against  
arch-
rival
 Fresno
 State
 
University.
 
The  focus
 of this
 year's 
final 
125th  
anniversary
 event 
will be 
on 
Spartan  
Stadium,
 says
 Ben 
Reichmuth
 '57 
and a 
member  
of the 
Homecoming
 
'82 
planning
 
cominittee.
 
Reichmuth,
 
who 
becomes  
a Silver
 Spartan
 this 
year, 
said 
special  
areas 
will be 
designated
 
for  
group 
tailgates.
 As 
a 
community
 
ser-
vice  
Showtime  
will 
provide  
10,000
 pom-
poms
 to 
add  color
 to the 
game 
while 
the  
Alumni
 
Band
 and 
a rock 
or 
Western
 
group
 will
 provide
 
musical
 en
-
Spartan 
football  always exciting 
tertainment
 for pre
-game  
parking
 lot 
tailgaters.
 Roger
 Muzzi, 
former 
bands  
director,
 has 
been invited
 to 
conduct
 the 
Spartan 
Marching  
Band  halftime
 show. 
Reichmuth  
said
 Greeks
 will 
congregate  at 
the 10th 
Street 
stadium
 
parking  lot 
(enter off 
Humboldt
 Street.)
 
Other 
groups  and
 
organizations
 
will
 
have  special
 arm in 
both 
main
 
stadium 
lots 
reserved
 for 
tailgating.
 A 
map 
appears
 on this 
page.  
Fraternities  
and 
sororities  also
 are 
being  
encouraged
 to 
hold open 
houses 
for 
returning
 
alumni
 
brothers
 and 
sisters.
 
"We 
want
 all 
Golden  
Grads  and
 
Alumni 
set to 
strike  up 
the  band 
They may 
not be saints,
 but you 
might 
want  to be among 
that
 number 
when 
the  Alumni 
Band
 goes marching
 in. 
Carl
 Chevallard,
 university
 bands 
director,
 called for 
marching 
band alumni
 
interested
 in having 
a rousing 
musical 
time 
to join the 
Alumni  Band 
at Home-
coming  '82 on 
Oct.  23. The 
group  will 
meet with 
instruments in 
Music 150 at 
2:30 
p.m.
 for an hour 
rehearsal and 
then
 
proceed
 to the tailgate
 area (north side)
 
of 
Spartan
 Stadium 
to
 serenade fans
 until 
4 
p.m. 
Complimentary
 
refreshments
 will 
be 
served.
 
The band 
breaks  at 6 p.m, 
for a pic-
nic dinner  
courtesy  of Gillcable 
 then 
finishes
 its tailgate serenade
 and marches 
off to 
the  stadium to 
complimentary  
seats.
 From the special
 reserved section, 
the
 Alumni Band will
 help boost Spartan
 
Spirit  during the 
game. 
This is the 
second  year 
for
 the Alumni 
Band. 
Chevallard said, 
"The Alumni 
Association
 played 
an important 
part in 
bringing
 back the
 marching 
band and I 
want
 to develop
 a way for
 former 
band  
members
 to 
keep
 
participating."  
Alumni 
Band 
committee  
members
 
are 
Bill '76 
and  '79 and 
Pam 
Pabst,
 Larry 
Marks  '74 
and 
Chevallard.  
For 
further  
information
 call 
Alumni  
House  at 
(408)
 277-3235
 by Oct. 
4. 
Silver Spartans,
 in particular, to look 
for the Alumni Association tent near the 
stadium
 north entrance," said Nada 
Houston '57. another 
association  
Homecoming 
'82 planner. "This is an 
open invitation for everyone to stop by 
the tent and 
say hi to friends and 
classmates." 
Homecoming '82 student 
representative Bob
 Musil said the 
Associated Students has voted  $4,000 to 
support the day's events. This money, 
Musil said, will 
go for an after -game 
fireworks display and 
the  10th Street lot 
musical group. there will be no 
Homecoming  parade, Musil said 
Tailgates  are 
(lots  of) 
fun,  
food
 and friends
 
A Spartan tootball tailgate picnic is 
the biggest and best party in town. No 
invitations are required. 
Strictly  speaking, 
you don't
 even need a tailgate to tailgate. 
The only essentials are copious quantities 
of food and 
drink and the willingness to 
have funanything worth doing well is 
worth doing to excess. 
Tailgates start with friends. Friends 
are available either by prior arrangement 
or anywhere you turn at Spartan Stadium. 
Next comes food. Some cognoscenti pre-
fer the traditional cold -chicken, beer -and -
sandwiches
-in -a -picnic -hamper approach. 
Others swear by small barbecues and 
steaks 
charbroiled  on the spot. An occa-
sional swell has a catered 
affair.  
Libations 
are abundant, varied and 
generously
 shared. 
Tailgaters are 
an
 extremely egalitarian
 
lot  
Lamborghinis
 are parked text to 
VW microbuses, Chevys 
alongside Fords 
in the 10th Street 
and  North Stadium 
parking  lots where tailgating occurs. 
Tables 
and  chairs are useful but 
not  oblig-
atory  nomadic bar
-seekers find them 
useless. 
Frolicking begins
 around 4:30 p.m. 
for home games
 and by 10 a.m. for near-
by away 
games. The Alumni
 Association 
tent is a rallying point
 for all Spartan 
faithful. 
Now,  all that is 
required  is you.
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Golden 
alumnus 
By Tin Dutton 
It was a small town, where everybody
 knew 
everybody else. There was little or no crime, 
and the city 
was surrounded by a 
fertile  valley of groves and orchards 
and open 
space. It was San Jose in 1932, the year Jean 
Hubley graduated from the State 
Teachers College of San 
Jose. 
Things
 change 
in 50 years. 
Today, Jean Kaffer, 72, is enjoying retired 
life  with 
her husband, Ed, 71, 
after  39 years of teaching. They live 
in a comfortable home in the 
Willow  Glen area of San 
Jose. 
However, their house is now 
surrounded  by many 
other  houses just like it, which have replaced 
the  groves 
and orchards 
and  visitors are greeted by a warning on the 
front door that the Kaffer's
 home is protected by a burglar 
alarm system. 
The small town of San Jose 
has  been replaced by a 
large, bustling city complete with noise, 
large  buildings 
and a high crime rate. SJSU
 is no longer a school almost 
exclusively for teachers with many of its students coming 
from ranches
 and farms. 
Kaffer has seen the city and the Santa Clara Valley 
change from open 
country  to modern society. 
"I've seen it grow," Kaffer said. "Some of it's 
been  
good, some of it hasn't." 
A native 
of San Jose, Kaffer remembers driving 
around the area 50 years ago. 
"It was all beautiful 
orchards,"  she said. "You would 
drive out towards 
Saratoga
 and you'd see nothing in the 
spring  but fields of trees, and masses of pink and white 
blossoms." 
Almaden  Expressway was then a two-lane road, and 
Kaffer said she remembered driving on it with 
rows
 of 
trees on 
both sides. "It was a beautiful valley," Kaffer 
recalled. 
"It certainly has changed -- to more or less a concrete 
jungle now."
 
Almaden Expressway is 
now  a major highway in 
Santa Clara County, and the trees have been 
replaced by 
rows of buildings and parking lots. 
While attending SJSU of the early '30s.
 Kaffer lived 
with
 her parents in a house on 11th Street, and walked to 
school. 
"Downtown
 San Jose was quite a lovely place." 
Kaffer said. "I knew most of the 
storekeepers, and went to 
school with their children. 
"It was a small town. It was somewhat like a huge 
family
 where everyone knew each other. I lived two or 
three doors from the mayor, and I knew the undertakers 
and all their children. 
coonnued  
me 
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Sport
 
shorts
 
- 
By
 Micheal 
McIntyre 
Saturday's 
Homecom-
ing 
game 
pitting
 the 
SJSU
 
Spartans 
against
 the 
Fresno 
State  Bulldogs 
features
 some interesting
 
and little-known
 tidbits, 
including 
records, bir-
thdays and 
historical  facts. 
Here 
are  a few : 
 SJSU has scored in 
117 consecutive 
football 
games. 
The last time 
a 
Spartan squad was shut 
out  
was on Sept. 16,
 1972, when 
the Stanford
 Indians (now 
('ardinal)  
blanked
 SJSU 44-
o Currently 
the  record for 
the 
longest  scoring streak
 
is
 held by the 
Oklahoma
 
Sooners at 181 games.
 The 
Sooners'  streak 
was 
snapped 
earlier  this 
year
 
by 
the USC Trojans, who
 
now 
hold the 
longest
 active 
streak at 148
 games. 
 
Spartan head coach 
Jack 
Elway served
 as an 
assistant  coach
 under 
current  
Fresno
 State
 head 
coach
 Jim 
Sweeney
 
while 
the 
pair 
were
 at 
Washnington  
State 
from 
1972-1975.
 
 
The 
Spartans  
have  
lost only 
one 
Homecoming  
Game 
since  
1970.
 While 
winning eight
 Homecoming
 
contests
 and 
tying 
one, 
SJSU's 
only 
Homecoming
 
loss was 
handed to 
the 
Spartans
 on Oct. 
29, 1977 by 
the 
UOP  Tigers 
24-7.  
 SJSU
 leads 
the 
all-
time series
 against 
Fresno  
State 
at 
26-20-3.  
The 
Spartans 
also 
hold
 a 13-6-2
 
edge in 
games played
 at 
Spartan
 Stadium.
 
 The
 Bulldogs
 have 
not 
shut out
 a 
Spartan
 
contingent
 since 
1941
 when 
they 
accomplished
 the 
feat
 
in 
consecutive
 
years. 
Fresno 
State 
tied the
 
Spartans  
0-0  in 
1941
 and 
beat them 6-0 in 
1942.  
NNW
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"You'd go downtown and you wouldn't get very far 
until you'd stopped and talked with 
different
 friends and 
people."  
It was in this setting that Jean Hubley met Ed Kaffer.
 
Kaffer worked at his 
father's  grocery store when the two 
met. They married in 1941.
 
"I had known him 
(Ed)
 
for many years before I 
married him," Jean Kaffer said. "That was 
just  one of 
those things," she added 
with a reminiscient chuckle. 
The two had a 
home built for 
them
 on Booksin 
Avenue  
after they were 
married,  before moving 
to their current 
house on 
Fuchsia
 Drive. 
"Booksin got to 
be quite a busy 
street  and our 
daughter was 
small, so we moved
 down here (to 
Fuchsia) 
and 
stayed  put," 
Kaffer explained. 
"This was 
all  a berry patch at 
that time," she 
added.  
"I 
used to teach the 
children  that worked 
in the berry 
fields." 
While the 
Santa  Clara Valley
 was a different 
place to 
live in half a decade
 ago, the school now
 known as SJSU 
had its own 
differences.  
Thomas
 W. MacQuarrie
 was the president
 of the State 
Teachers College 
of San Jose in 1932.
 Joe H. West was 
the 
registrar, and 
Carl D. Duncan 
was the department
 head of 
Natural  Science. 
Kaffer was 
one  of 324 graduates 
of
 the class of 1932, a 
time 
when
 the Depression 
had  set in across the 
country.  
She remembers 
noon -time dances 
in the quad area 
"before  all the buildings
 were around," and 
the railroad 
tracks which ran down 
Fourth Street next to 
the  campus. 
'I've
 seen it 
grow.  
Some 
of it's 
been 
good,
 some 
hasn't'  
-- Jean Kaffer
 
"Many 
of
 the students 
would  commute 
from Palo 
Alto, 
Santa  Clara and a 
lot of places, 
jumping  on the 
train
 
and getting 
right into school,"
 Kaffer 
recalled.
 
"I think 
sometimes
 they would
 get caught on 
one  side 
( of the
 tracks) and 
couldn't  get over 
to school on time.
 I 
never had that 
problem because
 I came from 
the other 
side," 
she  added with a 
laugh.
 
The
 area of her 
parent's
 house on 11th 
Street  now 
consists mostly 
of apartments 
and  fraternity 
houses.
 The 
loud 
parties
 and other 
weekend 
events
 of today 
are  dif-
ferent from 
what
 students of 1932
 did for fun. 
"My family 
was  very active 
and we had a 
lot of 
relatives, 
and  we might go 
visit  them in Oakland
 or San 
Francisco.
 Or we'd have 
company and 
my
 mother would 
cook
 a big dinner,
 or something 
like  that." 
Kaffer
 said. 
She was 
an
 only child. 
"There was not that
 much excitement,"
 she added. 
"You'd go on a 
picnic to Alum 
Rock or something
 like 
that, and 
that was a big 
deal. 
"The 
senior  class went to 
Santa Cruz for their
 senior 
sneak 
day. It was 
just
 things like 
that,  but 
everyone
 
seemed to 
have
 a good time. 
It was a simple 
form of life I 
guess  you might 
say,
 but it was most 
enjoyable." 
Having
 survived the
 Depression, 
Kaffer  
remembers
 
how students
 struggled to 
work their way
 through school.
 
"I think
 in those days 
most  everyone 
went
 to high 
school  
and,  as 
many
 as possible, 
went  on to college.
 They 
would
 work and struggle
 and get there." 
One way that students made 
money  for school was by 
working in 
canneries,  which were plentiful in the San Jose 
area, 
Kaffer 
said. 
"Now, I think it's a little bit to easy for
 them," she 
said,  in a tone of 
quiet  pride of her times. 
Kaffer has not been back
 to SJSU for a long time. "I 
don't 
know  
why,"  she said. "It
 just hasn't 
happened  that I 
Photos by 
Jon Wilearns 
Jean Hubley Kaffer,
 a 1932 State Teachers
 College graduate 
her graduation, Kaffer,
 a retired teacher, 
was  one of 324 
Now SJSU), looks at 
flowers  in the backyard 
of her Fuschia 
graduates
 when Thomas W. 
MacOuarrie was the 
president.  
Drive
 home in San Jose. Celebrating the 
50th anniversary of 
got back, that's all." 
One 
thing was the same in 
1932 as it is in 1982, 
however.  College graduates 
were looking for jobs. 
"I was 
anxious  to get to teaching,"
 Kaffer said, "but 
there 
were not that many 
jobs
 right then and there."
 
She considers 
herself  lucky that she was 
able to find 
jobs 
substituting  for other teachers
 in San Jose junior high 
and elementary schools.
 
Kaffer got a 
permanent job at Willow 
Glen 
Elementary
 School, thanks to 
one of the effects of 
Prohibition -era policy. 
"That was a time 
when most school districts didn't 
hire 
married
 teachers," Kaffer 
said,  because of the 
feared immoral 
effects  they would have on 
the children 
they taught. 
The regular
 teacher got married and 
moved away, 
Kaffer said. Then, 
school
 officials found out 
that
 the 
substitute
 teacher was married, and fired 
her.  She had an 
invalid  husband to care for, Kaffer 
said,  but Willow Glen 
policy prohibited her from 
teaching.  
A year later, 
Willow  Glen was annexed by San Jose,
 
which had 
no
 policy for married teachers. Kaffer 
took a 
job at Lincoln Glen School in 1937, and stayed
 there until 
1963. 
She was then chosen as a 
reading specialist by the city 
of San Jose,
 and worked within 10 schools in the area until 
she retired in 1971. 
After 39 years of teaching, what did she enjoy most 
about her career? 
"I think it was seeing the children grow and develop 
and learn a lot," Kaffer said. "It was
 very rewarding to 
see them progress and grow, and eventually 
make 
something of themselves." 
Ed Kaffer retired from his job as a postal worker in 
1974, and the Kaffers
 now spend their time working 
around their house and traveling. They
 have visited the 
South Pacific, Caribbean and Mediterranean, and been to 
England and West Germany.
 
Their daughter. 26, is a secretary living in Southern 
California.
 
Although 
Kaffer has not taught for 11 years, she has at 
least
 one fond memory of a reunion for one of her first 
grade classes. 
She wound up dancing with a  
former  student. 
"He said, 'I never
 thought I'd be dancing with my first 
grade teacher.' but we did," 
Kaffer said with a smile. 
Woossmi
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SJSU in 
a 
rollercoaster  ride 
By Michael McIntyre 
football 
rollercoaster 
has reached a 
tell -tale 
portion
 of its 1982 
ride. 
While peaking
 in wins 
over 
Oregon, Stanford, 
Oregon State and Fullerton 
State,
 the Spartans 
have 
bottomed
 out against 
California and Long Beach 
State.
 
Even  during the 
vic-
tories, 
coach  Jack 
Elway's
 
squad has
 been plagued by 
horrible 
inconsistency, 
numerous 
injuries  and 
inexplicable non -execution
 
on offense.
 
Facing the 
Fresno  
State 
Bulldogs Saturday 
night at Spartan 
Stadium. 
SJSU 
must win 
or be 
derailed from
 a possible 
trip to the 
second 
California
 Bowl scheduled 
for Dec. 18 in the 
Bulldogs'  
home 
stadium.  
The Spartans, 1-1 
in 
PCAA play,
 are almost 
completely healed 
from
 a 
string
 of injuries 
which 
restricted both 
offensive  
versatility  and 
defensive
 
depth during 
the past four 
weeks. 
Already
 back from the 
wounded are 
fullback Ron 
Thornburg, defensive 
tackle Steve McEnroe, 
quarterback
 Steve 
Clarkson,  defensive 
backs
 
Gill  Byrd and Ken Thomas, 
tailback 
Bobby  Johnson, 
defensive end Tim Makela. 
noseguard Carlos Milsap 
and 
defensive tackle 
LeCarter Washington. 
Dan Severance,
 the 
starting left tackle, is 
probably lost to the squad 
for the remainder of the 
season with shoulder 
problems. 
However, an added 
boost to the Spartans'
 of-
fensive attack will be the 
likely return of starting 
fullback Roy Sinally from a 
knee sprain. 
Elway's offense needs 
an injection of fresh plans. 
Opponenets 
have recently 
discovered  that SJSU lacks 
a valid rushing 
attack  and 
can 
be stymied by shutting
 
down 
the Spartans' 
medium -range 
passing  
game. 
Clarkson
 has not 
exhibited the 
propensity  to 
complete
 deep passes 
with 
any 
consistency  thus far 
in 
1982. Although 
having nine 
touchdown 
passes to his 
credit, Clarkson has not 
shown the 
bombing arm 
which intimidated
 rival 
secondaries last season. 
Part of 
that problem 
has stemmed
 from in-
consistent  play from the 
offensive
 line. Rarely 
has  
Clarkson had
 time to pick 
out anything 
other than his 
primary 
receiver,
 usually 
Tim 
Kearse, a 
receiver  
used to 
seeing
 double 
coverage. 
Outside 
of Kearse and 
Eric Richardson,
 the 
Spartans 
have not really 
utilized their other
 wide 
receivers
 (Ken Taylor, 
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Tony 
Smith,
 Chris 
Iglesias  
and
 Kevin Tyler 
I. 
Tight 
ends 
Bill  
Nicholas 
and Carl 
Sullivan
 
could 
provide key
 relief for 
Clarkson, 
but have 
not 
been  exploited 
in
 order to 
make
 defenses play
 the 
SJSU 
offense  equally 
well 
in all 
facits.  
Tailbacks 
Johnson
 and 
Art 
King have 
missed  the 
lead 
blocking
 of a 
fullback
 
prior to the 
second half
 of 
the 
Fullerton  State 
contest  
The return
 of 
Thornburg
 
and Smally 
should make 
the 
biggest
 difference 
here 
With time,
 Johnson
 
could develop 
into the 
breakaway
 runner and 
pass catcher that 
is
 so vital 
to Elway's 
arsenal. 
Senior punter -kicker 
Mike Berg is 
having 
anything but a 
memorable 
year.
 In the season opener 
against Oregon, he 
had a 
punt blocked and another 
one returned for
 a touch-
down. Last week 
against  
Long 
Beach State, Berg 
bobbled a 
seemingly good 
snap from Jim Dennis 
and 
started 
a chain of events 
which 
ultimately  
culminated in the Spar-
tans' 22-21 defeat.
 
While many of the 
special team problems 
have nothing to do 
with  
Berg, the kicker's play has 
been a far drop off from a 
fine 1981 performance. No 
one, Berg included, can put 
a finger on the reason for 
his disappointing effort. 
This week, the Spartan 
punting duties will be 
handled by Phillipe Reb-
boah. 
Defensively, the 
Spartans have been on the 
field about the same 
amount of time as the of-
fense, so overwork can not 
Tim 
Kearse 
be blamed for allowing 20 
points per game. 
The main problem 
area on defense for the 
Spartans 
has been an 
inability to contain late -
breaking plays (screen 
passes, draws and delays). 
SJSU
 has also been vic-
timized by 
the big play, 
allowing long offesnsive 
touchdowns to Stanford, 
Oregon State 
and 
California. 
The defensive play 
of
 
McEnroe, Jesse Green, 
Kerry Ford, 
Tuli  Ainuu, 
Washington,  Jim Rowley, 
Dimitri Tsarofski, and 
Milsap 
along  the line has 
rushed the passer well, but 
has not contained op-
position 
quarterbacks  once 
penetrating the backfield. 
Linebackers Bob 
Jot 
Moms  
Matheny,  Ken 
Woodburn
 
and Mike 
Maurer  have 
more than
 held up their end 
defensively under
 coor-
dinator 
Claude Gilbert's 
"Eagle 50" 
system.
 
Secondary 
members
 
Byrd, Thomas, Brian 
Hawkins, Dirk 
Hunter -
Ellis and Sherman Cocroft 
are strong individually, but 
are experiencing
 trouble 
blending their skills into an 
effective coverage unit. 
Against Fresno State, 
the 
Spartans  must, repeat, 
must, establish some
 sort 
of 
running
 game before 
taking to the air. They 
must allow 
Clarkson time 
to
 test a Bulldog secondary 
which was 
depleted  by 
graduation last
 year and 
has not been 
overwhelming  
this season. 
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Bulldogs'
 
fighting  
memory
 
of 
tragic
 
accident
 
By Micheel McIntyre 
The Fresno 
State 
Bulldogs  season was 
rolling along in beautiful 
condition  before last week. 
They had defeated Cal Poly 
SLO ( 26-6), Oregon 
(10-4),
 
Weber State
 (25-9), Utah 
State (31-6) and Pacific 
>49-
30)
 to run their record to an 
impressive 5-0 and 2-0 in 
PCAA conference play. 
Then tragedy struck 
the Bulldogs. 
Besides losing its 
first 
game of 
the season to 
Nevada -Reno 40-26, a freak 
car accident critically 
injured three wives of 
Fresno State coaches: 
Elizabeth Blue, 55, Lesly 
Hysell, 39, and Kathy
 Dole, 
31. 
On Sunday, Blue, the 
wife of Bulldogs' defensive 
coordinator Ken Blue (an 
SJSU 
graduate)
 died at St. 
Agnes Medical Center in 
Fresno 
of injuries 
sustained in the
 mishap. 
Hysell  was in critical 
condition,  while Dole was 
listed in serious, but 
stable
 
condition. 
Bulldog head coach 
Jim 
Sweeney
 said the 
accident had an obvious 
effect on his 
squad's
 
performance 
against the 
Wolfpack  last week. 
"The tragedy 
of
 the 
thing paralyzed 
our whole 
team," Sweeney said from 
his office on the Fresno 
State
 campus. "Besides the 
fact that suddenly we were 
without three 
of our 
coaches, the players were 
pychologically not in the
 
game." 
Sweeney said that 
while the Bulldogs
 are still 
dealing with the reality of 
the 
tragedy, he hopes they 
have the character to 
prepare mentally for 
Saturday's 
crucial  test 
with the SJSU Spartans at 
Spartan Stadium. 
"Every 
team has its 
own character," Sweeney 
said. "I've coached teams 
who have faced
 adversity 
with  determination and 
played even harder. But 
I've also had teams which, 
for 
whatever  reason, 
couldn't perform well 
under those conditions. 
I'd 
like to think this team will 
rise to the occasion." 
The Bulldogs certainly 
have the offensive 
firepower
 to blow the 
Spartans right off
 the field 
Saturday night, as they 
have 
already done to PCAA 
opponents Utah 
State and 
Pacific. 
Quarterback
 Jeff 
Tedford has thrown for 
over 1,400 yards and 
11
 
touchdown  passes, as well 
as running for one score. 
He has both long range 
capability and
 short range 
touch on his passes. 
Tedford's main targets 
are wide receivers Henry 
Ellard  and Stephon Paige. 
Ellard is a 
bonafide  All-
American
 candidate with 
his speed and sure hands. 
He has nabbed
 eight 
touchdown receptions this 
year, including scores  01
 
80
 
and 
52
 yards against 
Nevada Reno last week. 
Paige played
 his finest 
game
 of the year against 
Utah  State  when he caught 
two
 touchdown passes from 
Tedford and threw
 a 
scoring strike to Ellard
 for 
good measure. 
Last year against the 
Spartans, 
Paige  caught one 
pass good for 37 
yards,  
while Ellard had three 
receptions for 55 yards. 
Tedford's tight 
end, 
Bill Griever, is an excellent 
all-round athlete 
who  also 
carries an impressive 3.97 
GPA in Biology at Fresno 
State. Sweeney 
likes the 
prospects
 of the senior pass 
catcher. 
"Bill
 has all the 
aspects of the true 
athlete," 
Sweeney  said. 
"He is a team -oriented 
player, extremely corn-
petetive and has a great 
intellectual approach to the 
game." 
At 
tailback,  the 
Bulldogs feature Eric 
Redwood, a Bay Area 
product 
from  San Mateo. 
The junior runner is a 
tough inside rusher as well 
as featuring breakaway 
speed to the outside. 
His running mate at 
fullback will be freshman 
LavaIle Thomas from 
Tulare, Calif. 
Sweeney feels that the 
Bulldog running attack is 
much improved
 in 1982. 
The new backs we've 
brought in give us more 
speed and versatility
 in the 
 
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backfield than 
we've  had in 
a long 
time,"  
Sweeney
 
said. "Redwood 
is very 
strong 
with  
tremendous
 
quickness."
 
Tedford 
receives  good 
protection from 
a big of-
fensive
 line, 
something
 
which 
is traditional at 
Fresno State. 
Center John 
Blacksill  
(6 -foot -2.
 2 
4 5
-pound
 
senior), guards
 Mike 
Forrest 
(6 -foot -5, 251
-pound
 
junior) and Jerry 
Lock-
wood (6 -foot -4, 250 -pound 
sophomore),
 and tackles 
Kevin Molle )6 -foot -3, 
250 -
pound 
senior) and Ed 
Carter ( 6 -foot -6, 275
-pound 
senior) 
make  up an 
ex-
perience
 group of 
blockers  
for Sweeney.
 
Kicker
 Scott Darrow is 
one of the best in the 
PCAA, 
if not the 
entire  country. 
The senior from 
Downey,
 
Calif. led 
the Bulldogs 
in 
scoring last 
year with 72 
points  and was 
the
 first 
team 
ALL-PCAA 
kicker. 
Darrow 
has shown an 
aptitude for 
kicking  late 
game -winning field goals 
for the 
Bulldogs. 
Punter
 Rusty 
Karraker
 averaged 
40.1
 
yards per kick
 last year, 
including a 
50.4  average 
against
 the Spartans. 
Defensively, the 
Bulldogs entered the 1982 
campaign 
with many 
question 
marks in terms
 of 
depth  and 
inexperience.  
However,
 Blue's unit has 
held 
opposition  offenses to 
less than 16 
points  per 
NIKKI
 
STEVENS
 
STEPHEN
 
DUNWOODY
 
JIM  
SEAGULL
 
wo,kt.,r1t..
 
STEVE RYAN TOM 
MIX 
REEZkit
 ST
 
tINt (408)",/5
 
18(0
 
game, a large im-
provement over last year's 
average of over 27 points 
per contest.
 
Sweeney is excited 
about 
his defense's effort 
thus 
far in 1982. 
"Our defense has been 
a very physical group," 
Sweeney said. "They've 
been swarming, aggressive 
and opportunistic." 
The Bulldog defense, 
though yielding
 30 and 40 
points respectively in its 
last two attempts,
 has held 
the opposition rushing 
attack to a mere 75 
yards  
per game. 
Along the defensive
 
line,
 Fresno State has ends 
Kevin Jones (6 -foot -3, 230
-
pound senior)
 and Howard 
Jones (6 -foot -2, 220 -pound 
junior flanking noseguard
 
Morris Brown 
)6 -foot -2, 
235
-pound senior). 
Linebackers include 
Kepa Kaaekuahiwi 6
-foot -
2, 2I3 -pound senior), Kevin 
Johnson (6 -foot -3,
 225 -
pound senior) and Bobby 
Stevenson (6 -foot -1, 215 -
pound senior). 
The five -man 
secon-
dary includes roverback 
Ron 
Yrigollen  (6
-foot -2. 
185 -pound junior), cor-
nerbacks Derrick Franklin 
(
 5 -foot -I I, 180 -pound 
junior) 
and Sam Chance (6 -
foot, 170 -pound 
junior)  and 
safeties 
Don Turner (6 -
foot,  185 -pound senior) 
and  
Matt  McKnight (6
-foot -2, 
186
-pound 
senior).  
Jeff 
Tedford
 
Sweeney  feels
 that his 
squad  should 
be ready 
to 
play 
Saturday.  
"We
 like 
to think 
our 
intensity  is 
up for 
the 
game," 
Sweeney  
said.  
"The
 players
 are 
working  
hard and
 I think
 we're 
going  
to
 be 
ready  
to
 play 
one 
of
 our 
best
 games 
come 
Saturday."
 
The 
Bulldog's
 
coach  
should
 have 
his hands
 full 
with the
 
Spartans
 
on
 
Saturday,  
with 
SJSU 
coming 
off a 
highly -
disappointing  
22-21 
loss to 
Long
 Beach
 
State.
 
PIZZA.
 
MORE 
THAN  JUST 
GREAT  PIZZA 
 Salad Bar 
 Large Screen
 TV for 
all Sporting 
Events  
 100 kinds of Imported Beer 
 7 Dart Boards, Dominos 
and Backgammon 
GROUP
 
bISCOUNTS
 
AVAILABLE
 
ONLY
 8 
MINUTES
 
FROM 
CAMPUS
 
1275 
Piedmont Rd. SJ 
251-6310
 
Thu, 11 111'014 tin111
 12Gun 12 10 
PIZZA 
$2.00 
OFF  
ANY LARGE 
PIZZA 
1275 Piedmont Rd. 
San Jose 
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Nov.
 
30,  1982 
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San  
Jose
 
State
 
Spartans
 
NO MAWR POS.
 
YS.
 
i 
Tim Kearse 
WR 
SR 
3 Gill Byrd 
CB
 SR 
o Andre Carter HB 
JR
 
5 Phillipe 
Rebboah P -K JR 
6 Mike Berg 
P -K SR 
7 Steve Clarkson QB SR 
6 
Sherman
 Cocroft S JR 
9 
Art King 
HB
 SR 
10
 Charles Clinton CB 
JR 
12
 Rick Sloan QB FR 
13 James
 Newton CB JR 
14 
Bob 
Frasco
 QB JR 
15 Jack Overstreet QB SR 
16 K. C. Clark CB JR 
19 Eric Richardson WR JR 
20 Frank
 Robinson HB JR 
21 
Kevin  Tyler WR 
JR 
22 Tony Smith 
WR 
JR 
23 John Murphy WR FR 
25 Ken Taylor 
WR
 SR 
26 Bill Chattleson WR 
JR
 
77
 
Chris Iglesias WR JR 
28 
Derrick Bradley S FR 
29 Larry Weldon CB FR 
30 Larry Thompson F13 SO 
31 Donny Stubbs
 
S JR 
32 Brian  Hawkins 
S SR 
33 Bobby Johnson 
TB
 JR 
35 Lou 
Patrone 
S JR 
37 Ken Thomas CB SR 
42 Roy Smally FB SR 
43 Ron Thornburg FB JR 
44 Dave Criswell ' FB 
JR 
45 Ray 
Williams 
CB 
JR
 
45 Dirk Hunter -Ellis S SR 
50 Jim Dennis OG SO 
51 Mike Maurer 
LB  
JR 
53 Steve 
Bodkin  
C SR 
54 George Bohan OG SR 
55 
Kevin  Reeder LB JR 
56 
Dave Albright 
LB JR 
Si
 Phil Moore OG SR 
se 
Dave
 Diaz -Infante LB FR 
59 Craig Wince OG SO 
so 
Jeff Petkevicius 
C JR 
61 Tim Makela 
DE JR 
62 Ken Office 
DE JR 
63 Tuli Ainuu 
DE JR 
64 Tony Sanchez -Cores 
LB
 JR 
65 Tom 
Larson  
OG 
SR 
55 Carlos Milsap 
NG 
JR 
6/ Harold 
Hadley  
OG JR 
59 Henry Ramelli 
(YT
 JR 
is Mike Ming 
01' 
JR 
11 
Trevor 
Bowles OT SO 
12 
Steve McEnroe 
DT 
SR 
/4 
John Aimonetti DT FR 
15 Dan Severance OT 
SR 
76 
Dim itri Tsarofski DT 
JR 
71 
Ken Delgado 
OT 
JR 
TO Ron Maki 
OT JR 
79 
Maomao Niko OG SR 
so Carl 
Sullivan
 TE JR 
81
 
Armahn
 Williams 
NG
 SO 
95 James 
Ford
 
NO JR 
85 Bill Nicholas 
TE SR 
ei
 
Kevin
 Rippentrop 
TE JR 
59 Ed Huse 
TE FR 
as 
John 
Rozar  
DE 
JR 
90 James  Rowley 
DT JR 
91
 
Brett Grauss DT SO 
92 Wayne 
Woodard  
DT SO 
93
 Bryan Grauss 
DT SO 
95 
Ken 
Woodburn  
LB
 SR 
99 
Bob Matheny 
LB SR 
97
 
LeCarter
 Washington
 DT JR 
95 Kerry  Ford 
DE
 SR 
99 
Jesse 
Green
 
NO 
SR 
isA 
.6818, 
 
.4,69s,n8414/74Narr5.1-91181N.F!
 
SPARTAN
 OFFENSIVE 
STARTERS 
POS. 
NO. 
PLAYER 
HT. WT.
 
YR. 
Wit  
IS 
Eric Richardson 
6-2 184 
JR
 
I,T 
19 
Trevor  Bowles 6-5 260 SO 
LG 
79 
Marrow
 Niko 
6-3 279 
SR 
C 60
 
Jell
 Petkevimus 
6-1 240 
JR 
ItG 
65 
Tom
 Larson 
6-4 256 
SR 
RI 73 Henry  Ramelli 
6-4 258 
JR 
TE es 
Bill Nicholas 6-3 224 
SR 
QB 7 
Steve Clarkson 
6-1 195 
SR 
Ell  
43 
Ron Thornburg 
5-11 200 
JR 
TB 33 Bobby Johnson
 6-1 190 JR 
Wit
 I Tim  
Kearse  5-11 184 SR 
SPARTAN DEFENSIVE STARTERS 
POS. No. 
PLAYER  HT. Wt. 
YR. 
I,E
 6.3 
fah 
Ainuu 6-2 
232 
JR
 
LT 90 
James Rowley
 6-3 
220 JR 
NG 99 
Jesse Green 
5-11 
223 SR 
RT 72 
Steve McEnroe 
6-2 225 
SR 
RE se 
Kerry 
Ford
 
6-1
 
224 SR 
LB 96 
Bob Matheny 
6-3 225 
SR 
LB
 51 
Mike Maurer 
6-0 210 
JR 
LC 
3 
Gill Byrd 
5-11 192 
SR 
RC
 37 
Ken Thomas 
5-10 212 
SR 
SS 
48 
Dirk Hunter Ohs 6-1
 
208 
SR 
FS
 8 
Sherman  Comet 
6-2 183 
JR
 
October
 
22,  
1982
 
BULLDOG OFFENSIVE
 STARTERS 
POS. 
NO. 
PLAYERS
 
HT. 
WT. 
YR.
 
WR
 
83 
Henry
 Ellard 
5-11  
170 
SR 
LT 
79 
Kevin MoIle 
6-3 
250 
SR 
LG
 
67 
Mite 
Ferretti
 
6-5 
251 
JR 
56 
John Blecksill 
6-2 
245 
SR 
RG 
65 
Jerry Lockwood
 
6-4 
250 
SO 
RT 
78 
Ed 
Carter 
6-6
 275 
SR 
TE
 
85 
Bill 
Griever  
6-3 
230 
SR 
QB
 
2 
Jeff 
Tedford
 
6-0 
180 
SR 
FB 
34 
Lavoie 
Thomas
 
6-1 
200 
FR 
TB 
43 
Eric Redwood
 
5-9 
180 
JR
 
WR
 
86 
St ephon Paige 
6-2 
170 
SR 
BULLDOG
 DEFENSIVE 
STARTERS 
POS. NO. 
PLAYER 
HT. 
WT. 
rn 
LE
 99 
Kevin
 Jones 
6-3 230 SR 
NG 
51 
Morris 
Brown  
6-2 
235 SR 
RE 
93 
Howard Jones
 
6-2 220 
JR
 
OLB 59 
Kepa Kariekushiwi 
6-2 213 SR 
MLB 
82 
Kevin Johnson 
6-3 225 SR 
OLB 
57 
Bobby 
Stevenson  
6-1  215 SR 
ROV 
27 
Ron YrigoNen
 
6-2 
185 JR 
LC 
36 
Derrick
 Franklin 
5-11 180 JR 
RC 
10 
Sere Chance 
6-0 170 
JR 
SS 
22 
Bon 
Turner  
6-0 
185 
SR 
FS 
19 
Matt McKnight 
6-2 186 
SR
 
Aka  Lam 
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Fresno
 
State
 
Bulldogs
 
NO 
PLAYER 
POS.  YR. 
1 
Scott
 
Darrow  
K SR 
2 
Jeff 
Tedford
 
QB SR 
3 Lafayette Fletcher
 TB 
JR 
4 Gary Luster 
SS SR 
5 
Sergio 
Toscano
 
QB SR 
8 
Rick 
Worman QB 
SO 
7 
Mark  Patton 
FS JR 
8 
Darrick Wells 
SE FR 
9 
Rusty Karraker P -K 
SR 
10 
Sam Chance 
CB 
JR 
12 
Danny
 Rainey 
TB SR 
15 
Dave  Whisenhunt 
FB SO 
16
 
Rip Fritzer 
FL JR 
17 
John 
Foley QB 
SO 
16
 
Josh Haryung 
DB SO 
19 
Matt 
McKnight FS 
SR 
20 
Kent Paine 
CB SR 
21 
Don 
Turner CB 
SR 
23 
Bryce Malavasi 
SS FR 
21
 
Jeff Chudy 
SS JR 
26 
Jim  Nottoli CB SO 
27
 
Ron Yrigollen 
FS JR 
20 
Greg Lynds 
FB 
JR 
29 
Ken 
Williams 
FB JR 
30 
Otis Tolbert 
FB JR 
31
 
Kou Kashima 
FL SO 
32 
Fran 
O'Brien
 FB SR 
34
 
Lavale Thomas TB 
FR 
36 
Derrick Franklin 
CB JR 
40 
Eric Fox 
SS SO 
11 
Joe 
Jimmerson  LB 
JR 
42
 
Steve Lanham 
FB SO 
43 
Eric Redwood
 TB JR 
44 
Arlo 
Gates TB 
SR 
45 
Kevin Ashford 
LB JR 
48 
Dave McCrery 
LB SR 
47 
Terry Carter 
TB SR 
48 
Rommy Horn 
SE 
SR 
so 
Paul 
Damron 
LB JR 
51 
Morris Brown
 DT 
SR 
52 
Howard
 McNair 
LB JR 
54 
Dave 
Logue  
LB SR 
55 
Mike Hubbard 
LB  
JR 
58 
John Blacksill 
C SR 
57 
Bobby 
Stevenson  
LB 
SR 
59 
Kepa Kaaekuahiwi 
LB SR 
to 
Darryl  Laramie 
OG JR 
61
 
James Lewis 
LB 
JR 
81 
Dave Steevens LB JR 
63 
John Sandifer DT JR 
40 
John Steevens 
OG 
JR 
a 
Jerry  Lockwood 
OG SO 
67
 Mike 
Forrest
 OT 
JR 
so 
Vince Salazar 
OG 
FR 
69 
Tom Neville 
OT SO 
a) 
Phil 
Medlock 
DE JR 
77 
Richard Henson 
OT 
SO 
73
 
Sam Casmus OT 
SR 
16 
Kevin Taylor 
DT 
SR 
17 
Cliff 
Hanneman 
LB FR 
78
 
Ed Carter 
OT 
SR 
79 
Kevin Molle 
OT SR 
so 
Mark Scambray 
TE 
SO 
82 
Kevin Johnson 
LB SR 
83 
Henry Ellard 
SE 
SR 
61 
Jim Heller
 
TE SR 
Bs 
Bill Griever 
TE 
SR 
as 
Stephon Paige 
SE SR 
es 
Vince Wesson 
SE FR 
40 
Clyde Grover
 
DT JR 
91 
Tony Vegas 
DE SR 
97 
Steve Zapata 
TE JR 
91 
Howard Jones 
LB JR 
85 
Danny 
Avajian  DT SR 
a 
Bob 
Simpson
 DT 
JR 
88 
Kevin Jones 
DE
 SR 
r 
aye 
12 
They
 
want
 
to 
be 
kings.  
Homecoming
 
finalists 
1982 
 
By 
Sandie  
Smith  
Psychology 
Senior  
3.2
 
Campus activities Si-
gma Chi 
Fraternity. Of-
fices held: Vice 
president, 
philanthropy
 chairman, 
membership 
training 
assistant.
 Homecoming 
representative
 and 
publicity chairman; Psi 
Chi National
 Honor 
Society; Tau Delta 
Phi;
 
assistant chairman for 
Steve Betando 
Sponsor 
Sigma Chi 
Fraternity
 
Major 
Year 
GPA 
Europe wasn't built in a day. 
You 
won't  tour it in one 
either.
 
'Rawl with Niemnar and
 
you on t haw Lo tour Europe like a 
bat out of hellwe give you plenty of time to sample, savour,  
taste and test. IP And there are so many advantages. You deal 
direct with
 the Lour operator, so you save
 money. IP Newmar 
has over 25 years of travel 
experience
 and know-how. And we 
specialize In Under 30's 
groups.  IP We make sure your 
Lour Is 
hassle freehelp
 you find your feet In new 
cities,  provide 
breakfast and
 most dinners... in short, 
because  we take care 
of you, you're 
free to enjoy yourself. 
Call  us now or send 
for brochures. Newmar
 Tours International 5605
 Wood-
man 
Ave.  Suite 202. Van Nuys, CA 
91401. Call toll free: 
1-800-682-6666. or In 
California: 213-901-8771 collect. 
Newmar EurosIrollers,
 a  better 1%41111%1e I mope. 
Homecoming  
1980,    
chairman
 and coordinator
 
for 
Homecoming  1981: 
student orientation
 leader. 
Spartan  spirit committee. 
Community 
activities
 --
EE's residential 
group 
home 
counselor, com-
munity 
companions  -- co-
unseling for the 
United  
Way. 
Chandler Tripp 
School
 for 
the  Or-
thopedically 
Handicapped, 
counselor and tutor. 
Vocationel  
pals  - 
"After  
completing  a 
B.A. in 
psychology.
 I intent 
to 
continue
 
counseling  
for 
EE's
 
residential
 
group  
homes.
 While 
employed
 I 
wish  to 
work
 on and 
complete
 my 
master's  in 
psychology.
 Depending
 on 
my job 
status.  I shall 
decide on 
whether to 
continue
 toward a 
Ph.D. or 
continue
 working 
full  time. 
At some 
point in 
my
 
career.
 I hope to 
complete 
a teaching
 credential
 and 
work 
towards 
a 
psychometry 
license. 
Eventually
 I would 
like
 to 
work
 with 
higher 
educational  
institutions.'  
Scott Cooley 
Sponsor The Inter 
Fraternity Council 
Maps 
Business  Manag-
ement and Marketing 
Year 
Senior  
GPA 
2.85 
Campus activities - Inter 
Fraternity Council 
president. Phi Delta Theta 
Fraternity. Offices held: 
President, executive 
council, house manager. 
historian, little sister 
chairman; 
Order  of Omega 
Honorary  Society: 
AS.  
personnel selection 
committee; 
A.S. com-
munity 
affairs committee;
 
Fred  Koehmstedt 
Sponsor 
Kappa  Sigma 
Fraternity  
Major
 
Psychology  
Year 
Senior 
GPA 
2.54 
Campus 
activities 
Ka-
ppa
 Sigma 
Fraternity.
 
Offices 
held: 
President,  
vice 
president,  
little sister
 
chairman, 
pledge class 
vice  
president;  
Campus
 
Christian
 Center
 vocalist;
 
Order  of 
Omega  
Honorary  
Society.
 
society
 for
 the
 ad-
vancement 
of 
management;
 American 
Marketing
 Club; executive 
council of 
business 
students: 
resident hall 
community council; 
freshman 
orientation  
leader: discovery days 
leader  Chi Omega 
Knight. 
Community activities - Mu-
scular 
Dystrophy  
Association 
volunteer,
 
American
 Heart 
Association 
volunteer. 
Vocational 
goals - 
"Future
 
career 
plans 
include 
holding public 
office  while 
working on business 
ad-
,. 
,ntures
 
Why he 
should be bung "I 
believe I 
have  a lot to offer 
SJSU in 
being 
Homecoming
 King of 
1982.  
Similar to my ac-
complishments
 in IFC I 
have
 been successful
 in all 
the other positions I have 
held. I've 
had a lot of 
experience in 
public 
speaking.
 I feel lam a true 
campus leader
 and have 
the 
support of my peers 
which has been shown 
through 
my election to 
many 
positions." 
October
 12, 
1982  
Community activities - 
Campus coordinator for 
the American Red Cross 
blood drive. Director 
of 
Youth
 Ministry at 
St. 
Timothy's Parish. 
Vocational goal, - "I am 
pursuing 
a career with the 
airlines as a 
commercial  
pilot. I am presently 
building flight 
time as a 
certificated flight in-
structor. 
Upon graduation 
I 
plan to work  towards a 
master's degree 
in 
marriage
 and family 
counseling,
 which I would 
like to do in 
addition to my 
career in aviation 
Why he should 
be
 king 
"I feel that
 I can help in 
promoting  SJSU." 
Kevin 
Mentzer  
Sponsor  
Alpha 
Phi 
Sorority  
Maps 
Business 
Memo  
ement 
Year Senior 
GPA 3.0 
Campus
 activities Phi 
Delta Theta 
Fraternity 
member: Alpha Phi 
Ivyman president; society 
for the advancement
 of 
management;
 ski club. 
Community
 activities --
Muscular 
Dystrophy  
volunteer  
Vocational goals "To be 
a designer/builder/owner 
of small scale 
development  
projects. I plan to enter 
graduate work in the field 
of 
architecture  in order to 
build 
the best en-
vironments possible." 
Why he should be ItMg --
"S.ISU Homecoming King 
1982 
can be defined in one 
word. representation." 
 
  
.4   Ii11!Or 
 
 
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. 
and  
queens  
Debra 
Sonnet
 
Sponsor 
Royce Hall 
Weir 
Marketing 
Year - Junior 
GPA 3.71
 
Campus
 activities - Res-
ident 
adviser for 
Royce 
Hall; member of Royce 
Hall Community Council; 
Royce Hall intramural 
volleyball team; 
co -leader 
of campus exercise class; 
member of the American 
Marketing Association.
 
Vocational goals -- "I 
hope to apply my education 
to an interest of mine 
fashion. 
Working  in the 
fashion 
industry,  at an 
executive level, will enable 
me to apply 
my knowledge 
of 
marketing
 to an exciting 
and challenging field." 
Why she should be queen - 
"I am an enthusiastic, 
devote, 
energetic  and 
dependable person who has 
always sought new and 
challenging activities
 to 
participate 
in."  
Lisena
 
Smith  
Sponsor 
Alpha Phi 
Sorority
 
Major
 
English 
Year 
Senior
 
GPA 3.43 
Campus activities 
Alp-
ha Ph:
 
',wordy.
 
Offices  
held: President,
 cnapiain, 
marshal, 
executive 
council; Black
 Masque, 
Order of Omega
 Honor 
Society;  SJSU 
orchestra;
 
SJSU
 woodwind 
ensemble;
 
Reed 
Magazine
 poetry 
editor; 
tutor for 
Upward  
Bound;  Sigma 
Alpha 
Epsilon little sister. 
Vocational goals "To 
become something
 along 
the 
lines  of becoming a 
Christian 
marriage 
counselor  or some 
type of 
family
 planning coun-
selor." 
Why she should be 
queen - 
"I want to be more in-
volved on campus. 
I know I 
would 
be
 a good 
representative of San Jose 
State and I know
 I would 
enjoy 
the opportunity 
to 
represent
 the school." 
Lisa 
Bickford  
Sponsor Delta 
Zeta 
Sorority
 
Major Advertising and 
Public 
Relations 
Year Junior 
GPA 2.51 
Campus activities Delta 
Zeta Sororit 
Offices 
held: Social 
chairman,  
charm 
chairman,  stan-
dards committee
 publicity 
committee;
 Theta Chi little 
sister; 
ski  club; Public 
Relations Student 
Society
 
of 
America; operation 
share; campus clean-up 
day; greek week; Sigma
 
Chi derby days; freshman 
orientation leader. 
Community activities - 
Mountain View Historical 
Society; Big Sister, Santa 
Clara County; Los Altos 
Art Club; March of Dimes 
volunteer:  Kiwanis club. 
Vocational 
goals "I 
hope to graduate with a 
double major in ad 
vertising
 and public 
relations.
 My future 
plans  
include to work 
with  the 
Hyatt 
Corporation. 
Eventually  I hope to 
own 
my own 
advertising 
agency."
 
Why she should be queen 
"I feel that there's so 
much that each 
person has 
to give. I feel I would like 
to be Homecoming
 Queen 
because there's a lot I can 
give to my school
 and 
community." 
(11/4X4,y2s47-142:::ipain=y,
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 Kappa
 Sig 
& 
SJSU
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KA 
.ros
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X0
 
Lir
 
Terilyn 
Silvers  
Sponsor 
Chi Omega 
Sorority
 
Maio( Public 
Relations  
Year Senior 
GPA 
3.3 
Campus activities Chi 
Omega 
Sororit),  Offices 
held: 
chapter 
correspondent,
 song, 
publicity chairman; Public 
Relations Student 
Society
 
of America; Public 
Relations Director for the 
Spartan Daily; vice 
president and historian for 
the SJSU concert 
choir; 
transportation
 chairman 
For 
Homecoming
 1981. 
Community  
activities  --
volunteer  for YMCA 
fun 
run and rose 
garden run; 
special 
olympics
 volun-
teer; fundraiser for the 
United Way. 
Vocational
 
goals - 
"To 
pursue 
a career
 in 
writing
 
which 
allows me 
the op-
portunity  
to
 integrate
 my 
interest
 in 
music  and 
the 
arts 
and  to 
secure 
a 
profession  
that allows
 me 
the 
opportunity
 to use 
my 
education
 and 
talent.  My 
lifetime
 goal 
is
 to 
always
 
know 
responsibility
 and 
respect
 for 
those  
around  
me."  
Why 
she 
should
 be 
queen  
 
"As a 
result  of 
my long 
time
 
involvement
 at 
San 
Jose 
State,
 I feel
 I could
 
represent
 
the  
SJSU
 
students
 
best
 
because
 
of
 
my 
pride 
in the 
school
 and 
my 
involvement
 in 
a 
multitude
 
of 
campus.
 
community
 
and 
national
 
activities."
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Ambassadors 
to 
be
 
announced
 
at noon
 
today  
By
 Sandie Smith 
The decision has 
been made 
The 1982 
Homecoming  
King and Queen
 are - "it's
 a 
secret," 
said  Stephanie 
Duer, 
coordinator
 of the 
King and 
Queen 
competition.  
None of the 
eight  King and 
Queen finalists
 knows who 
IS the 
winner.  Neither
 does 
anyone
 else but
 the judging
 
committee  for 
that matter,
 Duer said. 
The 
finalists 
were
 announced 
last Tuesday
 after they 
were
 picked as 
the  eight with 
the highest 
numerical  
scores
 
on 
their resumes
 and the 
first  interview,
 Duer said. 
Resumes  were 
judged on 
scholastic  
achievements,
 
campus 
and 
community
 activities,
 job experience
 and 
professional
 goals, 
Duer  said. 
The 
interview 
was given 
more weight
 than the 
resume,
 Duer 
said.  
She said 
that the King and
 Queen would 
act more like 
"ambassadors
 of San 
Jose State,"
 because "it's
 a very 
verbal
 and visual
 
representation.
 
"They  need to 
be artistic, 
well-rounded,  
well-spoken  
and outspoken
 in matters 
concerning 
San  Jose State.
 So 
communication
 is very 
important," 
Duer said. 
The  final 
decision  was 
made  after the 
second in-
terview. The
 contestants
 were asked
 three 
questions:  
"Why, 
as the judges,
 should we 
pick you over
 the other 
candidates?,"
 "Considering
 the problems
 of the  
world  
right 
now  ( ie: nuclear
 arms race,
 etc.), if you
 were at a 
rally or 
lecture  and 
someone  asked 
you 'Don't 
you  think 
concerning
 yourself 
with homecoming
 is 
rather  
frivolous?.'
 What 
would  you 
reply?,"  "What 
suggestions 
could  you 
make
 to 
improve
 the 
contestant  
selection  
process?" 
"We got some 
very interesting
 answers," 
Duer said. 
There was 
no numerical
 rating as 
before,  Duer 
said.  
"The
 contestants
 were 
judged
 on the 
feelings we 
( the 
judges) got 
about them. 
We
 just reached
 a consensus,
 and 
we are all 
pleased  with 
our decision."
 
The 
judges for 
the  competition
 were 
Duer,  dorm 
representative;  
Nate Deaton,
 Inter 
Fraternity  
Council  
representative;
 Don 
Dushane,  
associate
 dean of 
student 
services; 
Beth Pursley,
 alumni 
representative;
 and Ray 
Wilkerson,
 faculty 
representative.
 
More 
people from 
various  campus
 organizations
 were 
asked
 to be on the
 judging 
committee,  
"but
 they never
 
showed 
up," 
Duer
 said. 
Although 
the decision 
has been 
made,  Duer 
wants the 
campus
 to be 
able
 to see the
 finalists 
before  they 
are 
presented  as 
the homecoming
 court.
 They will 
presented  
today
 at noon. 
"They
 are all 
quality
 people," 
Duer said. 
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Offensively -productive Rebels wait 
for wounded Spartan grirlders 
By 
Renuld
 
Reeves
 
Contrary  to 
the 
popular
 
adage,
 time 
does
 
not heal 
all 
wounds.
 
This 
is 
especially  
true 
when
 those
 
bludgeoned
 are
 
football  
players
 and 
their 
egos 
are  
as 
shattered
 
as 
their 
bodies.
 
Still 
smarting
 from 
last  
year's  
16-6  
thumping,
 
SJSU 
will 
trek  to 
Las 
Vegas 
on 
Oct.  30 
to
 take 
on
 Nevada
-
Las 
Vegas  at 
the 
Silver  
Bowl. 
The 
kick-off  is 
slated 
for 
7:30 
p.m.  
The 
newest  
addition
 to 
the  PCAA,
 
UNLV
 is 
0-2 in 
conference
 
action  
thus  far
 
and 
1-5 
overall.  
Pacific
 
edged 
the 
Rebels
 29-27
 in 
their 
conference  
opener
 
and 
dropped
 
a 
24-14 
decision
 to 
Utah,  last
 week.
 
Meanwhile,
 
UNLV's
 
lone
 
win 
has 
been
 
a 
28-21  
triumph
 
over 
hapless
 
Texas
-El
 Paso.
 
-our offense is about 
on the same 
par with last 
years (No.
 2 in the nation
 in 
both 
total and 
passing 
offense),"  first year UNLV 
head
 coach 
Harvey  
Hyde
 
said. 
Sophomore
 quar-
terback 
Randall Cun-
ningham 
spearheads. the
 
Rebels'
 potent offensive
 
attack
 which has been
 kid 
to under
 20 points just 
once
 
this 
season.  Cunningham. 
who is the 
third leading 
passer in the 
nation,  has 
completed 97 out of 201 
passes for 1,415
 yards and 
six touchdowns 
thus far 
this season. 
The 6 -foot
-1, 195 -
pounder leads the 
PCAA  in 
total 
offense  after 
amassing 1,430 yards 
through 
six games. 
UNLV's  starting 
junior 
varsity 
quarterback  in 
1981, 
Cunningham  
is also 
the 
No. 2 
passer 
in the 
PCAA 
behind  
Fresno  
State's
 Jeff 
Tedford.  
Split 
end 
Darral  
Hambrick,  
the 
country's
 
No. 
5 receiver,
 has been
 on 
the
 receiving
 end of 
most  of 
Cunningham's
 
aerials.  
Hambrick
 (6 -foot
-4, 210 
pounds) 
is averaging 
5.7 
catches per 
game and has 
pulled in 34 
passes  for 617 
yards 
thus
 far this 
season.  
The 
Rebels 
also  
possess one 
of the best kick 
return 
specialists 
in the 
nation in 
Keyvan 
Jenkins.
 
Jenkins is 
averaging 25.5 
yards
 per return 
to
 rank 
17th in the nation. 
Protecting
 Cun-
ningham is an 
offensive 
line that returns
 almost in 
tact 
from last year's 
6-6 
club. 
Tackle  Dan McQuaid 
0
-foot
-7. 247
 
pounds).
 
PilevadaLas Vegas defender Kirk Hodge 
no. 47) 
will  lead the 
Rebels 
against  
the 
Spartans  
on
 Oct 
in Las Vegas' Silver Bowl. 
guards 
Charles
 Cain (6 -
foot -3, 245 pounds) and 
Paul Herman (6 -foot -2, 250 
pounds), and center Sean 
Sloan (6-foot -6,
 257 pounds) 
are all returning starters 
Linebacker  
Mike 
Wallace leads 
the  Rebels' 
porous  
defense
 in 
tackles  
with 45.
 Meanwhile, the
 6 -
foot -2, 220
-pound
 senior has
 
made 28 
solo
 stops. 
30 
In the 
Rebels'  
28-21  win 
over 
UTEP,  
Walker  was
 in 
on 
16 tackles,
 while 
adding 
another
 11 
unassisted.
 He 
sacked 
the 
opposing  
quarterback
 
twice  
Probation  
problem  
nothing
 
new  
for  
Bulldogs
 
By Ronald Reeves
 
Sometimes you 
gamble 
and win,
 sometimes
 you 
gamble
 and lose.
 . like 
Fresno 
State's  football 
program did last
 Sept. 24 
after 
the PCAA 
Com-
pliance 
Committee
 found 
the school in 
violation
 of 
more NCAA rules. 
Already
 on probation 
for 
providing  travel to 
campus for 
quarterback  
Jeff
 Tedford's junior 
college 
coaches, PCAA 
Commissioner Lew Cryer 
said  Fresno State 
head 
coach 
Jim 
Sweeney
 and 
assistants
 Rick
 
Stannard  
and 
Jon 
Anabo  
were  found
 
to
 have 
violated
 
NCAA  
rules 
by
 
providing  
im-
proper
 loans
 of 
small
 
amounts  
to 
enrolled  
athletes
 
Cryer
 
said
 
that
 
Fresno  
State  
was  
also  in 
violation
 
of
 
NCAA  
rules  
because
 
"representatives
 
of 
the 
university's
 
athletics
 
in-
terests"
 
made
 an 
improper
 
loan
 
arrangement
 
with  
an
 
athlete  
which
 
enabled
 the
 
PHASE
 
la 
student to buy a car and 
insurance. 
Fresno State is still 
eligible 
for the California 
Bowl in December, but 
the  
conference's compliance 
committee continued the 
university's athletic 
 1, 
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 
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probation until June of 
1984; placed a 26-initial 
scholarship limit 
for 
scholarships in 1983: and 
barred Sweeney, Stannard 
and Anabo 
from off -
campus recruiting until 
August 
of
 1984. 
"I'm sure the penalties
 
could have been more 
severe had university 
president, Dr. Harold 
Haak, and his athletic 
review committee not 
shown good faith in taking 
the corrective measures it 
has,"
 Cryer said. 
According to Guss 
Graham, special athletics 
assistant at Fresno State, 
Bask
 has 
formed a three-
man Ad Hoc Committee to 
find out why 
the university 
keeps violating NCAA 
rules. 
"This committee was 
formed in May and must 
make a report of its fin-
dings to the President 
before May of 1983," 
Graham said. "I  will also 
make a 
recommendation
 at 
that time.
 We hope to stop 
something  like this from
 
ever happening again." 
Fresno
 
State's
 
probation problems 
began 
with 
basketball,  
which  
dates
 back to 
January  of 
1981 
when
 the 
university
 
was
 penalized 
for  illegally 
scrimmaging
 
Merced  
Junior College
 before the 
season 
had 
officially  
began. 
"They
 were 
due to 
come off 
of
 probation 
in
 
June of 
1982,' Cryer 
said, 
"but 
when
 they flew 
the JC 
coaches  in for 
the  spring 
111111161111111 poi I. 
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game  they 
were 
put  ou 
probation 
again." 
Russ 
Sloan, 
Fresno 
State
 men's
 athletic
 
director,
 said 
Sweeney
 was 
just being too 
hospitable  in 
this 
particular 
instance.  
According 
to Sloan, a 
corporate  
plane  of one 
of 
the Bulldog boosters was 
coming back from Los 
Angeles and Sweeney 
asked  Cerritos Junior 
College 
coach Frank 
Mazzotta and 
his  assistants 
if 
they'd  like to come up 
and see Ted Tedford 
play in 
the spring
 game. 
Utah State
 
SJSU
 
game
 
could be for Cal Bowl 
By Ronald Rams 
With a possible California Bowl bid on the line. SJSU 
will play host to Utah State in its PCAA finale 
on Satur-
day. Nov. 20 at Spartan Stadium. 
The kick-off is slated for 7 p.m. but a regional 
teleivsion audience could move game time up to 1:30 p.m.
 
Utah State 
is
 currently 
4-2  overall and
 2-1 in 
PCAA
 
play.  The 
Aggies
 have 
posted  conference
 wins 
over
 
Pacific, 
14-12,  and 
Fullerton  State,
 19-0. 
Meanwhile,  
Fresno 
State 
quarterback
 Ted 
Tedford 
passed  the 
Bulldogs
 to a 31-6 
victory over 
the Aggies 
in
 their only 
PCCA 
"I think 
this year's PCAA 
race is going to be 
the 
closest  and tighest that
 it hsa ever been,"  
said
 Utah State 
head coach 
Bruce  Snyder. 
"I think that there is a group of schools within the 
conference, and that group includes Utah State, that are 
closer to San Jose State ( the favorite) than I think San 
Jose would 
like." 
The Aggies'
 forte is defense.
 Led by senior 
defensive 
tackle
 Shawn Miller, 
Utah  State has the 
stingiest defense 
in the 
PCAA.  Through six 
games, the Aggies
 have given 
ups mere 80 
points. 
An All-American candidate and 1981 all-PCAA choice, 
Miller was nmaed PCAA player of the week for his per-
formance in the Aggies' 30-3 win over Idaho State (Oct. 9). 
The 6
-foot -4, 247
-pounder  was 
in
 on 11 
tackles
 and had 
two
 quarterback
 sacks
 against 
the 
Vandals.
 
Miller,
 who led all Utah State 
down linemen in tackles 
(82) in 1981, had been in 
on 47 tackles thus far in 
1982.  
Linebacker Pat McKenna,
 who was also a 1981 
all-
PCAA 
selection, is the Aggies' 
premier  linebacker. The 6 -
foot -1, 205 -pounder
 has recorded 26 solo 
tackles  from his 
outside linebacker position
 and been in on 33 others. 
McKenna
 set a team
 record last 
year after 
making  124 
tackles
 over a 10
-game span. 
He also led the
 Aggies  in 
unassisted 
tackles with 
50. 
On
 offense, Utah State is under the direction of 
sophomore signal caller Doug Samuels. The 6-foot -2,
 198 -
pounder has completed 76 of 154 passes for 992 yards so far 
this season. 
Last year, in a 27-24 loss
 to SJSU, Samuels was 15 -of -
29 for 283 yards and two touchdowns. His effort almost led 
the Aggies to a come -from
-behind
 victory. 
Samuels is joined in the backfield by senior running 
back Maurice Turner, who can play either fullback or 
tailback and is the Aggies' leading rusher thus far. 
The 6 -foot, 200-pounder has carried the ball 81 times 
for 352 yards and is averaging
 4.4 yards per carry. Turner 
socred six touchdowns last year while rambling 3.9 yards 
per carry and finishing up with 641 yards. 
All-PCAA selection Joe Crum anchors the Utah State 
front line. The 6-foot -4, 265 -pound senior guard is the 
Aggies' strongest player. He can bench press up to 480 
pounds. 
Junior flanker Fred 
Fernandes  is Samuels' favorite 
target. Fernandes has caught 10 passes for 147 yards this 
year for an average of 14.7 yards per catch. 
The 5 -foot -8, 170-pounder doubles 
as a return 
specialist. Last year, he averaged 12.2 yards per punt 
return to lead the PCAA and finish seventh in the nation. 
The Aggies also 
possess a fine place kicker in 
sophomore Willie Beecher, who has made good on 
six of 
seven field goals. All of his attempts have been from at 
least 30 yards out. Meanwhile, he has a boot of 52 yards to 
his credit. 
"Jim wasn't trying to 
do anything 
underhanded,"
 
Sloan said. "If he was, he 
wouldn't have asked Jack 
Roberts, who is Supervisor 
of Officials, if he wanted to 
come along too." 
Sweeney  
was 
unavailable
 for comment. 
The  
compliance
 
committee, 
which  consists 
of one representative
 from 
each of 
the  seven schools in 
the PCAA, 
continued  
Fresno State's
 probation 
through
 1984 and 
added 
some new 
sanctions  three 
weeks ago 
after finding the 
university
 guilty of more 
violations. 
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"We 
were
 in 
violation  
this time because
 coach 
Jon 
Anabo  loaned 
8200 out 
of his own
 pockets to 
10 JC 
transfers 
so
 that
 they could 
Rick 
Stannard
 went to 
a 
booster  so that 
Anabo  could 
be repaid
 quickly, I'm 
sure 
they 
knew  it was wrong,
 
hut they did it 
that  way to 
The Bulldogs can give out 
only 
26 new 
scholarships  
next 
fall  
instead of 30. 
pay their late registration 
fees," Sloan said. 
"Their  terms 
overlapped with ours so 
they were charged the 
$20  
late 
fee. Jim and coach 
save time." 
As a result, the 
Bulldogs can 
give  out only 
26 new scholarships next 
fall
 instead of the usual 30, 
while Sweeney, Stannard
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and Anabo can't do any off 
campus 
recruiting.
 
"As far as the 
car/insurance 
loan in-
fraction is concerned, 
running back
 Lafayette 
Fletcher has given 
the car 
back and lost
 a years 
eligibility as a result," said 
Sloan. 
Dave Adams, 
SJSU 
men's athletic 
director,
 is a 
member of the PCAA 
Compliance 
Committee  but 
he refused to comment as 
to why the 
committee ruled 
the way it did. According
 to 
Adams, "all actions of the 
compliance 
committee  are 
to be 
kept confidential."  
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Spartans
 lose 
chance
 
for 
undefeated
 
season
 
By Brion 
Wong 
After two
 weeks of 
PCAA play, one thing's for 
sure: SJSU won't be 
returning to the California 
Bowl with an 
undefeated  
league record.
 
In fact, the Spartans, 5-
0 last season in 
PCAA  play, 
may not 
make  it to the post -
season 
classic at all. 
A 22-21 loss to Long 
Beach State in last 
Saturday's 
home
 opener 
evened 
the Spartans' 
PCAA record at 
1-1. Long 
Beach 
State and Fresno 
State share the league lead 
with 2-0 records. 
Utah State 
is right 
behind  at 2-1. 
The race is by no 
means, over yet, but any
 
SJSU fan realizes 
the 
importance of Saturday's 
Homecoming
 game against 
Fresno 
State. A defeat to 
the Bulldogs would leave 
the Spartans 
two games 
behind 
with
 three left to 
play.
 
"We played a football
 
team 
that really wanted 
to 
win,"  SJSU coach
 Jack 
Elway 
said  after 
the 
Spartans' 
loss
 to Long 
Beach. "They
 took the hoe 
of 
scrimmage 
away
 from 
Actually, it 
was  453 
yards of 
passing  and two 
touchdowns 
by 4 9ers 
quarterback
 Todd Dillon 
that did the Spartans in.
 
SJSU's 
defense  
resembled a po.tee 
of swiss 
cheese 
after  the game 
Dillon found 
enough holes  
to roll up 
547 yards of total
 
offense 
Spartan  
quarterback  
Steve 
Clarkson, 
who  threw 
an 
eight -yard 
touchdown  
pass to 
Eric  
Richardson
 to 
give 
SJSU
 a seemingly
 
commanding 
21-9  lead, 
completed
 22 of 45 
passes  
for 242 
yards.
 
Clarkson received
 little 
help
 from his running 
game, which netted minus -
18 yards 
in 22 carries. , 
Dillon's nine -yard 
touchdown  pass to Thomas 
Fowler midway in the 
fourth quarter cut SJSU's 
lead to 21-19 with 8:26 left. 
On the next series, 
Clarkson  fumbled while 
trying to 
pass and Long 
Beach 
recovered,
 setting 
up Guy 
Johnson's  game -
winning 20-yard field goal. 
There was still 3:24 left 
in the game, but the 
Spartans were out of last-
minute tricks. 
Tim Kearse
 electrified 
the crowd
 
01 17,147 with a 
100 -yard
 kickoff return in 
the first quarter. That play 
turned out to be SJSU's 
only fireworks of the night. 
The Spartans* trek 
toward a second con-
secutive PCAA title began 
with a 
38-15 road victory 
over Fullerton State Oct. 9. 
SJSU's offense, which 
sputtered in the first 
half,  
woke 
up to erupt for 28 
second -half points. 
Clarkson came off the 
bench to throw two 
touchdowns
 as the Spar-
tans blew out the Titans. 
Showing no effects  of a 
jammed toe injury
 suffered 
in the Oregon State game, 
Clarkson finished with 
11
 
completions 
in 18 attempts 
for 170 yards after taking 
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over 
for Jack 
Overstreet
 
midway 
in the second 
quarter.  
"I
 expected to play," 
Clarkson said, 
"but
 not 
because 
Overstreet wasn't
 
doing the job. 
He did well, 
but  he was working 
with  a 
dead group 
of
 guys." 
Clarkson 
proved  to be a 
spark, directing 
SJSU
 on 
scoring 
drives  of 80, 82 and 
76 yards. 
Art  King's three -
yard run 
capped the first 
drive 
and  gave the Spar-
tans a 17-8 lead. 
Richardson
 and 
Clarkson 
hooked  up on a 24 -
yard scoring pass 
and 
reserve tight
 end Carl 
Sullivan 
made  his first 
career 
reception
 a 
memorable  one, catching
 a 
42 -yard 
touchdown  pass. 
Linebacker  Bob
 
Matheny 
picked off an Alex 
Espinoza pass and 
returned  it 43 yards for 
SJSU's other
 second -half 
touchdown.
 
Fullback Ron Thorn-
burg made his 
first ap-
pearance 
after 
being 
sidelined 
six  weeks with a 
broken 
collarbone.
 He had 
a 
team -high 33 
yards  on 
eight carries. 
Tight  end Bill 
Nicholas
 
caught four 
passes for 55 
yards. Free 
safety  Sher-
man 
Cocroft  intercepted 
two passes, the
 first one 
setting
 up a four -yard 
Overstreet 
to Kearse 
touchdown. 
Co keep 
Long
 
Beath Sate gmlerbach
 
Todd
 
Dion
 picked 
apart  the SJSU
 secondary so the 49ms 22 21 
koctory  Iasi weekend 
Dien used nine Aileron
 'Ewers to complete 
33
 of 47 attempts tor a long 
Beach meted 453 yatds 
and two touch 
downs 
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graduate  reminisces
 on college days 
By Jowls C. Cote 
"One of the best decisions I ever made 
was going to SJSU," Ben Reichmuth said.
 "I 
was impressed with the 
business  school then 
and I 
still  am now." 
Reichmuth made the decision to go to 
SJSU in 1954, majored 
in marketing and 
graduated in 1957. 
That makes Reichmuth a 
"Silver Alumnus" this year, celebrating the 
25th anniversary of his graduation 
from
 the 
university.
 
"I definitely picked SJSU
 over a lot of 
pressure from my teachers at Serra (a 
Catholic  high school) who wanted me to at-
tend a private university,' Reichmuth said. 
"I'm very thankful for that." 
Reichmuth, a tall, sincere man with 
mottled dark and gray hair, is currently the 
vice president of marketing at Gillcable. 
"Vice presidents have a great deal of 
freedom in running their division." Reich-
muth said. "It's almost like running my own 
business." 
Since 
his  graduation from 
SJSU,  
Reichmuth has remained
 in close contact 
with the school. From 1965 until 1967 he was 
president of the 
Alumni  Association and he 
served 
on the President's Council when 
Robert D. Clark was the 
university  president. 
Reichmuth was also
 involved in fundraising 
for the 
Spartan Foundation and he was 
the  
coordinator  for the expansion of 
Spartan  
Stadium. 
When
 Reichmuth was a student
 at SJSU, 
he was a member of the 
Sigma  Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity.
 
"I was very involved
 with fraternities," 
Reichmuth said. "That meant 
a lot of ac-
tivity."  
At that time, the campus was much
 
different. It extended from Fourth Street to 
Seventh Street, where the Administration 
building is now, 
Reichmuth  explained. 
He described the campus: 
"It was a delightful campus," Reichmuth 
said. "It had a welcoming appearance 
and 
reminded 
you  a little bit of New England. 
There were many elm trees." 
Where 
the  
Engineering
 building
 now 
stands the
 old San 
Jose  High 
School  had 
just
 
been torn 
down, and 
where the 
Speech  and 
Drama  building
 is now, there
 was an 
athletic  
field, 
Reichmuth
 explained.
 
According  to 
Reichmuth.
 when he 
started
 
at SJSU, there were 
COW students. During the 
four years he attended,
 enrollment doubled to 
12,000. Half of 
the males were 
Korean
 War 
veterans. 
At SJSU, Reichmuth
 participated in 
intramural 
sports
 and worked his
 way 
through college. 
His  jobs included: a 
Star
 and 
Bar gas station 
attendant, stocking cans 
and  
rolling 
aluminum.
 
"It (working) 
motivates  you to get
 your 
degree,"
 Reichmuth said.
 But he  also 
believes his 
experiences
 have helped 
him  in 
learning to deal with many
 types of people, 
especially in 
management.
 
After  
graduating
 from 
SJSU,  
Reichmuth
 
was  a 
deckhand
 in the
 Merchant
 Marines 
for 
a 
year. 
"I 
shipped
 out as 
a seaman," 
Reichmuth 
said. 
"It was a 
nice,  cheap 
way  to 
travel."
 
He 
returned  to 
California 
and was a 
sales 
representative
 for Best
 Foods 
in Northern
 
California  
for
 approximately
 a year.
 
From
 1959 
until  1970, 
Reichmuth  
was  in 
the 
insurance
 business
 in San
 Francisco.
 
Then, in 
1970,  he ran 
for a seat 
in the state
 
legislature. 
After losing
 a close 
primary, 
Reichmuth
 
decided
 to go 
into 
fundraising.  
The  
Spartan
 
Foundation
 was 
one of 
his 
clients.
 
Then in 1978, Reichmuth became
 the 
general 
manager of the San Jose Ear-
thquakes until 1980 when he moved to 
Gillcable. 
Eventually, Reichmuth would like to be 
the senior vice president
 of a telecom-
munications company or "head up my own 
company." 
Reichmuth
 believes that 
marketing skills are 
very
 adaptable. 
Reichmuth enjoys the fact that many 
of 
his fellow 
students  from SJSU have remained 
in the area. 
"This is a dynamic valley," 
Reichmuth 
said. "We have 
developed
 a tremendous 
network of people 
from SJSU." 
According to Reichmuth, SJSU  
was more 
of 
a "teacher's college" when 
he attended. 
Since then it's broadened its
 economic pur-
suit, he said. 
"SJSU is a great place for business 
majors to go," Reichmuth
 said. "There arc 
opportunities 
that  SJSU grads never had 
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Events
 
spark  
Spartan  
spirit  
By Cheryl Braggers 
Homecoming
 '82, which will pit Fresno
 
State (5-1
 ) against SJSU (4-2) 
promises
 to 
be an 
exciting  football game. But the past 
few days have held some entertainment of 
their own.
 
The fun began Tuesday night
 when the 
Homecoming King and queen finalists 
(four of each ) participated in a 
talent  show 
at the
 bakery. 
It was called a "no 
talent"  show by 
Lisa McCarty,
 talent show coordinator. 
It
 
was strictly for fun.
 Each of the eight 
finalists received 40 points 
for par-
ticipation and 
zero points if they 
didn't  
show up. They all showed up. 
The
 show was 
divided into 
four skits 
with  one 
king
 and one 
queen 
hopeful
 
writing
 and 
performing
 a 
comical
 skit of 
their 
choice.  
Wednesday
 
was 
"Dress
-Up
 
Day",  
Homecoming
 
chairman
 
Robert
 
Musil  
said.  
Since
 
two  
classes
 are
 
being  
honored
 
this  
year ( 1932 
and 
1957).
 
the 
Homecoming
 
Committee  
compromised,
 and the 
unof-
ficial
 theme is 
the '50s, 
Musil  said. 
The fun 
continued  
Wednesday  
night  with a 
special 
cinema
 
showing
 of 
"American  
Graffiti."  
Everyone  
was
 encouraged
 to come
 
dressed
 up in 
'50s  
style.
 
Thursday  
arrived 
with 
a banner
 
contest  
that  was 
more 
of a 
publicity  
contest  
since  
Coors
 is 
partly
 
sponsoring
 
Homecoming
 this 
year,  
Musil
 said. 
The  
banners 
were judged
 in the 
amphitheater
 
and will be 
displayed 
at
 the game. 
But it isn't over yet. Today's event will 
include a 
noontime
 pep rally in the S.C. 
amphitheater. The groups participating 
will do a cheer and sing a song. 
Awards
 for the winners of the pep rally 
include gift certificates
 of $25 and $10 for 
first and second place 
from  Downtown 
Liquors. The only stipulation is that they 
be used by Saturday night. 
The king and queen for Homecoming 
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'82 will 
be announced 
immediately 
following the pep 
rally.
 
The Golden 
Grads of '32 
will be having
 
a 
reunion
 at noon 
tomorrow  in 
the
 recently 
renovated
 Hotel St. 
Claire,  and 
the
 Silver 
Spartans  of '57 
will be honored
 there in a 
post -game 
reception.
 
The focus of this year's homecoming
 
will be Spartan Stadium, and not to be 
forgotten is the ever -popular
 sport of 
tailgating, to begin at approximately 4:30 
p.m. Saturday. Special areas will be 
designated for group tailgates, and 
Showtime will provide 10,000 pom-poms to 
get SJSU fans in the spirit for the clash 
against Fresno State. 
Tailgate entertainment will include 
the second annual performance of 
the 
Alumni Band, directed by Carl Chevellard, 
university bands director, as well as rock 
group, The Reggies. 
White T-shirts with a blue or yellow 
trim will also be sold at the game for $6. 
They will say "Spartan Homecoming '82" 
on the front and have a Coors logo on the 
back. 
Tickets to the game are $2 for 
students,
 $3 for general admission, $7 for 
reserved 30 and 40 -yard 
line  seats, and $9 
for reserved 50-yard line seats. 
Halftime festivities 
will include a 
performance by 
the Spartan Marching 
Band led by Robert
 Muzzi, former band 
director. The ROTC Sabre Guard will also 
perform a drill. 
The new Homecoming King and Queen 
will then march through the drill
 and an 
archway to be 
presented
 with a crown and 
a medal by President Gail Fullerton and 
A.S. President Tony Anderson, co-
chairman Stephanie Duer said. The
 King 
and Queen will also be presented with two 
scholarships -- one  from 
the Alumni 
Association, and one from Coors. 
Staff writer Juhe Bowls contributed to thss Corp. 
SJSU
 
Homecoming
 
making
 
a 
comeback  
By Biwa
 Brion
 
The tradition
 of 
Homecoming  
--
 with 
all its 
receptions,  
concert  
recitals,  
floats,
 
parades and
 football 
games  -- 
goes
 back 
officially  some 
54 years 
at
 SJSU. A 
customary 
alumni 
event,  
Homecoming  
provides  fond 
memories  for SJSU 
students 
of the past and 
the present. 
Homecoming
 at 
SJSU  was 
first  of-
ficially
 established
 in 1923, but 
even  before 
then,
 San Jose 
State College,
 as SJSU 
was 
then 
called, had 
similar  
receptions
 in mid -
June, 
with
 an 
afternoon
 of 
activities  
featuring 
athletic  contests 
such as 
horse-
shoe pitching 
between 
alumni
 members,
 
and marching 
band
 concerts. 
Don Betando, an industral studies 
professor involved with Homecoming 
receptions since the early '60s, 
said 
Homecoming  at SJSU reached its peak in 
the '505  and early '60s before student 
concern over the Vietnam War brought 
student enthusaism over Homecoming
 to a 
virtual stand -still. 
"People used to 
line  up at six in the 
morning to watch the 
Homecoming
 
parades," 
Betando said. "We used to have 
huge floats, 
really  detailed, really 
decorated." 
Betando said spirit 
rallies,  bon -fires, 
fashion shows and banquets were all in-
cluded 
when Homecoming was in its 
heyday.
 
Betando  called Homecoming, "the 
greatest public relations 
event between 
the university and the 
community," 
because it has 
positive  effects on everyone 
involved. 
"There were never any problems," he 
said. "We were all having fun, and lear-
ning how to organize and
 plan in a real -life 
situation
 
Betando said he thinks Homecoming 
will eventually reach 
the heights the way it 
was in the '505 and '60s. 
"More and more people are starting to 
get involved," 
he
 said. 
Homecoming 
as we know 
it, a fall 
event,
 centering around
 around the 
coming home of 
the football team
 from a 
long road 
trip, didn't 
get  underway 
at 
SJSU 
until  1948, 
according  to 
Betando.  
From 1968
 until 1977,
 there 
was  no 
Homecoming  
at SJSU. 
"There
 just 
wasn't
 
any 
student  interest
 in starting
 it up 
again,"
 Betando
 said. 
Since 
1977, 
Homecoming  
activities  
have been 
improving 
and getting 
more 
involved,  
according
 to 
Betando.  Last 
year's
 Homecoming 
even culminated
 in a 
parade. 
After a nine-year absence at SJSU, the 
long 
tradition
 of Homecoming is slowly but 
surely 
coming  back. 
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Passes
 galore 
when
 
SJSU
 
travels
 
to 
Pacific 
By Brion Wong 
Pass
-happy  football fans will get to see more 
than  an 
eyeful
 of passes on Nov. 13 when 
SJSU visits the 
University of the 
Pacific  in a PCAA contest at Stockton's 
Memorial Stadium. 
Like Spartan 
quarterback  Steve Clarkson, 
Pacific 
quarterback Paul Berner 
also  loves to throw the football. 
Berner, a junior who is sixth on the
 UOP single -season 
passing 
yardage list with 1,401 yards, 
completed  25 of 43 
tosses for 303 yards two 
weeks  ago against Fresno 
State.
 
SJSU's
 Homecoming opponent 
Saturday.  
Berner's  effort, howerver, went 
for naught as the 
Tigers lost 49-30. 
UOP, 
1-6 overall and 1-2 in PCAA 
play,  has lived and 
died by the pass 
this season. 
The 
Tigers -proved they can move the
 football with 461 
yards of total 
offense  against Fresno State,
 but their pass 
defense has been 
shredded  by opposing 
quarterbacks
 
'I've 
been
 
pleased
 
with our offense. 
We're
 doing 
some  good, sound
 things. 
-- 
Coach  Bob 
Toledo 
UOP 
ranks  last in the PCAA in 
pass defense, allowing 
almost
 235 yards per game. 
"In the past, our
 defense has kind of 
carried  the of-
fense, but now when our offense 
is starting to produce, the 
defense is not playing 
well,"  UOP head coach Bob 
Toledo
 
said. 
"I've really been pleased 
with
 the performance of our 
offense," Toledo 
added. "Except for some 
of the 
executiion and 
our problem with turnovers and 
penalties,  
we're doing some good, sound things." 
Battle for Cal Bowl 
raging
 
on 
By Michael McIntyre 
Haying
 
reached  
the 
midpoint  of the 
1982 season,
 
the 
race
 for the 
second 
California
 
Bowl
 is about
 as 
settled 
as the NFL 
players 
strike.
 
The 
California  
Bowl, 
scheduled  
for 
Dec.
 18 in 
Fresno's
 Bulldog 
Stadium, 
will 
pit the 
champions  
of 
the 
PCAA 
and 
Mid -
American 
conferences.
 In 
last 
year's 
initial
 contest,
 
An SJSU win 
Saturday would 
throw 
the  chase 
into 
more  chaos 
the SJSU
 Spartans met the
 
Toledo
 Rockets and 
fell
 27-
25 on a late field 
goal.  
As of 
now, there
 are 
still  six teams 
in the run-
ning in the 
Mid -American
 
and
 four squads 
alive  in the 
PCAA.
 
Pre -season 
co
-favorite 
Bowling
 Green leads
 the 
Mid
-American  league with 
a 4-1 mark.
 The Falcons 
have 
defeated 
Ohio, 
Central 
Michigan,  Western
 
Michigan
 and 
Northern  
Illinois,
 while 
losing
 only to 
Miami of Ohio. 
Toledo,
 the 
other  
conference
 co
-favorite  
before
 the 
year
 began, 
currently 
holds  a 3-2 league
 
record,  
just
 one game
 back 
of 
the  Falcons. 
On
 
Saturday, the
 two teams 
square off 
in Ohio 
in a 
contest 
which  might 
very 
well 
eliminate  the
 loser. 
Only a 
half
 game 
back  
of Bowling
 Green are
 both 
the Ohio 
Bobcats  and the
 
Miami  of Ohio 
Redskins  at 
3-1. 
Ohio has lost 
to 
Bowling  Green 
while 
beating 
Toledo,  Ball State 
and  Eastern Michigan.
 
Miami dropped 
its first 
league game
 last week by 
losing 
to Western Michigan
 
10-0. Previously, 
the 
Redskins 
had defeated 
Eastern 
Michigan, 
Kent 
State and Bowling 
Green.  
Miami and 
Ohio meet 
this 
Saturday  in 
Athens,
 
Ohio in 
another crucial
 
Mid
-American  
matchup.  
Also still in 
the league 
race are 
Western 
Michigan  
and Central Michigan. 
Both 
squads  are 2-1-1, with 
the tie coming when they 
met two weeks
 ago. Central 
Michigan travels 
to Kent 
state on Saturday while 
Western Michigan will be 
hosted 
by
 Ball State. 
Since both teams are a 
game and a half out with 
four other league op-
ponents above them, it 
would virtually take 
a 
miracle for either
 Western 
or 
Central
 Michigan 
to 
appear in the
 1982 
California Bowl. 
After this week's
 slate 
of games, 
the  most im-
portant
 Mid -American test 
will occur next week when 
Miami of  
Ohio
 tackles 
Toledo in Oxford, Ohio. 
The Bowl's
 other en-
trant,
 the PCAA champion,
 
is nearly as undetermined.
 
Fresno 
State  and Long 
Beach State are tied 
at
 2-0 
for the 
league lead, with 
Utah State only a half 
game 
back at 2-1. SJSU is a 
full game 
behind  the 
frontrunners at I-1, having 
lost 
to Long Beach State 
last
 week, 22-21. 
The only PCAA 
mat-
chup this week 
will indeed 
be a key one as SJSU hosts 
Fresno State in the 
Spartans' Homecoming 
Game. One of those teams 
will take 
a large step
 
towards 
a a bowl bid. 
A Bulldog win would 
elevate 
them  into a com-
manding PCAA position at 
3-0, while a corresponding
 
SJSU loss would
 virtually 
eliminate the 
Spartans  
from title 
contention.  
However,  an 
SJSU 
triumph 
would  throw the
 
chase 
into evert
 more 
chaos. 
The 
Spartans,  
Dolltlogs and 
Long; Beach 
State 
would all have 
two 
league
 wins and
 anything 
coula 
happen.
 
Other
 key 
league 
ma
 tchups during
 the rest of 
the season
 include: 
Long 
Beach State at Fresno 
Bowling Green 
leads the Mid -
American 
league 
with a 4-1 math 
State 
(Oct.  20), Utah State 
at SJSU 
(Nov. 20) and Utah 
State  at Long Beach 
State  
(Nov. 
27). 
Regardless 
of par-
ticipants,
 tickets for 
the  
California Bowl
 are 
available to 
the public 
through 
mail order by 
check 
or money 
order 
Requests 
should be ad-
dressed to: 
Greater San 
Joaquin Valley Sports 
Association,
 
4974 East
 
Clinton, 
Suite 215, 
Fresno,
 
Calif,
 93727. 
Prices for
 tickets are 
$15, $12, $10, and
 
$8. 
Stamped, 
self-adressed  
envelopes
 are required
 for 
return
 of tickets. 
BUDWEISER
 
KEGS! 
$32.00  
Tax Inc 
CHARLIES  
LIQUORS
 
180 E. 
Santa  Clara 
295-7617
 
  Coupon    
Bed & 
Breakfast
 Homes  
Directory  
A unique network of private 
homes in California offering 
lodging in the 
European 
tradition 
   
Inexpensive 
accomodations  
throughout the state 
   
Make 
your
 own 
arrangements
 
directly
 with 
B& B 
hosts 
$6.95  
per  
directory
 
Write
 to 
Knighttime Publications 
Dept. 
P.O. Box
 591 
Cupertino, 
CA 95014 
Pogo 19 
The good 
things  Toledo referred to revolve around 
quaterback Berner, who has taken the 
starting  job away 
from senior Sander Markel. 
Berner is averaging 229 yards passing per outing this 
year. He has had games of 279 yards against UC Davis, 261 
against 
Idaho  and 227 against the University of Nevada -
Las 
Vegas.
 
However, 
the Tigers' defense 
could not stop the 
op-
posing team 
as
 UOP's only 
victory  was a  
29-27
 decision 
over
 UNLV. 
"Sure,
 it's frustrating,"
 Toledo said. "We
 just can't 
seem
 to get it all 
together at once.
 We've had a 
lot of in-
juries 
and lack some 
people  at key 
positions,
 but we can't
 
give up." 
The passing attack 
dominates  so much of UOP's of-
fensive strategy 
that  the Tigers' leading rusher is fullback
 
Gary Blackwell, who has 425 yards
 on 84 carries. 
Berner's favorite 
receiver  is tight end Tony 
Camp,  a 
6 -foot -5, 235 -pound junior who has
 31 receptions for 369 
yards 
so far this season. Camp caught four touchdowns 
against Fresno State. 
Standouts in the Tigers' 3-4 defense are linebackers 
Thomas Cowling and Michael Greer. 
Because UOP blitzes Cowling and Greer frequently 
the young
 inexperienced secondary of Michael Young. 
Anthony Freeman, Kevin Greene and Darrell Divinity has 
been exploited. 
"Our kids have played hard but have been getting 
physically mismatched," Toledo said. "To stop Fresno's 
passing game, we had to get some pressure 
on the 
quarterback by bringing 
some
 people, which forced us to 
play man-to-man.
 
"If 
we
 don't get to the 
quarterback
 in that situation. 
we're sort of leaving
 the defensive back 
out  to dry. We 
may be at a 
point where we're 
just going to have 
to say 
we're  not going to 
give  up the long 
pass,  give up some 
short stuff
 and try to tackle." 
Salads
 
Soups 
Espresso 
Cappucino
 
ORTRe
 
'Amer -lea's
 Best Dressed Sandwich 
HOMECOMING
 
SPECIAL
 
In
 
Commemoration
 of SJSU 
125th
 Anniversary 
All  you 
handsome
 
dudes  
bring
 
in 
your 
own 
homecoming
 
Queen
 
for
 a 
special
 treat
 at 
Bum 
pies 
Happy hour Thurs.-Fri. 3-6 p.m. 
We feature 
Michelob on tap 
$2.50 pitcher/ 50C glass 
For that special homecoming
 
King or Queen in your life. 
Buy one 
regular size 
sandwich
 
get the 
second  one at 
half  price. 
COUPON
 EXPIRES
 10/29/82
 
80 E. San
 Carlos St. 
947-1333  
"There 
are  cafes, then 
there  is Le 
Café."
 
"There are 
cafes and then 
there  is Le Cafe. 
The  
difference
 begins to 
become  apparent in 
the early 
morning 
hours.
 At 4:30 a.m., 
as
 a busboy hoses 
down 
the plaza between 
1st and 2nd Streets,
 
erroneously  named 
Fountain Alley.
 the baker is 
shaping his 
Danish rolls and 
glazing
 his unbaked 
croissants
 with unsalted
 butter. By 5:15.
 the 
bright blue 
umbrellas  are unfolded 
to crown the 
dozens of 
outside tables as 
the fresh produce 
truck  arrives. 
Stacks
 of boxes are 
wheeled  into 
the kitchen. 
The  Swiss trained 
sou chef moves 
quickly 
to inspect the 
contents  of each 
box.  
"Ah,  the lettuce 
is
 fine...no, no, the
 tomatoes 
must 
go
 back." 
5:42  The produce 
man
 leaves with three 
boxes  
as a counter girl 
arrives. Quick hellos
 as she 
makes individual cups of 
coffee  for the kitchen 
and a cup for herself.
 No time to drink it 
though,
 the best she can hope 
for  is a few sips 
between  the myriad tasks 
she must perform be, 
fore Le Cafe 
opens at 7 a.m. The French
 roast 
coffee  must be roasted early 
because
 of the 
excessive smoke it gives 
off.  The antique copper 
coffee 
roaster
 is filled with green beans and the 
loud
 swishing sound makes it difficult
 to hear 
the Pavarotti tape. A 
temporary  loss, the 
volume is turned up. The ice display trays are 
filled, ice tea made with leafy Darjeeling
 tea and 
lace doilies are 
spread on gold display pans for 
the pastries now pouring out of the kitchen. The 
odors of roasting coffee and fresh
 baked rolls are 
everywhere. My 
eyes are stinging. "Ali. it's the 
onions
 for the French onion soup.
 the cook 
keeps  a wooden match 
between
 his teeth to keep 
from crying." "Does
 it work?" "Sometimes." 
6:20. The busboy is now 
finished  outside. The 
once litter -strewn 
plaza is magically turned into 
a Parisian sidewalk cafe. The chairs are placed 
perfectly
 and each patio table is 
festooned with 
fresh flowers and a 
bright blue umbrella. Now 
back inside, he 
surveys the small dining room. 
The paintings
 on the brick wall 
need  dusting. 
The 
feather
 duster tickles the 
dust off of an 
original  Miro, priced to 
sell at a thrifty 
$3.500.
 
The
 double brass 
rail around the 
buffet  line gets 
a rubdown 
with lemon 
peel
 and a towel. 
6:48 Now the pace and the production pick up. 
The fresh fruit salad is  finished off 
with just the 
right amount of 
honey  and fresh ginger. Wedges 
of imported 
cheese are grated in the Robot 
Coupe for the quiche and the baker 
rolls out 
three feet of puff pastry. 
Cut  with a special 
cutter, they become vol-au-vent shells which 
will be filled with beef burgundy or chicken ala 
reine for lunch.
 More will be baked for dinner. 
"Merde," the sou chef swears in Italian; the 
produce man is not back with the tomatoes and 
he needs them for the Salade Nicoise and the 
ratatouille. 
7:08 In the serving area the first customers line 
up for their custom made cup of coffee. While 
they wait, it's hard to ignore the fruit filled pas 
tries and still warm croissants. A puffy golden 
omelet souffle is served to the dark haired girl 
that works upstairs and every eye in the line 
turns to the platter. "Could 1 have some scram-
bled
 eggs instead of a Danish?" the next lady in 
line 
asks  the cashier. She grumbles about the 
price. ($2.25 for a fresh fruit salad, two scram 
bled eggs cooked in clarified sweet butter and a 
vorm croissant.) 
The next patron in line looks 
on. incredulous. "I'd like to know where she 
normally eats breakfast." he said to the cashier 
when it was his turn to pay. 
But is Le Cafe an expensive place to eat? Since 
most items are served a la carte from a buffet 
line, a first timer
 can easily run 
up a $7 to $8 
lunch tab, especially if he can't resist their irre 
sistible pastry display case. (.75c for danish and 
5).35 to $1.75 for 
fancy  pastries.) But one 
regular considers Le Cafe the best bargain in 
town. "Look at that truffle pate for $2.50. Last 
week in San Francisco I paid $4.50 plus tip for 
the same thing. If you like this kind 
of
 food,  the 
price is certainly right." Le Cafe does offer 
special items to its patrons. The Saint Andre 
cheese is flown in from 
Paris  on Mondays ($1.15 
a slice). The fresh pate (free of preservatives) 
are made by Marcel & Henri in San Francisco 
($2.00  
to $2.50). The addictive chocolate truffles 
($1.20 ea) from Cocolat in Berkeley and the 
bread from the Bakers Of Paris in South San 
Francisco. is brought in fresh daily. (5I.20  ea) 
"Many  American 
restaurants
 tend to cook 
down 
to their patrons." 
said Jodi Adkins, 
owner  of 
i.e Cafe. "The
 result is poorer 
quality  food than 
they eat 
at
 home. The newer 
cafes are cooking 
up
 to the diner. They're
 providing quality 
dishes
 
that are new and 
exciting  to the American 
taste.  
Everyone
 we know is more conscious
 of the food 
they eat. 
They may cut down on 
coffee and 
sweets, but the coffee 
and  sweets they opt to 
buy 
must be excellent. 
At Le Cafe, our goal is 
to 
continually give our customers 
excellent  choices.-
4,-Aer
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European pastries, choco-
late truffles, espresso, pate. 
imported wine and cheese, 
country French entrees. 
27 Fountain Alley, San Jose 
(City parking lot south of Santa Clara 
on South
 2nd) 
Mon. -Thurs. 7 a.m.
 -- 3 p.m. 
Fri. 
&Sat.  7 a.m. -- 12 p.m. 
Spai  
SJSU safety
 Dirk Hu 
the
 Spartans' 
39 2)1  
of 21,302 
Homecomi  
game. The 
Bulldogs 
Bus 
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By Eric Lads 
A report on the finan, 
proposed
 Rec Center
 
presented to 
the Stude 
board 
of directors 
tomor  
weeks of 
delay,  am 
Executive Vice President 
Evans. 
The report is expected 
important questions at 
Answers
 to RE
 
questions
 
expe
 
at 
Tuesday
 
me  
much  of 
the
 
[(cc
 C 
university
 can 
actually
 
build. 
On 
Friday,
 Evans
 sr 
would not
 discuss
 any teal
 
